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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will host its 
first International Elderhostel July 12 - 19. 
Elderhostel is in its second year at MSU but this is the first 
time that foreign citizens will be involved. th~ group of 50 
includes 21 residents of London, England. 
During their stay here, the Britishers will study Appalachian 
heritage and history, folk culture and tour_such,sites as Red 
River Gorge, Carter Caves, Cave Run Lake and the Kentucky Horse 
Park. 
The Elderhostel Program is based on the youth hostels and 
folk schools of Europe, but guided by the-needs of older citizens 
for intellectual and physical stimulation. Participants live on 
campus and attend classes and other activities. 
MSU is among more than 400 colleges and universities in the 
United States and Canada involved in Elderhostel. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University students MaryEtta 
Bledsoe and David Tapp haven't lost any friends since they took 
their last job. In fact, they say their friends are more 
understanding than expected. 
The jobs they accepted are as "student cadets" with the 
University's Division of Safety and Security. 
The ''student cadet" program is a cooperative effort involving 
MSU's professional police officers and University students. Cadets 
work from 12 to 20 hours per week, relieving officers from chores 
such as directing traffic, writing parking tickets and checking 
campus building security at night. 
"One of the first tickets I had to write was on a friends's 
car," recalls Tapp, a sophomore from Morehead. "Of course, he 
responded when I told him later that I had written a ticket on his 
car. But he wasn't really upset because he knew he had been 
illegally parked." 
The program started at MSU earlier~this summer but planning 
' 
began two or three years ago, according to Gary Messer, MSU's 
---~- -
director of safety and security. 
"We couldn't begin the student cadet program until we had 
our regular security force at full strength," Messer said. "We 
had been operating with less than a full force and had no men to 
work with the students. Now the program is going well, judging by 




"Now we have only the two students, but we hope to expand to 
six or eight cadets in the fall semester," he said. "Of course, 
they all will be paid under the University's work.!.study programs." 
Her work hasn't been difficult, said MaryEtta, a Dayton, Ohio, 
junior, and she has seen other positions on the University staff 
that she feels are more difficult to handle than being on the 
"I worked around the office when I first began the job and 
I would much rather write parking tickets than be the person at 
the window where the fines are paid," she said. "The people who 
get tickets really come up with some far-out stories about why they 
parked illegally. Collecting is a difficult job sometimes." 
Student cadets will have expanded rules this fall when they 
help with crowd control at athletic events, conferences and,·musical 
events. But Messer feels the major part of the cadet role may be 
unseen. 
"Aside from relieving regular officers, I can see where it will 
help students not even connected with our division," Messer said. 
"It can't be other than positive, from a student's viewpoint, to 
see another student helping security officers. The relationship 
from student to student will be one of more understanding than 
from officer to student." 
It's that student.!.to-student relationship which caused MaryEtta 
and David some concern at first, but now that concern has been 




"I'm already playing a role in helping students understand the 
people that are here on the security force," said Tapp. "I've even 
convinced a couple of my friends to apply for a job in the fall." 
MaryEtta says her friends think it's funny that she is a part 
of law enforcement. 
"They say they can't believe that I'm that mean," she said. 
"But they're just joking. I really convince them that the 
security force is just people out there doing their job." 
"I hope to work here until I graduate," Tapp said. "I think 
it's one of the best jobs I'll ever have." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University wi;Li-h·ost a 
H~;semanship Clinic at the Derrickson Agricultural' complex on 
Saturday, July 25, beginning at 8 a.m. 
Participants are asked to bring their own horses and those 
without horses are invited to attend and observe. 
Instruction will be provided on showing principles, riding 
and training techniques for young and older horses and feeding 
and health problems. St11ll and feed wi;Ll be available for the 
day. 
Instructors for the day-long ~linic include Dr. Kenneth 
Clever, coordinator of MSU's Veterinary Technology program and 
Bud ci~x~n, Grayson farrier speci11lizing in corrective shoeing'·;·., 
Additional information is ava;ilaple from Dr._ Judy Wi-;Llarc!_, 
assistant professor of agriculture at MSU, UPO 702, Morehead, Ky. 
40351 or by calling· (606)' 783-3325. 
/IIIII 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will host a series of 
four marching band camps beginning Sunday, July 19. 
More than 900 high school band members from throughout Kentucky 
will participate in the week-long sessions learning the basic 
fundamentals of marching and preparing for fall competition. 
The camps mark the opening of the high school marching band 
season. 
Coordinator for the camps is Eugene C. Norden, assistant professor 
of music at MSU. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Lucy Butcher Parker's 78th year has been filled 
with firsts. The Rowan County resident received her high school diploma 
through the GED program. She ma_de her first visit to W-Hollow, the home 
of author Jesse Stuart. She publicly displayed the results of her 68 
years of quilt-making experience and, at Morehead State University", she 
is enrolled in college for the first time in her life. 
Mrs. Parker already has completed MSU's first summer session and is 
as nervous as any other freshman about her grades. 
"I haven't received a grade for my speech class yet," she said. 
"But- I feel sure I' 11 get at least a _',B' . " 
Born in Johnson County, Mrs. Parker has lived most of her life just 
outside Morehead. She was a mother to nine children and has 25 
grandchildren, 22 great-grandchildren, and two great-great-grandchildren. 
Quilting is the craftwork she has pursued most of her life and Mrs. 
Parker is known as one of the finest and most prolific quiltmakers in 
the Morehead area. 
•' 
"I've been keeping a record since 1955," she said. "Since then, -
I've made more than 220 quilts but most of them have been sold to people 
who live away from here." 
People always are responding to the hand-lettered "Quilts-Gifts" 
sign in front of her home in the community of Gates. Visitors from 




"A couple from Texas stopped the other day and wanted to know if 
I could make them a ''Lone Star' quilt," she said. "They. wanted a 
particular color and, when they get the material back to me, I.'ll make 
it for them.", 
Mrs. Parker's quiltmaking has come between periods in her. life on 
the MSU campus. A student for one semester 61 years ago at the old 
Morehead Normal School, she still does not dream of what to do. with a 
college degree but attends for the enjoyment of learning. 
"I have bad ankles and I have to use a cane to get to ~lass 
! 
sometimes," she said. "But the students and professors treated me just 
like one of the bunch. I don't think I've ever had more fun." 
In the fall semester, Mrs. Parker says she will continue her college 
experience in other classes. She plans to study composition, shorthand, 
and to take a Bible literature class. 
Along with the study, Mrs. Parker has plans to fly to see relatives 
later this year and she also is going to see the ocean, two more things 
she has never done before. At the ocean, she plans to wear shorts and a 
swim suit for the first time. Yes, Lucy B. Parker's 78th year has been 
a real experience! 
# llfftf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 150 food service managers and 
supervisors from elementary and high schools across Kentucky will 
participate in a School Food Service Workshop at Morehead State 
University July 20-21. 
Classes will include nutrition, cost accounting and a food 
preparation laboratory. 
Coordinating the program are Helen Pennington, Kentucky 
Department of Education, School Food Service Division, and Nancy 
Graham, instructor of home economics at MSU. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The final orientation session for new freshmen 
entering Morehead State University this fall will be held Friday, 
July 24, beginning at 9 a.m. 
Academic advising and pre-registration for fall classes are also 
scheduled during the day-long program. 
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet will welcome incoming students 
and their parents in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University 
Center at 9:30 a.m. 
On Thursday evening, a banana split party, hosted by the Bureau 
of Student Affairs, will be given in the Mignon Hall Complex area. 
Additional information is available from MSU's Division of 
Admissions. Toll-free numbers ar.e 800-262-7474 in Kentucky and 
800-354-2090 in Ohio and other states bordering Kentucky. 
MSU's fall semester begins Monday, Aug. 24, with three days for 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Kentucky craftspeople who practice a craft 
native to the region and representative of the Appalachian Heritage 
will get a rare opportunity at Morehead State University on Thursday, 
July 23. 
Buyers from the Neiman-Marcus' Appalachian Crafts Shop (Neiman-Marcus 
is an internationally famous department store chain) will be on the MSU 
campus from 4 until 5 p.m., in the Academic-Athletic Complex on Main 
Street to view a craft show open to all Kentucky craftspeople. 
Jointly sponsored by the Kentucky Department of the Arts,. Craft 
Division,.· and the Appalachian Development Center, the show will provide 
participants an opportunity to develop a steady market outlet for their 
wares. 
Those who wish to participate need to make available a 
representative sample of their work, establish a wholesale price for 
each item, and be ready to make a commitment to the production of a 
specific number of items within a specified time. 
Neiman-Marcus representatives will not make actual purchases at 
the time of the show but will evaluate works on display, secure . 
information about such items, and secure craftsperson's names and 
addresses. Orders will be placed at a later date. 
Prior to the afternoon show, a workshop, "The Business of Being 
a Craftsperson," will be conducted in MSU' s Adron Doran University 
Center. Topics to be highlighted include wholesaling, packaging, 




Registration will be conducted from 9 until 10 a.m. in the __ 
third-floor lobby. Workshop sessions will take place on the same floor 
in the Riggle Room, extending throughout the afternoon. 
Parking space for participants will be available in the 
Academic-Athletic Complex parking lot from which shuttle service to 
.the Adron Doran University Center will be provided. Display tables 
and props for the afterno·on show will also be provided. 
For more information, contact Shirley Hamilton, crafts-show 
coordinator at 606/783-4731. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Three natives of Maysville 
have taken roles in Morehead State University's third season of 
Cave Run Musical Theatre. 
Three of Broadway's finest musicals are scheduled through 
August 29 at the Twin Knobs Recreation Area of Cave Run Lake. 
Productions include Rodgers and Harnmerstein's "Carousel," Irving 
Berlin's "Annie Get Your Gun," and "Little Mary Sunshine." 
Curtain time is 8:30 each evening, Wed~esday through Saturday. 
Ticket and reservation information is available at (606) 783-2170. 
-- - - -
Group rates are available. 
T. A. Boyd, a senior at MSU, will portray Chuck in "Little Mary 
Sunshine," Mac in "Annie Get Your Gun," and a sailor in "Carousel." 
MSU graduate Bob Thomas will play the lead character in "Carousel," 
Billy Biglow, and Crazy Horse in "Annie Get Your Gun." 
Kim Mitchell, MSU junior, is a member of the chorus in "Carousel" 
and "Annie Get Your Gun." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two residents of Magoffin County 
have taken roles in Morehead State University's third season of 
Cave Run Musical Theatre. 
Three of Broadway's finest musicals are scheduled through 
August 29 at the Twin Knobs Recreation Area of Cave Run Lake. 
Productions include Rodgers and Harmnerstein's "Carousel," Irving 
Berlin's "Annie Get Your Gun," and "Little Mary Sunshine." 
Curtain time is 8:30 each evening, Wed~esday through Saturday. 
Ticket and reservation information is available at (606) 783-2170. 
Group rates are available. 
Janet J. Rose is serving as Box Office Manager throughout the 
surmner season. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Tammy L. Griffith of Somerset has received 
her commission as-a. second lieutenant in the United States Army. 
The spring graduate of Morehead State University will begin officer 
basic school at ~berdeen Proving Grounds, Maryland, in September. 
Grlffith was an ROTC cadet and recreation major while attending 
MSU. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Ten from Rowan County have taken roles in 
Morehead State University's third season of Cave Run Musical Theatre. 
Three of Broadway's finest musicals are scheduled through August 29 
at the Twin Knobs Recreation Area of Cave Run Lake. Productions include 
Rodgers and Hammerstein's "Carousel," Irving Berlin's "Annie Get Your 
Gun" and a musical spoof entitled "Little Mary Sunshine." 
Curtain time is 8:30 each evening, Wednesday through Saturday. 
Ticket and reservation information is available at (606) 783-2170. 
Group rates are available. 
Lora Allison of Hollan Court portrays Gwen in "Little Mary Sunshine," 
Mrs. Ferguson in "Annie Get Your Gun" and a townsperson in "Carousel." 
Allison plans to be a communications major at MSU. 
Jennifer Blair, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Don Blair of North Wilson 
Avenue, acts as a townsperson in "Carousel." 
Adrielle Craft, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steven Craft of Lakeview 
Heights is also a townsperson in "Carousel." 
Jeff Ferguson of Bullfork pLays Iron Tail in "Annie Get Your Gun," 
Tex in "Little Mary Sunshine" and a townsperson in "Carousel." Ferguson 
also serves as dance captain. 
Se Layne, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. William Layne, acts as Jessie in 
"Annie Get Your Gun" and a townsperson in "Carousel." 
(more) 
) 
Cave Run Musicf!l 
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Robert Osborne of Knapp Avenue portrays Enoch Snow, Jr. in 
"Carousel," Mr. Clay in "Annie Get Your Gun" and Jack in "Little Mary 
Sunshine." 
Dale Raines of Lakewood Terrace, plays Slim in "Little Mary 
) Sunshine," a porter in "Annie Get Your Gun" and a principal in 
' 
"Carousel." 
Ann Quisenberry, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James Quisenberry of 
Forest Hills portrays Little Katie in "Annie Get Your Gun" and a 
townsperson in "Carousel." 
Lynn Quisenberry, al~g the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. James 
---- - --.- . --- --
. Q~~senberry portrays Minnie in "Annie Get Your Gun~_ and ~ t_o~~12erson 
in "Carousel." 
Danny White, son of Freda White, plays Chief Sitting Bull in 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Robin J. Humphrey of Maysville has been 
elected to serve as secretary of Morhead State University's Black 
Coalition this fall. 
The junior medical assisting major received her nursing degree 
from MSU last spring and is a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P.F. Humphrey of Maysville. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Deanna L. Hatch of Vanlue, Ohio 
has been named as a resident hall advisor at Morehead State 
University. 
The senior resident advisor will serve her appointment 
for the fall 1981 term in Fields Hall. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David L. Hatch of 
·.- •• f 
'' Vanlue. 
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(Back-To-School Special) 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will open its 
fall semester on Aug. 24 and the more than 7,200 students who 
are expected to enroll will find few changes have _occurred_since 
- -· -- . ~-
' -· .. -;--.---' ·' . 
the spring term ended in early May. 
Students. actu"ally will b_egin arriving on campus on· Saturday, 
~-
Aug.· 22, and Sunday, 'Aug. 23. The three-day registr~tion-period 
_starts Aug. 24 and classes begin at 8 a.m. on Aug. 27. 
The most significant change is the occupancy of MSU' s new 
$7 million Academic-Athletic Center. Finished late last spring, 
'·, 
the facility will be used for physical education and health 
classes for the first time this fal_l. It includes an indoor 
swimming pool and diving well and other facilities for gymnastics, 
physiology, basketball and tennis. In addition, students will 
utilize the building for concerts and other events. 
Enrollment is expected to be higher than the fall of 1980 
... in view of record response to MSU's summer orientation program for 
new students and the highest summer enrollment in the institution's 
59-year history. 
"We are encouraged by the numbers of students who participated 
in our early registration and orientation program this summer," 
said Dr. Randal D. Hart, director of admissions. "In addition to 
., ;, 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Do you know baseball as well as you think you 
do? 
WMKY FM-90, Morehead State University's campus radio station, an~_\ 
--- -~· 
National Public Radio puts you to the test Aug. 1 from 1-5 p.m. with a 
baseball trivia special "The NPR All-Stars---The Great Trivia Game." 
The four~hour special will feature a panel of baseball experts, 
pros and amateurs, posing some of their all-time favorite baseball trivia 
questions to a nationwide audience and answering the questions on a 
coast-to-coast phone-in. 
Panel members will write their own questions, designed to stump not 
only the audience but other panel members, with correct answers assigned 
point values during each hour of play. 
Scheduled panelists include Frank DeFord of "Sports Illustrated," 
Steve Harvey of the Los Angeles Times, Lou Boudreau, th~ voice of the 
Chicago Cubs and manager and Most Valuable 
I 
Cleveland Indians, and Red Barber, veteran 
- -- -- I 
__ -..J 
Player for the champion 1948 
broadcaster and NPR Morning 
Edition sports commentator. Umpire, referee and ultimate authority will 
be Neal Conan, NPR's New York based correspondent. 
Those listeners wishing to get into the action are asked to call-
(202) 857-0888 in Washington. You will be placed directly onto the air 
with your answers. 
For more information, contact Becky Hixon, WMKY Director of 
Promotion and DevelopmentL_a_t:___(_6Q~)_ ]83-3371._ 
# fiffff 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Paul Ford Davis, professor of education 
at Morehead State Uni-versity, has been named chairman of the 
Education and Scholarship Committee of~rhe. American Legion, 
Department of Kentucky. 
He was selected for the statewide post by Department 
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}fOREHEAD, Ky. Dr. James L. Fisher, president of the Council 
for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE), will be featured 
speaker at Morehead State University's summer _co_mmen_c_ell!:en~[on-]Friday, 
Aug. 7. 
More then 400 persons are candidates for associate, baccalaureate 
or graduate degrees during the 10 a.m. ceremony in MSU's Academic-Athletic 
Center. 
Chief executive of CASE since 1978, Dr. Fisher is a former 
president of Towson State University and vice president of Illinois 
State University. He was selected in 1975 as one of the ~at~on's 
top 50 college presidents. 
The author of.more than 60 publications, Dr. Fisher is a registered 
psychologist and former White House advisor. He holds a doctorate 
from Northwestern University where he served as· assistant director of 
admissions and counseling. His academic career began at the high school 
level in Illinois in 1957. 
Dr. Fisher cu~rently is serving on the governing boards of 
three colleges. He holds two honorary doctoral degrees. . '· 
CASE, based in Washington, D.C., was formed in 1974 through the 
merger of the American Alumni Council and American'College Public 
Relations Association. As the principal advancement arm of American 
higher education, CASE embraces campus professionals involved in 
alumni relations, educational fund raising, information services, 
publications and governmental and community relations. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Tracy Debo of Portsmouth, Ohio, 
has been named as a resident advisor in a residence hall at Horehead 
State University. 
The sophomore special education major will serve her 
appointment for the fall 1981 semester in Fields Hall. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Debe.· 
7-30-Slbp 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Linda M. Helterbridle of Florence 
has been named as a resident advisor in a residence hall at Horehead 
State Vniversity. 
The MSU senior will serve her appointment in Nunn Hall. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Shari Howard of Salyersville has been elected 
residence hall president at Morehead State University for the 1981-82 
school year. 
Howard, a freshman vocational agriculture major, will preside 
at meetings of the West Mignon Hall executive council~ She is the 
daughter of Mrs. Deloris Howard of Salyersville. ------=-- ---- -- ------------ ------ ------- ___.:;__ ______ _ 
The purpose of the residence hall council is to provide a 
medium of self-government for the hall residents, to p;omote, plan 
--and implement-educational, recreational, social and cultural programs 
in residence hall, and to promote cooperation among members of the 
_residence hall community and the University administration. 
Hall presidents are elected at the close of each spring 
semester and are awarded a $200 room scholarship. In addition, 
hall presidents serve as members of the Student Congress and Residence 
Hall Association. 
Resident advisors and hall-presidents return to MSU on Thursday, 
Aug. 20, to participate in a leadership workshop headed by Dr. Wayne 
Bond of Montclair State College in New Jersey. 
7-31-Slscf Uff 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Susan Borstner and Michael Ray of Bath County 
~ have been elected residence hall presidents at Morehead State University 
for the 1981-82 school year. 
Borstner., a junior majoring in industrial technology, will head the 
residence hall council of Mignon Tower. She is the daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred Hamilton of Salt Lick. 
A freshman drafting and design major, Ray will preside at meetings 
~ of the Cooper Hall executive council. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Bob Ray of Owingsville .. 
The purpose of residence hall councils is to provide a medium of 
~ self-government for the hall residents, to promote, plan and implement 
educational, recreational, social and cultural programs in residence 
halls, and to promote cooperation among members of the residence hall 
community and the University administration. 
Hall presidents are elected at the close of each spring semester 
and are awarded a $200 room scholarship. In addition, hall presidents 
t serve as members of the Student Congress and Residence Hall Association. 
Resident advisors and hall presidents return to MSU on Thursday, 
Aug. 20, to participate in a leadership workshop headed by Dr. Wayne 
t Bond of Montclair State College in New Jersey. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Energy efficiency in homes will be the topic of 
a Kentucky Association of Realtors (KAR) seminar scheduled Thursday, 
Aug. 13 at Morehead State University. 
The session is designed primarily for realtors in Northeastern 
Kentucky and will feature Nat Sanders, former executive director of KAR 
and now executive director of the Louisville Board of Realtors. 
More than 35 area realtors are expected to attend the 1 p.m. to 
4 p.m. seminar, according to Steve Lewis, member of the Morehead Board 
of ~ealtors and the KAR's Energy Conservation Committee. The public 
also is invited. 
"The seminar is intended to keep realtors informed_about energy 
efficiency, mostly in private residences," Lewis added. "We feel that 
homeowners also will be interested in that information." 
The Morehead Board of Realtors is hosting the seminar in the West 
Room of the Adron Doran University Center. Additional information is 
available from Mr. Lewis at (6060 784-4168. 
IIIII! fill 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 130 vocational education school 
principals, coordinators and officials are expected to attend a 
Vocational Administration Conference at Morehead State University 
Aug. 12-14. 
Keynoting the conference will be Raymond Barber, state 
superintendent of public instruction. His topic will be "Challenges 
Facing Education." 
The conference, the first of. its kind to be held at a state 
university, is designed to improve the management skills of 
vocational education personnel with emphasis on the role of the 
principal. 
Also included on the program will be Robert E. Spillman, 
assistant state school superintendent for vocational education. His 
topic will be "Management Expectations for Vocational Education." 
Conference sessions are scheduled each day from 1:30 p.m. to 
4:30 p.m. in Room 419 of MSU's Reed Hall. 
111111 It 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Kent Freeland has been named head of the 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the School of Education 
at Morehead State University. 
A member of the MSU faculty since 1977, Dr. Freeland is a former 
teaching assistant and elementary student teacher supervisor of the 
University of Iowa. 
Dr. Freeland holds a bachelor's degree from Iowa State University, 
master's from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and doctorate from 
the University of Iowa. 
In 1980, Dr. Freeland was a recipient of the "Outstanding Young 
Men of America" award. 
#fflfft# 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Wayne A. Morella, director of field career 
experiences at Morehead State University, has received his doctorate 
degree from Southern Illinois University in Carbondale. 
Dr. Morella, a native of Middlesex, N.J., holds bachelor's and 
master's degrees from Morehead State University and has been a member 
of MSU's faculty and staff since 1971. 
His dissertation in SIU's College of Education was entitled 
"A Study of Relationships Between Parents' Occupation and Career 
Objectives and Program Choice of Second Semester Freshmen in a 
Regional Kentucky University." 
Dr. Morella is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Vito Morella of Seaside 
Heights, N.J. He is married to the former Carole Carte of Flatwoods, 
who is MSU's director of grants and' contracts. 
II# II# 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Regional high school students and MSU recently 
teamed up to win a state championship. 
The MSU Upward Bound program, a six-week summer program for 117 
high school students from Eastern Kentucky, received statewide 
recognition when the Scholar Bowl team defeated five other teams for 
the state title. 
Seven members of the team traveled to Frankfort to qualify 
through competition. Following several hours of questions in such 
categories as science, mathematics, current events and American 
literature, the team defeated ~urray State University for the trophy. 
"The MSU Scholar Bowl team faced stiff competition from the 
other participating schools," said Diane Tabor, coordinator of the 
Upward Bound Program. 
Other schools with Upward Bound teams inilie competition included 
Berea College, Eastern Kentucky University, University of ~ouisville, 
Kentucky State University, and Murray State University. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will host an Energy 
Cost Reduction Seminar for restaurant managers on Thursday, Aug. 20, 
from 8:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the Riggle Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center. 
"The purpose of the seminar is to provide help to those involved 
in full service and fast food restaurants in decreasing their energy 
costs and increasing their profits," said Suzanne Theis, coordinator 
of MSU's Energy Management Program. 
Assisting with the seminar will be Dr. Charles Derrickson, Dennis 
Karwatka and Freeman Hamilton and the Kentucky Department of Energy. 
More information is available from Ms. Theis by phone at (606) 
783-3829 or by mail at UPO 1205, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. 
#### 
8-6-8lcb 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University will seek,~~!'i' __ inillion 
in capital contruction funds from the 1982 Kentucky General Assembly, 
according to action taken here Friday by the MSU Board of Regents. 
The board approved submission of requests for $4,602,450 in 
the 1982-83 fiscal year and $2,170,000 .in 1983-84 .. -·Projects include 
. ---- - - .· .. ··~---·-
renovation of two residence halls, upgrading of heat and electrical 
systems, roof repairs and purchase o:fl an aerial ladder fire truck. 
The capital construction requests for the 1982-84 biennium 
will be forwarded to the Council on Higher Education for review 
and a recommendation to be forwarded to Gov. John. Y. Brown Jr. 
In other action, the Regents: 
** Approved several personnel actions, including promotion of 
Dr. Ronald Walke to director of student financial aid, Anna Mae 
Riggle to dean of students,and Dr. Kenneth Clever to coordinator 
of veterinary technology. 
** Authorized the awarding of "tuition fee grants" to certain 
out-of-state students as a replacement for the out-of-state fee 
waiver program which was recently abolished by the Council on 
Higher Education. Details of the new program will be announced 
later, according to MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. 
**Accepted a series of grants and contracts totaling $654,339, 
including $199,960 in federal funds for continuation of the Upward 
Bound program for high school students with college potential. 
** Awarded an honorary doctoral degree to Dr. James L. Fisher 
of Washington, D.C!, president of the Council for Advancement and 
Support of Education (CASE), :._MSU~s summer commencement speaker. 
######## 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. James L. Fisher, president of the Council 
for Advancement and Support of Higher Education (CASE), told more than 
400 Morehead State University summer degree candidates here Friday that 
today's society demands a better understanding of the relationship 
between freedom and discipline. 
"In any field of endeavor, from personal relationships to work, 
failure to adhere to the discipline required and the rules or 
expectations involved inviteianxiety and failure, possibly even 
disaster," he said. 
Dr. Fisher added that success requires a balance between discipline 
and freedom and that excellence can never be achieved by abandoning 
either principle. 
"During the 1960's and 1970's, many began to believe we had 
transcended the need for balance," he said. "We have seen the result 
of this in our economy, in family relations, the arts, politics, and 
athletics." 
Prior to his address, Fisher received an honorary doctoral degree. 
11/JIIfl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Brad Fahrney's biggest decision during the next 
few months will be whether he will return to the land of kangaroos and 
koala bears. 
The Morehead State University graduate student has spent the last 
f~ve years teaching in Australia, and he says he's just as content 
there as in the United States. 
"Parts of Australia, especially Melbourne, have the look and feel 
of an American city," said Fahrney. "There probably aren't many nations 
in the world where you can feel at home the way you can in Australia." 
A former resident of Dayton, Ohio, Fahrney graduated from MSU in 
1974 with a degree in journalism and theatre. Following a year of 
graduate v1ork at MSU, Fahrney leftc-for Australia. 
"I interviewed for several teaching positions around here and one 
down there," he said. "Much to my amazement, I got the one in Australia. 
They stopped taking teachers from America about six months after I went 
there to work, so I just got in under the wire." 
The high school level of education that Fahrney taught in Australia 
is not the same as in this country. There is no middle school and high 
school is any grade above the sixth. Sixth grade and lower is called 
primary, rather than elementary school. 
But, in Fahrney's opinion, students may not differ, even though 




"It's hard to generalize about whether students in Australia are 
any different from American students," said Fahrney. "They seem to 
be about the same." 
Though Australia is best kriown for ko~la bears and kangaroos, 
Fahrney says he never explored the "outback," the wilderness area that 
is home to the exotic animals of _the world's. largest i~land. 
"I actu!'llly_ lived in only two places in the couritry.,_" Fahrney. 
said. "I lived in Rushworth, a former gold mining town, and Melbourne, 
one of the nation's. largest cities." 
Fahrney adds that the similarities of the two countries can be 
found daily. The cars, music, buildings, and some industry are shared 
by the U.S. and Australia. EsJ?ecially prevalent in the country "down 
under" are several Ame!:_i_c:_an· brands of fried chicken, hamburgers and 
soft drinks. 
During his extended stay in Australia, Fahrney has visited the U.S. 
only three times. The year-long leave of absence he is using to finish 
his graduate degree at MSU is his longest visit. It may be the most 
difficult to end agreeably, too, since Fahrney is undecided whether to 
return to his teaching job in Australia. The leave ends on New Year's 
Eve, 1981, and that gives Fahrney almost half a year to decide what · 
to do. 
"I just wish Melbourne were in Connecticut," he said. 
flff #II 
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Morehead State University is offering 33 courses in Ashland 
during the 1981 fall semester. 
Registration is scheduled Wednesday, Aug. 26, beginning at 
6 p.m. at the Ashland Board of Education. 
Scheduled courses include: 
APPLIED SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY -- lET 100, World of Technology. 
5-7:30 p.m.; lET 391, Trade and Technical Analysis Techniques, 7:30; 
lET 401, Seminar in Industrial Education, time to be arranged. 
BUSINESS-- FIN 660, Financial Management, 6-8:30 p.m.; ACCT 500, 
Survey of Accounting, 6-8:30 p.m.; ECON 661, Managerial Economics, 
6-8:30 p.m.; MNGT 500, Survey of Marketing and Management, 6-8:30 p.m.; 
MNGT 511, Industrial Relations, 6-8:30 p.m.; MNGT 619, Business Policy 
and Strategy, 6-8:30 p.m.; MNGT 620, Quantitative Business Analysis, 
6-8:30 p.m. 
' EDUC~TION -- EDEL 630, Curriculum Construction, 6-8:30 p.m.; 
EDEL 632, Elementary School Curriculum, 6-8:30 p.m.; EDSE 634, 
Secondary School Durriculum, 6-8:30 p.m:; EDSP 557, Curriculum for 
Elementary Exceptional Children, 6-8:30 p.m.; EDAD 645, Principles 
o£ Education and Administration, 6-8:30 p:m.; EDAD 691, The School 
and The Public, 6-7-:40 p.m.; EDAD 599, Workshop: Community 
Relations, 7:40-8:30 p.m; EDUC 600, Research Methods in Education, 
6-8:30 p.m.;· EDUC 610, Advanced Human Growth and Development, 
6-8:30 p.m.; EDAC 554, Principles of Adult and Continuing Education, 
6-8:30 p.m.; EDGC 619, Organization and Administration of Career 




EDGC 666 (A), Techniques of Counseling (Elementary), 6-8:30 p.m.; 
EDGC 666 (B), Techniques of Counseling,(Secondary); 6-8:30 p.m.; 
EDGC 666 (C), Techniques of Counseling (Community), 6-8:30 p.m.; 
HLTH 508, General School Safety, 6-8:30 p.m.; PSY 590, Abnormal 
Psychology, 6-8:30 p.m.; PSY 610, Advanced Human Growth and 
Development, 6-8:30 p.m.'·· 
ENGLISH ---ENG~544, Folk Literature, 6-8:30 p.m. 
·sciENCE -- SCI 592, Science for the Secondary Teacher, 
6-8:30 p.m.; GEOS 200, Coal Mining Geology, 6-8:30 p.m. 
SOCIAL SCIENCES-- SOC 540, Gerontology, 6-8:30 p.m.; SWK 540, 
Gerontology, 6-8:30 p.m. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead State University's fall semester 
opens Monday, Aug. 24, at 8 a.m. with registration for seniors and 
graduate students in the Laughlin Health Building. 
Juniors and sophomores register Monday from 1 p.m. until 4 p.m., 
and Tuesday from 8 a.m. until noon. Freshmen registration is scheduled 
to begin Tuesday at 1 p.m. and continue through Hednesday. 
Fall semester classes begin Thursday, Aug. 26, at 8 a.m. 
Orientation sessions for new students will be held in Button 
Auditorium from 8:30 a.m. until 11 a.m. and from 1 p.m. until 4 p.m. 
Residence halls open at 9 a.m. on Sunday, Aug. 23. A reception 
for new students and their parents will be hosted on Sunday at 2 p.m. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Chopsticks, floor mats for sleeping, and 
Oriental art are part of scholarly research of Dr. Bill Booth, head 
of Morehead State University's Department of Art,- who is involved in 
a month-long visit to Taiwan and Japan. 
"This research opportunity provides me with a chance to improve 
my understanding of Chinese art and gives me time to collect materials 
to enrich my teaching at MSU," Dr. Booth said before his departure. 
This research visit to Taiwan is supported by a grant from the 
Pacific Cultural Foundation of Taipei, Taiwan. Most of the research 
will be done in the National Palace Museum in Taipei. Dr. Booth also 
planned to present a lecture on "Chinese Influences on Western Arts" 
at the 1981 Asian Pacific Conference on Art Education Symposium in 
Taipei. 
"East Meets the West in the Arts" is the theme of the symposium 
which involves delegates from Japan, Korea, the Phillipines, Thailand, 
Taiwan, Canada, the United States and several European countries. 
Dr. Booth's paper was submitted to the Symposium jury in June and 
will be published in Chinese and English. 
The opportunity to meet artists and art scholars from around the 
world appealed to his concern for students at MSU, according to Dr. 
Booth, an art historian. 
"I feel the University has a responsibility to expose students to 
as many different artistic stimuli as possible," he said. "Students 




Following the research and symposium in Taiwan, Dr. Booth is 
visiting artists in Japan. He will stay with a friend who lives 
in the traditional Japanese manner. 
"I will sleep on the floor, just as the Japanese tradition 
dictates," he said. "And I will eat with chopsticks. I won't be 
able to communicate freely, since I don't speak Japanese, but I 
will be able to acquaint myself with areas of art not usually 
covered in university curricula.'.' 
Though the visit to Japan is privately funded, Dr. Booth says 
the possibility of scheduling art exhibitions for MSU's 
Claypool-Young Art Gallery is always in the back of his mind. 
"It is my hope to .arrange several exhibits for the.gallery 
while in the Republic of China and Japan," he explained. "An 
exhibition of 64 Chinese scrolls from the National Palace Museum of 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Robert M. (Mike) Duncan, president of 
Inez Deposit Bank, has become the first person to be named to 
a six-year term on the Morehead State University Board of 
Regents. 
Appointed recently by Gov; .. John· Y. Brown Jr. to succeed 
Sam ;;F·.- Kibbey of Grayson, Duncan ·will serve through March 31, 1987. 
He is the first.MSU regent to be appointed since-a new law took 
effect t'J=extend(;tliiDt'ef~sl)fromCfouri}ear~{jto;;six.C__:~-=-:.__~/ 
A graduate of Cumberland College and the University of 
Kentucky College of Law, the 30-year-old banker also serves 
on the boards of Alice L'I!p;td College and Highlands Regional 
Medical Center. He is president of· the Mart'in County Kiwanis 
Club. . ' . 
"We are .delighted·_ with Gov .. Brown·' s decision. to appoint 
Mr. Duncan to our Board of Regents and we are confident that 
he will prove to be an asset to the board and to the institution," 
said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. "At the same time, we 
are most appreciative of Mr. Kibbey's faithful service .on the 
board for the past eight years and we extend best wishes for 
his success in future endeavors." 
Duncan is married to the former Joanne Kirk of Inez. 
They have a son. 
######## 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Board of Regents 
have voted to merge MSU's laboratory school, University Breckinridge, 
with the Rowan County Public Schools, effective immediately-. 
The demise of the 53-year-old school. as a part of the University 
came on a 9-1 vote of the Regents in response to a recommendation by -- ----
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. r--.· 
The MSU chief executive described his proposal as a most 
difficult move, but necessary for the future of the University. 
Later, the Eoard voted 8-2 to make the merger effective this 
school year. The Regents also stipulated that UBS teachers on 
tenure be protected by the University. 
--~,/{~-~ 
Rowan School Supt. J~hrij]rock said Breck would continue to 
'----" 
operate in its present b~iidi~g_on the MSU campus until a new Rowan 
County Senior High School is completed and until the present high 
school is converted to a middle school. The Breck building will be 
leased to the county system during that period. 
r J Merging the lab scho01 will save MSU about $325,000 this year,. 
and $465,000 next year, according to Budget Director Porter Dailey. 
The merger also will result in additional state support for the Rowan 




In other action, the Regent~ approved a $686,900 reduction in 
MSU's 1981-82 operating budget as ordered recently by Gov. John Y. 
Brown Jr. as part of a $100 million cut in the state general fund. 
Attending the special meeting were board members Lloyd Cassity 
of Ashland, Billy Joe Hall of Mt. Sterling, Jerry F. Howell of 
Jack~on, John Baird of Pikeville, Robert M. Duncan of Inez, Cloyd 
McDowell of Williamsburg, Ethel Foley of Maysville, Judge James 
Richardson of Owingsville, Dr. John Duncan of the faculty and Steve 
O'Conner, the student representative. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Student Association 
has a new logo, thanks to the creative imagination of Shawn A. Smith 
of Chillicothe, Ohio. 
The senior art major was one of more than 50 entrants in the 
competition conducted last spring. The new logo will be brought into 
use during the 1981 fall semester. 
Smith served as a member of the Student Association Congress 
during 1980-81 and is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University,"in cooperation with 
the Kentucky Council on Higher Education and Kentucky Educational 
Television (KET), is offering four college courses on television"during 
the fall semester. 
Registration is completed by mail and the deadline is Sept. 4. 
Persons enrolling for credit are required to pay customary tuition as a 
resident or non-resident student. 
The "telecourses" include televised educational programs and print 
materials to enable students to study at their own pace. 
Courses to be televised this fall for MSU credit include: 
"*Government 199 - American Government Survey, Monday and Wednesday ,_ , 
! 
at 3:30p.m., beginning Aug. 31. (Three semester hours). 
· *Managem~nt 160 - "It 1 s Everybody 1 s Business," Sunday at 2:30 p.m. 
and 3 p.m., beginning Aug. 30. {-Three semester hours) 
*Education 599 - "Dealing in Discipline," Monday at 6:30 p.m. , 
beginning Aug. 31. (Three semester hours of graduate credit) 
*English 101 - "Writing for A Reason," Sunday at 3:30p.m. and 
4 p.m., beginning Aug. 30. (Three semester hours) 
To enroll or to obtain additional information, contact Michael 
Mincey, Bureau of Academic Affairs, Morehead State University, Morehead, 
KY 40351. The toll free telephone number in Kentucky is 800-262-7474. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Ronald E. Walters of Amelia, Ohio, has been 
awarded a three year Army ROTC scholarship at Morehead State University. 
The MSU sophomore will receive payment of all tuition and fees 
and a monthly living allowance _d_ur}.ng~ the next three academic years 
and will be commissioned in the United States Army··upon graduation. 
He is the son of ~osemary G. Walters of Amelia. 
The scholarship award was announced by Lt. Col. Jack Jones, 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Five Morehead State University students 
have been awarded three year Army ROTC scholarships. 
Scholarship recipients include Julie D. Dye of Grove City, 
Ohio; Patricia S. Pickles of Southfield, MI; Bradley J. Randall of 
Springfield, Ohio; Marc G. Rosen of Harrison, Ohio; and Ronald E. 
Walters of Amelia, Ohio. 
The MSU sophomores will receive payment of all tuition and fees 
and a monthly living allowance during the next three academic years 
and will be commissioned in the United States Army upon graduation. 
The scholarship award was announced by Lt. Col. Jack Jones, 
MSU's professor of military science. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Student Association 
is presenting Leo Sayer with special guest David Loggins in concert 
on Tuesday, Sept. 4. 
Tickets are available to MSU students with a.vp.lid identification 
card at $2 each. General admission tickets at.$8 each are available in 
Morehead at Larry's Rock and Read, the Music ~en and the MSU Student 
Association. Office in the Adron Doran University Center. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Sharon Crouch-Farmer, 26, of Owingsville, 
has been named coordinator of news services at Morehead State 
University. 
She received her bachelor's degree in journalism from MSU in 
1976 and served as communications specialist for the Gateway Area 
Development District and:as an advertising sales representative at 
the Lexington Herald-Leader. 
Farmer completed her master's degree in communications in 
1979 while serving as graduate assistant in MSU's Office of News 
Services. Immediately prior to her appointment, she was a staff 
assistant in MSU's Division of Public Affairs. 
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Crouch of Owingsville, 
she is married to David A. Farmer, fo·rmerly of Harlan, who is 
assistant news director of 1-JMST Radio in Mt. Sterling. 
As coordinator of news services, the Bath County· res·ident is 
;responsible for providing information to the news media conceTning 
the Un:):versity's teaching, research and public service ·activities 
and for maintaining a progTam of internal communications foT MSU 1 s 
·mo;re than 800 employees. 
"We are pleased to have one of our talented graduates· retuTn 
to the campus to assume this impo:r;;tant position," sai.d MSU President 
Morris L. Norfleet. "We are confident that Sharon w±ll be highly 
successful." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will be closed 
Monday, Sept. 7, in observance of Labor Day. 
Office hours and classes resume at 8 a.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 8. 
##### 
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Morehead State University's mining technology program is offering 
a course in coal mine geology in Ashland during the fall 1981 semester. 
The class will meet at the Ashland Board of Education Building 
at 15th and Central Avenue at 6 p.m. each Tues.day starting Sept. 2 
and erlding Dec. 15. The course carries three semester hours of credit. 
Registration is scheduled at the first class meeting. The 
instructor will be Dr. David Hylbert, profesl!wr of geoscience and 
internationally-known expert in coal mine roof support and coal 
geology. 
Coal mine geology is among the mining technology and other 
energy-related classes being offered by MSU in Eastern Kentucky. 
Additional infomation on mining technology is available from 
Forrest Cameron, coordinator of Hining Technology, HSU, UPO 801, 
Morehead, KY· 40351. The telephone is (606) 783-5158. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Eastern Kentucky is to music as Moreheaq 
State University is to jazz. Jazz in the midst of Bluegrass 
country? 
A Morehead music buff, Jay Flippin hosts the locally-produced 
radio program "Jazzline," aired on WMKY Radio at 90.3 FM each 
Sunday from 9 p.m. until midnight. 
There were two things Flippin says he felt were missing from 
WMKY' s four:·other jazz broadcasts. One was local jazz musicians 
on radio and the other was jazz musicians talking about what they 
do and why, on radio. 
"There was no way for local musicians, here at Morehead State 
University, to get their music played on the radio," Flippin explains. 
"We have some very fine jazz players, both faculty and students; 
and we have some excellent jazz ensembles." 
"Jazzline" features selections by local jazz musicians and 
interviews with the musicians. 
"There are a lot of people who don't know we exist. I'm 
certain there are a lot of people out in surrounding counties that 
are reached by our radio station who don't know there is any jazz 
going on over here. I think there are some jazz fans out there." 
The MSU music professor adds that "most people associate jazz 




The Stuart, VA, native reports.that a dentist from Grayson 
sent him a card thanking him for doing the show. The dentist, 
-
originally from the northeast, hadn't heard any jazz since moving 
to Kentucky. 
The jazz pianist speaks of jazz from a first-hand basis. 
He started playing the piano at the age of seven. 
"I started playing professionally, and I started playing 
around with 'soul music.' Then I began playing with a gospel 
church group." 
Flippin adds that he tried playing a little blues, too. 
The combination of these musical roots led Flippin to jazz, 
I 
although hE\ didn '_!:j consider himself a "jazz musician" until he 
carne to Morehead:_/ 
Flippin received a bachelor's degree in music from Mars Hill 
College in Ashville, N.C.; a master's in music from MSU and also 
worked and studied at Temple University. He is currently working 
toward a doctoral degree in musical arts at the University of 
Kentucky. 
When Flippin carne to MSU he began to study, read, listen to and 
practice jazz music. 
"That's when I began to find out what it's all about," he explains. 
At MSU, Flippin teaches jazz studies, theory of music and private 
piano lessons and he concedes his favorite jazz musicians include 
Oscar Peterson,.Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea and Joanne Brackeen. 
Flippin enjoys getting listener responses to the program and 
appreciates the musical contributions anyone might have. He can 
be reached through WMKY Radio, MSU, upo 903, Morehead, KY 40351. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Mon and dad are invited to college here 
for the weekend of Sept. 25-27. 
Morehead State University is observing its annual Parents 
Weekend with several activities, including the MSU-Middle Tennessee 
football game on Saturday, Sept. 26. Parents are entitled to 
half-price tickets if accompanied by a son or daughter who attend 
MSU. The kickoff is set for 1:30 p.m. at Jayne Stadium. 
Also, parents may stay in campus residence halls and take 
advantage of luncheon specials on Spet. 26 and~7 at the University 
Center Cafeteria. 
Activities on Friday, Sept. 25, include a boat ride on Cave Run 
Lake, recreational sports, a movie and "get acqaaf•nted" parties 
in campus residence halls. 
President and Mrs. Morris L. Norfleet will host a 'continental 
breakfast for parents at 8:30 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 26, Academic 
facilities will be open for tours at 9:30 a.m. The organizational 
meeting of the MSU Parents Association is scheduled at 11 a.m. 
A Student Association concert featuring comedian David Letterman 
and singer Livingston Taylor is set at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 26, 
~ in MSU's new~cade~ic-Athletic·Center. The annual Parents Weekend 







"We extend a cordial invitation to the parents of all our 
students to visit the campus for Parents Weekend," said President 
Norfleet. "This has become one of our most popular weekends and 
we look forward to another outstanding schedule of events." 
8-27-Slkk. #l!fl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "I just didn't want to turn into a carrot." 
Joe Duncan, a 54-year-old freshman at Morehead State University, 
says his reason for entering college runs deeper than that. He has 
I 
written more than 48 books and numerous newspaper articles but only 
a few have been published. 
"It boils down to just one thing," he says. "I love to write. 
But most of what I write I leave in file cabinets at home for my 
descendents to read." Duncan, who can usually be recognized by his 
green fatigue hat, came to MSU to study journalism and acquire the 
marketable skills of a trained writer. 
The Fleming County native has his wife, Laura, and 13 children 
and ~2 grandchildren behind him in this new adventure. 
"Even the grandchildren got into the act and we had a vote," 
said Duncan. 
His youngest child is five years old and the oldest, Sharon, 29, 
is a nursing student at MSU and is commuting the 21 miles from 
Wallingford each day with her father. 
Qualified as a totally disabled veteran, Duncan finances his 
education through the GI Bill and by collecting aluminum cans and 
copper. 
"I have applied for various student aid programs but if I don't 
get them I still plan to finish," he adds. 
A typewriter sits by his bedside for those times when he gets an 




"When I start typing that early my wife doesn't seem to 
appreciate it," says Duncan. ''But I know she is behind me in my 
writing endeavors. 
The former brick contractor isn't exactly sure where he gets 
his story ideas but he is sure of one thing: "I love Eastern 
Kentucky and I try to write something appropriate to this area." 
He feels that one of the best things to happen in this country 
is that older, married students are premitted to enroll in college. 
"This option wasn't open to older students a few years ago and 
I'm really glad that it is available now," he said. 
With a whole garden of writing opportunities facing him in 
college, Duncan doesn't need to fear turning into a carrot. 
"I'm glad I came," he said with a grin. 
11/f fJfl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University. will present ;Elaine 
Humphreys in a guest harp recital on Tuesday, Sept. 8, at Durican 
Recital Hall. 
She will be assisted by Lucretia Stet1er- on piaho and Robert 
- . 
Pritchard on, flute. Stetler and Pritchard are assistant professors 
of music at MSU. 
The program will include works by Britten,.Prokofieff, Zabel, 
Debussy, Hindemith and Persichetti. 
The 8:15 p.m. recital is free and open to the public. 
flflflfllf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's WMKY Radio will 
be kicking off a unique football program on Sept. 9 for listeners 
to savor with their morning bacon and eggs. 
"Gameplan," a 30-minute show featuring MSU Head Football 
Coach Steve Loney, will be broadcast live from Jerry's Restaurant 
on Main Street in Morehead where Loney will field questions from 
restaurant patrons and listeners. 
"We're going to set up a microphone in the restaurant for 
people who wish to come up and ask Coa"ch- Loney a question,':' explains 
Rick Hesterburg, WMKY sports director and-·.host of-thECiiew _sho.w. "We're 
also goi~g __ to have a phoneline into Jerry's so listeners carij 
--- - ---- -· - --- - - - -
c~ll in questions and talk with the coach on th~ __ air .. "-
The Sept. 9 show comes three days before MSU's opening game 
at Marshall. "Gameplan" will be aired each Wednesday during the 
season at 7:30 a.m. 
8-31-8lag 4NNf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Parents Weekend 1981 highlights the September 
calendar of events at Morehead State University. 
Parents of MSU students are invited to Eagle country on Friday, 
--
Sept. 25, for a weekend of special activities beginning at 5 p.m: 
with a boat ride on Cave Run Lake. Also on Friday evening, the ~ · 
---- -- --- ------ --- -
movie, "The Champ," will be shown in ~t1_ttQ!). Aud-itorium and "Let's 
Get Acquainted" parties -are-scheduled in campus _res-idence ·hal·ls -. - .. ' . 
~aturday, Sept. 26, begi~s with a breakfast hosted by-
--------- ------- ----- ------- -- ---- --~. 
President and Mrs. Morris L. Norfleet. Academic schools_will hold 
open house during the morning and, at 11 a.m., an organizational 
meeting of the MSU Parents Association is scheduled. 
MSU's football Eagles meet Middle Tennessee at 1:30 p.m. at 
Jayne Stadium and, at 8:30p.m., Livingston Taylor and David Letterman 
perform in concert at the new Academic-Ahtletic Center. 
" 
Activities s~- for Sunday, Sept. 27; include the annual Parents 
' Weekend Golf Tournamenf and a 1 p.m. boat ride on Cave Run Lake. 
Art exhibits scheduled for September in the Claypool-Young Art 
GallerY- include a Print Exhibit from MSU's permanent collection 
through Sept. 4 and paintings and sculpture from the Sydney and 
Frances Lewis Collection Sept. 6 through Oct. 16. 
Musical events scheduled include a concert by Leo Sayer and 
David Loggins at 8 p.m. on Sept. 1; Jack Daniels and the Silver 
Coronet Band on Sept. 23 at 8 p.m.; and guest recitals by Elaine 
Humphreys on Sept. 8, Dr. Jay Wilkey on Sept. 15 and Dr. Gary Wolf on 




Also scheduled are Oil Shale Regulation Public Hearings on Sept. 
7 and 8, the Kentucky High School Speech League Regional Speech 
Workshop on Sept. 12, and a Kentucky Department of Education meeting 
on Sept. 23. 
Sports at MSU during September include volleyball in Wetherby 
Gymnasium on Sept. 16 against Eastern Kentucky at 7 p.m. and Sept. 
19 with MSU hosting Indiana State, Cincinnati and Marshall at 10 a.m. 
'.:}'f..SU's women's tennis team meets Easte= Kentucky on Sept. 15 
and Kentucky on Sept. 29. Both matches are set for 3 p.m. at the MSU 
courts. 
In soccer, the Eagles meet West Virginia Tech at 4 p.m. on Sept. 
19 at home;. 
8-31-8lscf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University has some good news for 
area fishermen. 
., 
MSU again has been selected to host a regional Bass Fishing 
Institute sponsored by Indiana State University and the,America Institute 
of Bass Fishing. The event is set for April 17 and_ 18,_ 1982, in the new 
Academic-Athletic Center. 
More than 500 persons participated last spring. when MSU first hosted 
the two-day program. The MSU Institute involves discussion of ~11 
aspects of fishing, including casting techniques, use of_ lures, seasonal 
patterns, and the use of depth finders, sounders, locators and graphs. 
Participants will be shown casting techniques and. lure demonstrations. 
There also will be a display of fishing equipment by various 
manufacturers. 
A highlight will be the opportunity for area fishermen to get 
personal tips from and to watch demonstrations by a number of w~ll-known 
fishermen. 
"Last spring, we had Bill Dance and Tom Mann, two of the top 
fishermen in the country," says Harry Ryan, MSU' s coordinator of campus 
events. "We hope they'll be coming back again next spring." 
Dance, of Memphis, Tenn., and Mann, of Eufaula, Ala., have been 
recipients of several awards in nation~l fishing circles. 
"The MSU Institute will have something of interest for all levels 
of fishermen from beginners to pros, from the once-a-week fishermen on 




Pre-registration for the institute starts Dec. 7. The registration 
fee for one adult is $40. A spouse may enroll for an additional $20. 
Each enrolled adult may register one youth (ages 10~15) without cost. 
Additional youth may enroll for $20 each. 
Additional information is available from Harry Ryan, Coordinator 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Camden-Carroll 
Library has been given a film library with a replacement value of 
more than $700,000. 
The 16-millimeter sound films were owned previously by the 
Kentucky Department for Human Resourses. The more than 1,700 films 
were housed at the Paris State Hospital where they were loaned to 
public agencies across the state. 
The collection includes films dealing with all aspects of physical 
and mental health sciences. In addition, MSU received equipment for 
maintaining and administering the films and cases and shelving for 
storage. 
"This collection will enable the University to provide an · --·-
outstanding film service to our students and faculty and to our entire 
region," said Dr. Jack Ellis, MSU's director of libraries. 
He continued: 
"As the center of a hospital library network, which includes 
eight hospitals in the area, this collection means a great deal to 
us. We expect the public response to be tremendous." 
The film library is part of MSU's Learning Resourses Center on 
the ground floor of the Camden-Carroll Library Tower. 
Films acre available for loan to health departments, public 
schools, medical personnel, nursing homes or other organizations 
throughout the state, according to Dr. Ellis. 
Additional information is available from Helen Williams, 
Camden-Carroll Library, MSU, UFO 700, Morehead, KY 40351. The 
' telephone is (606) 783-4797. 
<9-l-8lscf 4NNt ---
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Concert and Lecture 
Series Committee is bringing five top-name performances to campus 
during the 1981-82 schoql year and all programs are free and open to 
the public. 
Dr. Sue Luckey, committee chairperson, has announced the following 
series: 
*Sept. 26 -- David Letterman in concert at 8:30 p.m.': in the 
Academic-Athletic Center. Co-sponsored by the MSU Student Association, 
the event will also feature Livingston Taylor and is part of Parents 
t Weekend activities scheduled Sept. 25-27. 
*Oct. 22 -- Frederic Storaska, 10:20 a.m. in Button Auditorium. 
The author of "How to Say No To A Rapist--And Survive" will be making 
his second appearance at MSU. Storaska has devoted his complete 
resour~es a,n_d __ energies to understoanding and solving the problems of 
assaults on men, women and children. --- ----- --- ·: _________ _ 
*Jan. 28 -- Teddy Wilson Trio at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium. A 
legendary jazz musician, Wilson probably is best remembered as the 
pianist in the Benny Goodman Quartet. 
'~March 25 -- "Best of Hollywood" in Button Auditorium at 8 p.m. 
A company of twelve actor-singer-dancers will perform some of the best 
of Hollywood's songs in a nostalgic look at the development of American 
motion picture music. 
(more) 
Concert & Lecture 
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*April 22 -- John Bay as Groucho Marx in "An Elephant in My 
Pajamas" at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium. A one-man show bringing to 
life some of the best of the renowned Groucho Marx, John Bay has 
..l --- -
appeared in numerous stage, r_a~io, TY and __ fi_~IIl product:_ ions around the 
world. "An Elephant in My Pajamas!' was first seen at England's 
-·- -----
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MOREHEAD, Ky·~----- Morehead State University is hosting a 
mental health workshop Sept. 13-18 for employees of Kentucky's 
comprehensive care centers. 
Sponsored by Cave Run ·comprehensive Care Center in Morehead 
and a branch of the National Institute of Mental Health, the 
training session is intended "to insure that our clients receive 
the highest quality and most appropriate care possible," says Tom 
Clay, director of the Cave Run facility. 
Comprehensive Care clients include mental health patients, 
mentally retarded and people with drug or alcohol problems. 
Fifteen persons are expected to participate in the program, 
one from each of the state's comprehensive care centers. 
Workshop instructors are Clay and Dr. Fred Newman of the Eastern 
P.ennsylvania Psychic Institute in Philadelphia. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is hosting the 
1981 Gateway Olympics Fall Sports Festival on Friday, Sept. 11. 
More than 300 children from special education classes and 
economically-deprived homes in the five-county Gateway Area 
Development District will participate in sports events at MSU's 
various athletic facilities. 
The games are sponsored by the United States Community 
Services Administration and MSU. 
"Our idea is that everyone will participate and have a great 
time," says Dr. Howard Nesbitt, professor of health, physical 
education and recreation. "These exceptional young people will 
have an opportunity to come here and enjoy themselves." 
Festival events include track, swimming, football, basketball 
and softball skills. In addition, contests such as wheelchair races 
and frisbee throws will also be offered. 
A carnival of games including bean bag toss, tire walk and dart 
throw will be a special feature of the Olympics. 
T-shirts will be given to each festival participant and awards 
will be given to the top three contestants in each event. 
MSU students volunteer each year to help with the Olympics and 






The festival runs from 9 a.m. until 1:30 p.m. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Howard Nesbitt, 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is hosting a 
regional workshop on Saturday, Sept. 12, for the Kentucky High 
School Speech League. 
The event is designed to help high school students from 
20 counties prepare for the Regional Speech Festival next March. 
Members of MSU's individual events speech team, current state 
and Ohio Valley Conference champions, will work with more than 
100 students in 13 events, including broadcast announcing, storytelling, 
original oratory and humorous interpretation. Nine differend sessions 
will be held in the Combs Building. 
Chip Let:i:gus, MSU's coordinator of forensics, ·is managing the 
workshop. 
The daylong workshop is free and open to the public. 
Additional information is available from Letzgus at MSU, UPO 861, 
Morehead KY 40351. The telephone number is (606) 783-4671. 
9-4-8lscf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Jay Wilkey, professor of church music at 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, will present a 
guest vocal recital at Morehead State University's Duncan Recital 
Hall on Tuesday, Sept. 15. 
The baritone vocalist will be accompanied by pianist Martha 
Powell, music librarian and adjunct professor of church music at 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. 
Dr. Wilkey's program will include works by John Carpenter and 
Gabriel Faure. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Ronald L. Walke has been named director of 
the Division of Student Financial Aid and Veteran Affairs at Morehead 
State University. 
A member of the MSU staff since 1968, Dr. Walke formerly served 
as associate director of financial aid and as associate dean of students. 
He succeeds Elmer D. Anderson, who retired after 15 years in the post. 
Dr. Walke holds a bachelor's degree from Eastern Kentucky University, 
a master's from the University of Kentucky and the doctorate from 
Indiana University. He is an Army veteran. 
In his new position, Dr. Walke will oversee all federal, state, 
local and institutional financial aid programs for the University. 
A native of Gallipolis, Ohio, Dr. Walke is married to the former 
Dianna Louise Teater of Paintsville. They have a daughter. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is hosting seven 
1981-82 programs of the "Arts In Morehead Series." 
Scheduled are The Silver Coronet Band on Sept. 23 in Button 
Auditorium, jazz musician Woody Shaw on Oct. 22 in Button Auditorium, 
mimes Tom and Seus on Nov. 7 in Button Auditorium, the Children's 
Stage National Theatre Company on March 10 and 11 at a location to 
be announced, the Emerson String Quartet on April 2 in Duncan Recital 
Hall and Actors Theatre of Louisville on April 20 in Button Auditorium. 
All performances begin at 8 p.m. 
Tickets for individual programs are $5 at the door .. Season 
tickets may be purchased in advance at $25 per family or $12.50 
per person. 
Additional information is available from the Morehead-Rowan 
County Arts Council, P.O. Box 250, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Elmer D. Anderson, Morehead State University's 
director of student financial aid and assistant to the president, 
has retired after 15 years at MSU· ·but will c·ontinue his service 
. ' 
to the institution. 
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet has announced that Anderson, 
a native of Morgan County, will become the executive director of 
the MSU F?undation, Inc., on Sept. 15. 
He succeeds Dr. Randal D. Hart, MSU's director of admissions, 
who has held the foundation post on a volunteer, part-time basis 
since October, 1979. 
Anderson becomes the first full-time employee of the 
foundation which was established to receive and administer private 
gifts to the University. Governed by a 15-member Board of Trustees, 
the Foundation is incorporated in Kentucky as a non-profit 
corporation and has been declared tax exempt under Section 501 (c)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 
"We are pleased that Mr. Anderson is available- and willing to 
accept this bold challenge to continue his dedicated service to 
the University," said Dr. Norfleet, who also holds the title of 
president of the Foundation. 
Anderson said of his appointment by the Foundation board: 
"I am most appreciative of the board's confidence and I look 
forward to working with alumni, parents, local citizens and other 
friends of Morehead State University who are interested in offering 
their financial support to this fine institution. It should be 
apparent that fund raising has become a critical factor in the 
future success of our University." 
(more) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Division of. 
Continuing Education is sponsoring a Community Education Training 
Institute from Sept. 15 through Sept. 17. 
Dr. Dave Santellanes of Eugene, Ore., coordinator of the 
Northwest Coalition for Community Education Dev~lopment, w~ll conduct 
the sessions at the Adron Doran University Center. 
The workshop is limited to· 30 persons who work in Community . 
Education programs. 
"These people are some of the most active :pract;it~oners o~f . 
Community Education in Kentucky," says George Eyster, MSU's director 
.of continuing education. 
The goal of the workshop, according to Eyster, is to expand ea_ch 
participant's knowledge of how to implement basic principles of 
community education. 
"The main purpose of community education is to use 13Jl educational 
and recreational facilities in the community to meet .the needs of the 
whole community, not just youth," Eyster said. "It p.lso brings 
community service agencies together in the planning and implementation 
of such activities." 
Although the community education concept is more than 30 .years pld, 
Kentucky has had organized community education programs for_ less than a 
decade. MSU was instrumental in the establishment of community 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Thomas Munson, associate professor of sociology 
at Morehead State University, has received his doctoral degree in 
sociology from'the University of Kentucky. 
Dr. Munson, a native of Ottawa, Ill., holds bachelor's and 
master's degrees in sociology from Ohio State University and has been 
a member of the MSU faculty since 1975. 
His dissertation at UK was entitled "An Exploratory Study of 
Social-Structural Characteristics of Publicly~Reported 
Community-Related Events: Toward a Theory of Community Activity." 
He is the son of Dr. Byron E. Munson of Charleston, Ill., and is 
married to the former Donna Malone of Morehead. They have one son. 
fill fill 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- H'. B. Elkins of Beattyville has been named 
namaging editor of Morehead State University's campus newspaper, 
"The Trail Blazer," for the fall semester. 
The junior journalism major will be responsible for making 
assignments to student reporters, assisting the editor in layout 
and policy development and reporting. 
Elkins is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy B. Elkins of 
Beattyville. 
He is a member of Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society. 
fill/Ill 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Eight Morehead State University students have 
been named to key staff positions on the student newspaper, "The 
Trail Blazer," for the 1981 fall semester. 
They include: 
*Editor -- Lisa R. Sayble of Huntington, W. Va. 
*Managing Editor -- H. B. Elkins of Beattyvi~le. 
*Editorial Editor -- Debby L. Porter of Morehead. 
*Features Editor -- Leigh Ann Stone of. Vanceburg. 
~'News Editor -- David Williams of Maysville. 
*Advertising Manager --Pam Russ~ll of Farmers. 
'~Production Manager 
*Chief Photographer 
Sean P. Kelly of Hauppage, N.Y. 
Max Hammond of Olive Hill. 
"The Trail Blazer" is published each Thursday during the school 
year as a laboratory experience in journalism. 
II 1111 II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will sponsor a 
!Reg;i:.onal Adult Education Workshop on Saturday, Sept. 19. 
About 40 adult education teachers from surrounding counties 
will attend the all-day training session offered by MSU's Adult 
Basic Education (ABE) Training Project. 
The participants, several of whom are elementary and secondary 
teachers during the day, spend evenings teaching adults in the area 
to read or preparing them for high school equivalency (GED) examinations. 
Workshop topics will include adult education, student use of-a 
new KET reading series and understanding of GED tests. 
In addition, the teachers will learn about a statewide computer 
system for demographic information on adult education students. 
The computer system, an MSU and state adult education department pilot 
project, will measure how well adult students fare in employment and 
family income increases once their training is complete. 
HSU's ABE project aids about two-thirds of the Kentucky adult 
education teachers and in includes sponsorship of regional training 
workshops in Eastern and Central Kentucky. 
C .J. B·ailey, ABE coordinator, and Sharon Moore, assistant 
coordinator, will conduct the workshop which begins at 9 a.m. in 
the Adron Doran University Center. 
9-11-Slag 1NNfo 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Eastern Kentucky's unique history and culture 
will be the theme of a.six-part lecture series, "Our Mountain Heritage," 
to be presented during the 1981-82 fall and spring semesters at 
Morehead State University. 
Sponsored by MSU's Appalachian Development Center, the series is 
being funded by a grant from the S & H Foundation Lectureship Program 
which was established in 1960 as. part of the Sperry and Hutchinson 
Company's Program of Aid to Education. 
The primary purpose of the lectureship program is to enrich college 
and university curricula by providing faculty, students and the public 
access to the training and expertise of notable scholars and other 
professionals. 
"Our Mountain Heritage" lecture series will enrich Morehead State 
University's Appalachian Studies Program which has been developed under 
the direction of Dr. James Gifford, author of the lectureship proposal. 
According to Dr. Gifford, the lecture series will help Eastern 
Kentuckians "understand the reality of their homeland and culture." 
Each program is free and open to the public. 
Dr. Gifford expects the lecture series to also help banish negative 
stereotypes of Appalachia and its people by providing students, faculty, 
and the general public with access to the insights of six of the most 
notable Appalachian scholars, writers and thinkers. 
The lecture series begins Thursday, Sept. 17, at 8 p.m .. , in MSU's 
Reed Auditorium with a presentation by Dr. Gratis Williams on "The Early 
Settlement of Appalachian Kentucky .. " 
(more) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Miss Anna Mae Riggle has been promoted to 
dean of students at Morehead-State University. - -- ... 
A member of the MSU ,administrative' ·staff since 1966, she 
formerly served as associate dean of students. 
Dean Riggle holds bachelor's and master's degrees from Indiana 
University. 
A native of Speed, Ind., she is a member of the National 
Association of Women Deans, Administratmrs and Counselors, the 
International Sweet Adelines and the MSU Women's Club. 
In her new position, Dean Riggle will be concerned with the 




"Our Mountain Heritage" 
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Dr. Williams, a native of Lawrence County, Kentucky, is known as 
the father of Appalachian studies. He was dean of the graduate school 
at Appalachian State University in Boone, N.C., for 16 years and 
currently is special assistant to the chancellor at ASU. 
Dr. Williams pund:uates his lectures by spontaneously breaking 
into song and by emphasizing the meaning of his words through dynamic 
facial, body and hand gestures. 
Other lectures in the series include: Oct. 15, 1981, "The Political 
Tradition of Appalachian Kentucky," by Gordon McKinney; Nov. 12, 1981, 
"Labor Conflict in Appalachian Kentucky," by John Hevener; Feb. 11, 1982, 
"Land Ownership in Appalachian Kentucky," by John Gaventa; March 4, 1982, 
"The Women of Appalachian Kentucky: A Historical and Cultural Overview," 
by Sharon Lord; April 29, 1982, "The Future of Appalachian Kentucky," 
by Jim Wayne Miller. 
Additional ·information is available from Dr. James Gifford, 
Appalachian Development Center, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone 
number is (606) 783-4731. 
# 111111 II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- She doesn't wear a uniform or ask anyone to 
commit a few years of their life to a cause but Morehead State 
University senior Lisa Sayble is out there recruiting. 
As editor of MSU's weekly student newspaper, "The Trail Blazer," 
Sayble is eager to get other students involved. 
"When I started working for the newspaper there were six or 
seven people doing all of the work," she recalls. "Many journalism 
students were graduating without getting practical experience." 
Sayble, a Huntington, W. Va., speech major with a minor in 
journalism, is a graduate of Boyd County High School near Ashland. 
She came to MSU in 1977 after being recruited by the speech team. 
In her junior year, Sayble took over as managing editor of "The 
Trail Blazer." She moved up to editor this fall and now faces a new . _., 
' I '-
challenge. 
"My strengths are not in writing and layout and production," 
she explains, "but I'm learning that as I go along. My best asset is 
getting the best out of a person that he or she can possibly do." 
"The more eyes and ears we have open then the better our coverage 
will be," she says. 
Her personal goal for "The Trail Blazer" is to leave the paper 
with a much larger staff than ever before. 
"I think the reason I recruit so strongly is that I enjoy seeing 
someone who doesn't know a lot about something learn and improve and 
grow," says Sayble. 
She is the daughter of Mr. Albert Sayble of Huntington and Mrs. 
Beverly Webb of Richmond. 
Iff! fllf II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- H. Craig Throckmorton of Leesburg, Ohio, has 
been elected president of the Morehead State University Geology Club, 
Mu Gamma Sigma, for the 1981 fall semester. 
' 
The new president is a senior geology major. 
Other elected officers, all geology majors, are: 
*Richard E. Klee, Flemingsburg junior, vice president. 
*William F. Mester, Jr., Leetsdale, Pa. senior, secretary. 
*John S. Roberts, Farmers sophomore, treasurer. 
*Wayne A. Hough, Morehead junior, field trip coordinator. 
The Geology Club is an academic organization which brings outside 
speakers, lecturers and former geology students to the campus to share 
expertise with MSU students. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering the new 
48-hour state and federal mandatory underground miner training 
program starting Sept. 28. 
Completion of the course will qualify participants for jobs in 
the mining industry. 
Offered in conjunction with the Mayo State Vocational School 
through MSU's mining technology program, the course is free and open 
to the public. Classes will be held from 5 p.m. until 10 p.m. in 
Room 319 of Reed Hall. 
Additional information is available from Forrest Cameron, 
Coordinator of Mining Technology, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. The 
telephone number is (606) 783-5158. 
fill If II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky .. --- Chuck Edwards of Louisv;ille w;i;Ll present his 
senior recital on alto saxophone at 3 p.m. "Suriday,_ Sept. 27, in 
Morehead State University's Duncan Recital Hii;ll.. 
The MSU music major w;i;Ll perform works by Pa~l..Bonneau; Alexandre 
Tcherepnine and Paule Maurice. 
Edwards is a member of MSU' s Marching. Band, Symphony .Band, the 
University Chorus, Concert Choir, Fellow-ship of .. Chris.tian Musicians, 
. . -
and Phi Mu Alpha honorary music fraterni.ty. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cha:rles Edwards of Louisv;i.lle. 
111111/1 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Broken roller skates, flowered wallpaper remnants, 
and a crumpled car door in the snow on a sunny winter day are the 
subjects of Idelle Weber's 1977 oil painting, "All City," one of many 
modern art works on exhibit in Morehead State University's Claypool-Young 
Art Gallery. 
On display until Oct. 16, the Sydney and Frances Lewis Collection 
includes paintings and sculpture, most of which were done by American 
artists within the last five years. 
Entitled "Late Twentieth Century Art," the collection covers styles 
ranging from the photo realism of Weber's comment on America's throw-away 
lifestyle to the abstractness of Pat Steir's 1978 "Van Gogh/Goya." 
The pop art movement is also represented in the exhibit as a modern 
art force, as in Andy Warhol's 1975 acrylic portrait of former Israeli 
Prime Minister Golda Meir. 
Jack Lembeck's 1978 acrylic, "Crista Cross," looms over the viewer 
with dimensions of nine feet high and eight feet wide. 
On loan to the University, the collection will travel to art museums 
in South Carolina, Mississippi, and Tennessee during the next year. 
The exhibit is free and open to the public. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. 
to 4:30p.m., Monday through Friday. 
11/f#ff # 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Homecoming 1981 
kicks off Thursday, Oct. 8, with a concert by "Alabama." 
I 
The concert is scheduled at 8:30 p.m. in MSU's new · 
Academic-Athletic Center. Tickets are available from the Student 
Association or at the-door. 
Activities on Friday begin with the annual Candlelight Dinner, 
starting at 6:30 p.m. in the Crager Room of the Adorn Doran University 
Center. The Homecoming Dance is set for 9 p~rn. in Laughlin Health 
Building and Wetherby Gymnasium. Coronation of the Homecoming Queen 
is scheduled at 10 p.m. 
Saturday activities cont~nue with alumni registration at 8 a.m. 
in the Alumni Center. Continental breakfast is set for 9 a.m. in the 
ADUC Cafeteria. The annual Homecoming Parade through downtown Morehead 
steps off at 10 a.m.; Reunions of cheerleaders and homecoming queens 
start at 12:30 p.m. in the ADUC West Room. MSU's football Eagles meet 
Austin Peay in Jayne Stadium at 2 p.m. 
Post-game activities include a dance at the Perkins Community Center 
under sponsorship of the Alumni Association, Sideliners and Quarterback 
Club. Tickets will be available at the door. 
Additional information is available from the Office of Alumni 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Considering coal's growing importance in the 
nation's energy future, mining technology and mining safety education 
should become a major program in Kentucky's colleges, according to 
Forrest Cameron, coordinator of mining technology at Morehead State 
University. 
"And that's part of the reason for the formation of the Collegiate 
Association for Mining Education (CAME)," he adds. 
Organized recently by Kentucky colleges and universities offering 
mining-related degree programs, CAME represents a cooperative effort 
among the 11 institutions. 
"The member colleges will share resources, such as technical 
information and research findings, with each .other," notes Cameron, who 
was chosen as the first chairman of CAME. 
"Because of financial cutbacks in education, we have to find ways 
to coordinate programs and lessen the chance of duplications," he 
explains, adding that CAME will also be scheduling statewide lectures, 
seminars and a panel discussions on coal. 
Cameron is hopeful that the organization will eventually grow into 
a national and international group of colleges with-mining pr<?Zrams·.-
: -- '-0 
As part of his effort to spread the word3b~~~the association,U 
u 
Cameron will report on CAME's importance at the International Symposium 
on Training in the Prevention of Occupational Risk's in the Mining 
Industry.in Washington, D.C., this November. Of 800 speeches submitted, 
Cameron's was among 40 picked for inclusion in the 'six-day symposium, 







Members of CAME include Morehead State University, Cumberland 
College, Hazard Community College, Pikeville College, Southeast 
Community College, University of Kentucky, Lees College, Madisonville 
Community College, Murray State University, Union College and Western 
Kentucky University. 
Cloyd McDowell, a member of MSU's Board of Regents, is the vice 
chairman of CAME. He heads the mining program at Cumberland College. 
Associate CAME memberships are available to coal mine operators 
and others involved in the mining industry. The next meeting of the 
organization will be in December at Lexington. 
lffl #II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Gary Wolf of the University of Central 
Florida will present a guest recital in Morehead State University's 
Duncan Recital Hall on Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 8 p.m. 
Described by music critics as a "highly gifted pianist who 
possesses a rare combination of scholarship and artistry," Dr. Wolf 
plays frequently at recitals and chamber music performances across 
the country. He holds a master's and doctorate degrees from the 
Eastman School of Music. 
As a Fulbright Award winner, he studied in Salzburg, Austria, 
where he appeared as guest soloist with the Mozarteum Orchestra in 
the annual Mozart Festival. 
Dr. Wolf's MSU program will include Schumann's "Kinderszenen 
(Scenes from Childhood)," and works by Serge Rachmaninoff and Max 
Reger. 
The 8 p.m. recital is free and open to the public. 
1111/11111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Mor.ehead State University theatre students will 
present a one-act comedy, "Rigor Mortis," Saturday, Sept. 26, in the 
courtyard between Ginger and Rader halls. 
The student production was written by Olive Hill senior Bill 
Callihan and is directed by Independence senior Todd Hensley. 
Portraying members of an Appalachian household are Kim Brown, 
Berea senior; Pam Hammonds, Scuddy junior; Janet Rose, Salyersville 
sophomore; Donna Spencer, Winchester senior; and Mike Stamper, Lexington 
junior. 
The 6:30 p.m. production is free and open to the public as a part 
of Parents Weekend 1981. 
Ullff 
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by MARY WESTHEIMER 
MSU Student Journalist-
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The banjo, smaller than your hand, leans against 
the rocker on the porch. A full coal scuttle and double-edged ax stand 
nearby. If the entire scene wasn't small enough to slip into a drawer, 
you might expect Grandpa back any moment. 
The scene is just one of more than 20 miniatures created by Morehead 
State University senior Dave Moore. 
A son of Everett and Betty Moore of Louisville, the industrial 
education major has built a tiny blacksmith shop, guitar workshop and 
other scenes to a scale he developed himself. 
He keeps a tackle box full of scraps of wood and metal discarded from 
his completed class projects, among other sources. The copper strings on 
the banjo, for instance, were retrieved from an old radio transformer. 
"I never built anything big until I came to MSU," says Moore, who 
works part-time as a resident advisor in a campus residence hall. 
Full-size projects he has constructed include a guitar and an oak 
treadle wood lathe that he designed. 
"A lot of his soul went into that lathe," says Shirley Mathews, wife 
of the director of the building where Moore works. 
Dr. Bill Booth, head of MSU's department of art, has worked closely 
with Moore on his skills as a craftsman and artist. 
"My miniatures seem more like art than anything else," says Moore, 
who acknowledges the personal concern Booth has shown. 
But Moore, who says he "came to college toexplore the things I always 
wanted to do," doesn't feel he does anything which others cannot do. 
"There is a great deal of individual in each of us that is never 
realized," he ados. 
But Dave Moore is developing his big talent, in miniature. 
a_ 'J ') _n1 ....... T.7 UJUI 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Hershell "Ray" Keeton of Morehead has been 
named to the staff of Newscenter 12, the student television news 
oepration at Morehead State University. 
The senior radio-television major will co-produce and --co:-:anchor 
the news. He is also President of Alpha Epsilon Rho national 
broadcasting society. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ollie Keeton,Jr. of Morehead and is 
married to the former Kathy Tisdale:6f Sumter, S.C. 
Newscenter 12 is a student-organized and directed laboratory 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Newscenter 12, the student television news 
operation at Morehead State University, will air its first show on 
Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 5 p.m. on Channel 12. 
The staff for the fall semester includes: 
"'News Director - David Collins, instructor of radio-television at MSU 
"'Assignment Editors - Steven C. Young, Louisville sophomore, and 
Lisa York, East Bernstadt sophomore. 
"'Anchors and Producers - Ray Keeton, Morehead senior, and Ed 
Arnold, New Liberty senior. 
*Sports Producer and Anchor - Susie Br-utscher, Louisville senior 
"'Weather - Rose Marie Register, Plant City, Fla. ,.:junior and 
Elizabeth Hawkins, Pikeville sophomore 
Newscenter 12 is a student-organized and directed laboratory 
project airing each Tuesday and Thursday on MSU-TV. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. David Milby of Shepherdsville has been named 
to two student government posts for the 1981-82 school year at Morehead 
State University. 
The junior journalism major will serve as Attorney General of 
MSU's Student Court and, in addition, will serve on the University 
Senate. 
Milby is a .member of Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleston Milby of Shepherdsville. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Rebecca Payne Shockley will present a piano 
recital at Morehead State University Tuesday, Oct. 6. 
A native of Cincinnati and graduate of Indiana University, she 
holds a Performer's Licentiate from the Royal Academy of Music in 
London and a Doctor of Musical Arts degree from the University of 
Colorado. 
Dr. Shockley is currently teaching, performing, and supervising 
class piano and pedagogy at Eastern Kentucky University. 
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)By FANNIE M. GRIDER- \.:, ·: 
\_JMSU Student Journalist .\ r1 
'~ 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A slow, drizzling rain was coming down outside 
as he leaned back in his chair and lit his pipe. 
"I don't care how much it rains. I haven't seen a rain in over 
a month. It just doesn't rain in Egypt," said Dr. Joe Copeland, 
-!"' associate professor of economics at Morehead State University. ~~ \ 
Dr. Copeland, coordinator of MSU's Egyptian Training P~~g=~~~~ha~ ~~ 
trained middle-level Egyptian government employees on t.he MSU campus in 
how to administer agricultural and developmental projects in their 
villages. He recently spent three weeks in Egypt visiting and evaluating 
some of the projects of his former students. 
While in Egypt, Dr. Copeland toured the Pyramids, the Sphinx, and 
visited the homes of his former students. 
"One of the students got a government car and drove us around," 
Dr. Copeland said, adding that he noticed a lot of changes since his last 
trip two years ago. 
"When I was there before, I :;;aw more donkeys than I have ever seen, 
or ever will see in my.whole life. Now instead of seeing pack animals, 
you see pickup trucks," he said. 
Automobiles are scarce, Dr. Copeland explained, because they are so 
expensive. "A new Fiat, which is the most common car there, would cost 
four or five years salary and only about 10 percent of the people own one. 





Although most work is in agriculture, Dr. Copeland found 
manufacturing and service industries becoming more numerous, and that 
wages had gone up in the last two years. 
"In rural areas, work and marriage come early," Dr. Copeland said, 
"but in the cities where people can afford it, many go to college first." 
Those who go to college would be surprised at how different college 
life in the United States is to what they are accustomed to. 
"Students who do not live near campus live either with relatives or 
• friends of their parents," Dr. Copeland explains. "I met a girl in 
Egypt who is a sophomore there in college and she thought going to live 
in a dormitory was unbelievable.'.' 
Egyptians are beginning to break away from the traditional 
parent-arranged marriages and some young people are beginning to date. 
Dr. Copeland observed some of the country's nuptial customs when he 
attended a wedding party. 
"They build an arbor for the bride and groom to sit under. While 
tamborines and bongo drums are playing, men and women come out and dance 
around the couple. Old women, with their tongues going in and out, make 
loud, shrill noises." 
Ten Egyptian administrators will be coming to Morehead in October 
for training with Dr. Copeland. They, in turn, will be exposed to 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three persons escaped injury here Sunday 
afternoon when fire destroyed a poultry house at Morehead State 
University's Derrickson Agricultural Complex, three miles north 
of Morehead. 
University officials estimated the loss at $100,000, including 
10,000 caged layers valued at $30,000. The building, equipment 
and chickens were "fully insured;" according to John Graham, HSU's 
vice president for fiscal affairs, and Jack Graves, general 
manager of Valley Poultry Farms of Ashland. 
The University had.operated two poultry houses, each with 
10,000 layers, as a laboratory for students in agriculture. 
Chickens and feed are provided by Valley Poultry Farms and MSU 
supplies _the facilities and the labor and then sells the eggs 
to Valley on a state contract. 
The blaze leveled the single-story structure and destroyed 
several hundred dozen eggs in a storage room. Graves reported 
that the layers had been producing about 9,000 eggs daily. 
Bradley Gray, MSU's farm manager, was supervising two student 
workers in a feeding operation about 1:30 p.m. when a-'·mot·orilzed~-­
feed cart erupted in flames. A fire extinguisher was used in an 
effort to smother the fire but the cart's gasoline tank apparently 
ruptured and flames shot to the ceiling, forcing Gray and the 
students to retreat through a door on the opposite end of the 
100-foot long building. 
(more) 
• Chicken Fire 
2-2-2-2-2-2 
By the time firemen from Morehead and Cranston arrived, the 
facility was engulfed in flames. The firefighters prevented the 
blaze from spreading to an adjacent house which also contains 
10,000 caged layers. 
"We are most grateful to the two volunteer fire departments 
for their timely response and for their efforts in saving the 
other building and its contents," said MSU President Morris L. 
Norfleet. "And, of course,.we ·are thankful·that no one was injured." 
Dr. Charles M. Derrickson, dean of MSU's School of Applied 
Sciences and Technology, said the Morehead firemen used generator-
powered exhaust fans to save the chickens in the adjacent building 
from suffocation after the fire interrupted electrical service. 
MSU workmen rigged a temporary electrical connection and the 
building's ventilation 9ystem was restored about two hours after 
the fire started. 
Dr. Norfleet indicated that he would recommend to the 
University's Board of Regents that the insurance proceeds be 
used to rebuild the facility. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Jade Adams of Flatwoods is among eleven coeds · 
seeking the title of 1981 Homecoming Queen at Morehead State University. 
The senior elementary education major is a member of Delta Zeta 
sorority, a Sigma Nu fraternity Little Sister and Program Director 
of the MSU Student Association. 
She is the daughter of Paul Adams of Flatwoods. 
Homecoming 1981 at MSU is scheduled for Oct. 8, 9 and 10. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Eleven coeds seek the queen's crown during 
Homecoming 1981 at Morehead State University Oct. 8-10. 
The new queen will be crowned during the Homecoming Dance 
Friday night at Laughlin Health Building. She will be presented 
during festivities Saturday including the morning parade through 
downtown Morehead and the afternoon MSU-Austin Peay footb~ll game. 
The candidates include: 
*Jade Adams, a senior from Flatwoods. An elementary education 
major, she is the daughter of Paul H. Adams of Flatwoods. 
*Terry Branham, a senior from Ashland. A business administration 
major,· she is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Branham of Morehead. 
*Karen Brooks, a junior from Wilmore. A psychology major, she 
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Boyce F. Brooks of Wilmo~e. 
*Ann Falls, a junior from Morehead. A nursing major, she is 
the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Randy Falls of Morehead. 
*Elaine Richardson, a senior from Owingsville. A biology major, 
she is the daughter of Judge and Mrs. James M. Richardson of Owingsville. 
*Kelly Michele Holdren, a sophomore from Chillicothe. A fashion 
merchandising major, she is the daughter of Mike and Toby Holdren of 
Chillicothe. 
*Ginny Whitehead, a senior from Prospect. An elementary education 




*Felicia Dove, a sophomore from Louisville. A journalism major, 
she is the daughter of Jacob Dove of Louisville. 
*Deana Jones, a junior from Portsmouth. A journalism major, 
she is the daughter of Mrs. Joy Webb of Portsmouth. 
*Rhonda Asher, a junior from Winchester. A fashion merchandising 
major, she is the daughter of Christine Asher Howard of Winchester. 
*Mickey Ferguson, a senior from West Liberty. A health and physical 
education major, she is the daughter of Charles M. Ferguson of West Liberty. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---·Steve P. Le,slie of Louisv;i.;Lle w;ill present his 
junior recital on guitar at 3 p.m. Suriday,. Oct .. ;11, in· Mor.ehead State 
University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
The MSU music rilaj.or will perform works by Gershwin, Cha:rlie 
Christian, Billy Strayhorn, Bi;Lly VanHuesen, Dan Fog~lberg, Steve 
Morse and Kosma and Mercer. 
Leslie will be assisted by Steve. Ha;Ll on drums and' conga:' s, Todd. 
Spangler on piano, Eric Sayer on bass, Barb Herman on tlute, Frank Oddis 
on percussion and vibes, Chuck Hale and Ron Hayden on guitar and Ray 
Ross Jr. on trombone. 
His instructor is Ray Ross Jr., assistant professor of music at 
MSU. 
He is the son of Mrs. S. M .. Leslie of Louisville. 
IIIII! /Iff 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University kicks off its 1981-82 
theatre season with the family favorite "Hansel and Gretel," Oct. 23-25 
in Button Auditorium. 
Other productions include: 
*Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest," Dec. 2-5, 
Kibbey Theatre. 
*"Medea," the classic by Euripides, Feb. 23-27, Kibbey Theatre. 
*"Two on the Aisle," a musical potpourri, April 29-May 1, Button 
Auditorium. 
A special matinee production of "Hansel and Gretel" is scheduled 
Oct. 25 at 2:30 p.m. in Button Auditorium. 
Curtain time for all other productions is 8 p.m. 
Reservations and ticket information are available from the MSU 
Theatre box office at (606) 783-2170. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Gene Ostenkamp of Cincinnati has been named 
president of Morehead state University's chorus for 1981-82. 
A section leader in the group, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Eugene Ostenkamp of 2960 Harrison Ave. in Cincinnati. 
The 48-meffiber University Chorus will open its season Tuesday, 
Oct. 13, in Duncan Recital Hall. 
10-1-81 ### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Homecoming 1981 highlights the month of October 
at Morehead State University with activities beginning on Thursday, 
Oct. 8. 
The annual homecoming concert opens the weekend featuring "Alabama" 
at 8:30 p.m. in the Academic-Athletic Center. 
Activities Friday, Oct. 9, begin with the traditional Candlelight 
Dinner and awards presentations at 6:30p.m., followed by the Homecoming 
Dance and queen coronation in the Laughlin Health Building and Wetherby 
Gymnasium. 
Saturday, a reception for alumni, parade, luncheon and a reunion of 
former cheerleaders and queens are scheduled for the morning. The MSU 
football Eagles face Austin Peay at 1:30 p.m., capped by an alumni 
post-game dance.at the Perkins Community Center. 
Musical programs scheduled for October include the annual 
-. . 1 
"Octubafest," KMEA Marching Band Festival Oct. il7, Choral Festival 
--/ 
Oct. 26-27; and the "Arts in Morehead" Series brings Woody Shaw to campus 
Oct. 22. 
Other musical programs include guest recital by Rebecca Shockley, 
Oct. 6, and a concert by the trombone choir on Oct. 28. 
' 
On display through Oct. 16 in the Claypool-Young Art Gallery is a 
collection of late 20th Century works from the Sydney and Frances Lewis 
Collection. Beginning Oct. 19, the gallery will feature paintings and 




MSU's Concert and Lecture Series brings rape prevention expert· 
Frederic Storaska back to campus for a lecture on Oct. 22 and "Our 
Mountain Heritage" series features on Oct. 15. 
Conferences and workshops scheduled for October include Kentucky 
Department of Transportation public hearing Oct. 6; Kentucky School 
Board Association Oct. 7; Waste Management Training School Oct. 7; 
Eastern Kentucky Vocational Association Oct. 16 and the International 
Reading Association Oct. 17. 
Theatre students will present "Hansel and Gretel" Oct. 23 through 
25 ,and the annual Eagle Championship in individual events is Oct. 31. 
'• 
In sports, MSU's football Eagles host Austin Peay Oct. 10. In 
cross country, Marshall comes to town Oct. 17, and exhibition baseball 
is scheduled Oct. 3 when MSU meets Marshall. 
Soccer action includes Kentucky on Oct. 7; Marshall on Oct. 12; 
Eastern Kentucky on Oct. 21; Berea on Oct. 24 and Asbury on Oct. 28. 
MSU will host the Lady Eagle Invitational Volleyball Tournament on 
Oct. 9 and 10. Kentucky State visits on Oct. 20 and Louisville on 
Oct. 27. 
Closing out the month is the annual Delta Zeta-Theta Chi Haunted 
House on Oct. 31 at Button Auditorium. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. Kurt Gorham and Robert Trent, both of Morehead, 
have been named to key staff positions for Morehead State University's 
student yearbook, "The Raconteur."" 
Gorham, a junior business administration major, will serve as a 
photographer. He is a member of Phi Beta Lambda honorary society and 
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gorham of Morehead. 
Trent, a senior pre-med major, will be the classes editor. He is 
a member of Phi Kappa Phi and Gamma Beta Phi honorary societies and is 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Trent of Morehead, 
Other staff members include: 
~'Editor -- Ron Osborne, a junior journalism major from Harlan. 
*Student Life Editor -- Fannie Grider, a freshman journalism major 
from Garrison. 
*Sports Editor -- Lee Ann Snelling, a freshman journalism major 
from Frankfort. 
*Academic Editor--- Barbara Wallace, a sophomore business 
administration major from Peebles, Ohio. 
~'Organization Editor 
major from Aberdeen, Ohio. 
"'Information Editor 
from West Liberty. 
Lisa Ann Green, a freshman communications 
Eddie Wright, a junior radio-television major 
*Design Editor -- Denise Martin, a graduate student in journalism 
from Russell. 




*Photographer -- Lee Blackaby, a senior speech major from 
DeMos_sville. , 
-.-c--~~'ice-Mana~er Betty Sue Colvin, a graduate student in 
journalism from Falcon. 
*Managing Editor Steve Denny, a junior broadcasting major from 
New Albany, Ind. 
*Copy Editor -- Doug Bolton, a freshman journalism major from 
Trenton, Ohio. 
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NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY ---------------- NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BROADCAST 
EVENT: 1981 Morehead State University Homecoming 
DATE/TIME: Oct. 8, 9 and 10 (see schedule below) 
SITE: Morehead State University campus 
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES: 
Thursday, Oct. 8 
Student Association Concert - "Alabama" - 8:30 p.m. -
Academic-Athletic Center 
Friday, Oct. 9 
Homecoming Candlelight Dinner - 6:30 p.m. - Adron Doran 
University Center, Crager Room 
Homecoming Dance - Laughlin Health Building and Wetherby 
Gymnasium - 9 p.m. 
Homecoming Queen Coronation - at Homecoming Dance - 10 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 10 
Alumni Registration - Alumni Center - 8-10 a.m. 
Continental Breakfast - Adron Doran University Center 
Cafeteria - 9-10 a.m. 
Homecoming Parade - Through downtown Morehead - 10 a.m. 
Luncheon - Adron Doran University Cafeteria - 11 a.m-1 p.m. 
Reunion of Past Cheerleaders and Queens - Adron Doran 
University Center - West Room A & B - 12:30 p.m. 
Pre-Game Ceremony - Jayne Stadium - 1:30 p.m. 
Football - MSU vs Austin Peay - Jayne Stadium - 2 p.m. 
Alumni Post-Game Dance - Perkins Building - 7:30 p.m.-1 a.m. 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: Contact this office 
PRESS PARKING: Available upon request 
PRESS SEATING: Available upon request 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT OR NEAR SITE: Telecopiers, telephones, 
electrical outlets, typewriters 
MSU COVERAGE: Black/white Photographs, News Releases 
---
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(606) 783-3325 
By MARY WESTHEIMER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- When the lights come up on Morehead State 
University's stage, 20-year old senior Todd Hensley will be .... behind 
them. 
The son of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Hensley of Independence is better 
known for his appearances in front of the lights at MSU. He performed 
in many MSU theatre productions, competed on the speech team and was 
) news anchor for MSU-TV's Newscenter 12. 
"I just found I was going in too many directions at once," says 
Hensley. 
Although he will continue acting and singing for fun, Hensley now 
is concentrating on lighting. 
"To me," says the communications major, "theatre lighting is the 
embodiment of the theatre art. You have to know everything the director 
has to know, be a script analyzer, set designer, stage manager and know 
all the technical aspects, too." 
Hensley is familiar with these roles. Along with acting and 
singing, he has designed lights and sets, worked as stage manager and is 
directing a play written by fellow MSU student Bill Callihan. Also, his 
sophomore year saw Hensley take on the writer's role and write a musical 
for MSU's Theatre Ensemble. 
After working his way up from "se.t pusher" to crew chief at Kings 
Island amusement park near Cincinnati, he returned this past summer as 
stage manager for the park's production of "Rock Around the Clock." 
(more) 
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By ALVIN GRIDER 
CONTACT: Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
(606) 783-3325 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Well, you know, sometimes you get a feeling 
everything's going to click." 
For Ron Osborne, Morehead State University journalism student, that 
"click" feeling came at the first meeting this fall of MSU's "Raconteur" 
yearbook staff. 
"There's no doubt in my mind, this year's 'Raconteur' is going to 
be one of the top college yearbooks in the country," says Osborne, 
recently named "Raconteur" editor. 
"When I came for that first meeting and found out what kind of 
experience everybody had and saw their enthusiasm, I became sure of 
that. We're looking for a theme specifically to fit MSU perfectly this 
year," he says. 
A junior from Harlan, Osborne is concentrating on photojournalism 
in his studies, but that doesn't mean he's going to cram the yearbook 
full of pictures alone. 
"The trend is toward more copy, more features, so that 10 years from 
now when you take out the yearbook to see what college was like, you 
won't just see a lot of pictures, because pictures won't tell the whole 
story of what happened at Morehead State that year," Osborne explains. 
He continues: 
"A lot of people think a yearbook isn't a journalistic experience, 




coming out every week for it to be journalism. The yearbook gives the 
students a lot of experience in photojournalism, and the writing part 
of it is very similar to writing for a feature magazine." 
Also, the layout and design work done on the yearbook could be 
applied to newspaper or magazine layouts, he added. 
Describing Osborne as "very competent," Carolyn McClure, the 
yearbook's faculty advisor, says the staff's "primary goal this year is 
to keep up the high standards the 'Raconteur' has had in the past." 
The 1980 "Raconteur" was rated one of the top 20 yearbooks in 
National Scholastic Press Association competition. Osborne was photo 
editor for the 1981 yearbook, which will arrive from the publisher next 
month and be entered in the national contest. 
After finishing school, Osborne wants to shoot photos for a 
newspaper or magazine. "I'm not all that interested in art photography," 
he says. "I like pictures that tell a story." 
A member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, Osborne is the son of 
·Ronald Osborne, Sr. of Harlan. His brother,. Tony, is a sophomore pre-med 
major at MSU. 




"I learned a lot about how people get along," Hensley says. 
Upon graduation from MSU in December, Hensley hopes to design 
lighting next summer for the South East Theatre Conference, a 
clearinghouse for college talent. And, eventually, Hensley wants to 
design lights for a regional theatre. 
At MSU this semester, he is hanging lights for the University's 
-first production and will design lights for two other shows, "The 
Importance of Being Earnest" and "Medea." 
"The neat thing about MSU is that you learn it all," says Hensley. 
Now, after experience in the spectrum of theatre positions, Hensley 
says this year is going to be "lighting, lighting, lighting." 
lfff lfff II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Nine persons will receive special recognition 
during Morehead State University's 1981 Homecoming Candlelight Dinner 
on Friday, Oct. 9. 
The 8 p.m. ceremony will be highlighted by the induction of four 
persons into MSU's Alumni Hall of Fame, including: 
*Dr. Marshall Banks, formerly of Ashland, is chairman of the 
Department of Physical Education and Recreation at Howard University 
in Washington, D.C. He was the first black athlete to participate in 
the Ohio Valley Conference while attending MSU. He is the only track 
and field athlete at MSU to have his jersey retired. Dr. Banks received 
master's and doctoral degrees from the University of Illinois. 
*John R. Hall, formerly of Henderson, Tenn., is vice president for 
alumni administration of the Council for the Advancement and Support of 
Education (CASE) in Washington, D.C. He helped plan, design and install 
facilities for MSU's public radio station, WMKY. A two-time MSU 
graduate, Hall served as alumni director at Freed-Hardeman College and 
as director of a choral group performing in Europe and the United States. 
In his current position, he works nationally with colleges and 
universities on the improvement of alumni and public relations programs. 
*B. Pat O'Rourke, formerly of Falls Church, Va., is vice president 
of the Economic Education Foundation in Washington, D.C. He is a 
frequent cont+ibutor to MSU's alumni publications and assists in the 
University's fu~d raising programs. O'Rourke served as director of 
development for Georgetown University in Washington and Wheeling College 




*Marvin Ramrnelsburg is director of the guidance and pupil 
adjustment branch of the Cincinnati City Schools. As an undergraduate 
at MSU, he was co-captain of the football team. He is past president 
of the Ohio Association for Counselor Education and Supervision and 
served two terms as president of the MSU Alumni Association. 
The Public Service Award will be presented to Marion D.(Butch) 
Campbell, commissioner of the Kentucky State Police. Active as a 
police officer for 17 years, he is married to Glenna Campbell, 
associate professor of English at MSU. 
Gerald V; Roberts, director of the Kentucky Wo·rkers Compensation 
Board and 1970 MSU graduate, will receive the Government Service Award. 
Special service awards will be presented to three persons active 
in support of the Alumni Association including Luster Oxley of 
Middletown, Md., a retired insurance executive and former president of 
the Alumni Association; Pauline Davis .of Clearfield, recording 
secretary of the Alumni Association; and Dr. Roger Jones, professor of 
art at MSU and originator of MSU's eagle mascot cartoon character. 
If If If If If 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Department of 
' 
Agriculture will sponsor a "pancake-sorghum stir-off" at the 
Derrickson Agricultural Complex on Monday, Oct. 12, from 6 p.m. until 
7:30p.m. 
Located in the shelter of the horse show rinp:, the "stir-off" 
will feature fresh, homemade sorghum molasses and pancakes, all~-you 
can eat for one dollar. 
Transportation will be provided with buses leaving from the 
Adron Doran University Center at 5:45p.m., 6:15p.m. and 6:45p.m. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Nine persons will receive special recognition 
during Morehead State University's 1981 Homecoming Candlelight Dinner 
on Friday, Oct. 9. 
The 8 p.m. ceremony will be highlighted by the induction of four 
persons into MSU's Alumni Hall of Fame, including: 
'"Dr. Marshall Banks, formerly of Ashland, is chairman of the 
Department of Physical Education and Recreation at Howard University 
in Washington, D.C. He was the first black athlete to participate in 
the Ohio Valley Conference while attending MSU. He is the only track 
and field athlete at MSU to have his jersey retired. Dr. Banks received 
master's and doctoral degrees from the University of Illinois. 
*John R. Hall, formerly of Henderson, Tenn., is vice president for 
alumni administration of the Council for the Advancement and Support of 
Education (CASE) in Washington, D.C. He helped plan, design and install 
facilities for MSU's public radio station, WMKY. A two-time MSU 
graduate, Hall served as alumni director at Freed-Hardeman College a~d 
as director of a choral group performing in Europe and the United States. 
In his current position, he works nationally with colleges and 
universities on the improvement of alumni and public relations programs. 
*B. Pat O'Rourke, formerly of Falls Church, Va., is vice president 
of the Economic Education Foundation in Washington, D.C. He is a 
frequent contributor to MSU's alumni publications and assists in the 
University's fund raising programs. O'Rourke served as director of 
development for Georgetown University in Washington and Wheeling College 





*Marvin Rammelsburg is director of the guidance and pupil 
adjustment branch of the Cincinnati City Schools. As an undergraduate 
at MSU, he was co-captain of the football team. He is past president 
of the Ohio Association for Counselor Education and Supervision and 
served two terms as president of the MSU Alumni Association. 
The Public Service Award will be presented to Marion D. "(Butch) 
Campbell, commissioner of the Kentucky State Police. Active as a 
police officer for 17 years, he is married to Glenna Campbell, 
associate professor of English at MSU. 
Gerald V. Roberts, director of the Kentucky Workers Compensation 
Board and 1970 MSU graduate, will receive the Government Service Award·. 
Special service awards will be presented to three persons active 
in support of the Alumni Association including Luster Oxley of 
Middletown, Md., a retired insurance executive and former president of 
the Alumni Association; Pauline Davis of Clearfield, recording 
secretary of the Alumni Association; and Dr. Roger Jones, professor of 
art at MSU and originator of MSU's eagle mascot cartoon character. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "If you had asked me back then, I would have said 
I can't stand it. I just hadn't given it a chance. Then I discovered 
what I had been missing all those years." 
The "it" Kurt Pickering negatively refers to is now his favorite---
country music. Today he says, "Country music is the greatest. I love 
itl" 
The Morehead State University junior hosts the weekly country music 
program "Country Sunshine" on WMKY, public radio from MSU. 
October is country music month, which means the 25-year-old country 
music enthusiast has several special events planned for "Country 
Sunshine," aired each Saturday from 6 until 9 a.m. 
Incorporated in the threeMhour program each week is a countdown of 
the top 20 country music hits. 
A native of Wapakoneta, Ohio, Pickering first ventured: into country 
music while in the U.S. Air Force in Thailand. Part of his job was to 
host a country music show on the USAF radio station. 
Pickering says that is when he discovered what he had been missing 
"all those years." 
"Where I grew up country music was not the least bit in fashion. 
If you listened to country music, you were not in," he reveals. 
Since his enlightening discovery, Pickering has worked at several 
country music radio stations including KAOH WDSM in Duluth, Minnesota, 




His involvement in country music spurred him to become a member of 
the Country Music Association. As a member, Pickering is entitled to 
vote for country music artist awards, receive helpful information for 
country music disc jockeys and participate in contests among the disc 
jockey members. 
"It's kind of a status thing," Pickering says, "and it's nice to be 
able to say I'm a member. It gives me credibility." 
When asked what is so appealing about country music Pickering says, 
"Country music is more reflective of life than any other type of music." 
He continued: 
"It's a whole lot more real---stories about real people. It can be 
depressing if you·'re in a sad mood, but it reflects real life which isn't 
all peaches and cream .. " 
Pickering's favorites include Hank Will{ams, Roy Acuff, and Johnny 
Cash. On the contemporary end, his favorites include T. G. Sheppard, Moe 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A seminar on welding safety, sponsored by 
Morehead State University's Welding Technology Program, is scheduled 
Tuesday, Oct. 13, at 11:30 a.m. and 6:30p.m. 
The seminar will be conducted by Modern Engineering Co. Inc., 
of St. Louis, Mo. and Central Welding Supplies, Inc. of Lexington. 
Key topics will be gases and equipment used in weldinf. 
"We're really pleased to host this seminar," savs Jeff Murphy, 
welding instructor at MSU, "The people in charge usually do this 
presentation only for industry but have afreed to do it for us on 
campus." 
The seminar is open to the public and will be held in Room 214 of 
the Lloyd Cassity Building. 
Additional information is available from Pepper Tyree, instructor 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. · Three residents of Jefferson County have 
been named to Horehead State University's 1981 Harching Band front. 
On the rifle line is Lonnie Clark, a freshman engineering 
major. He is the son of Mr. 'and 11rs. Narvin Clark of Louisville. 
Marching in the flag corp are Elisa Stice, Fairdale junior 
and the daqghter of Mrs. Delores J. Stice of Fairdale, and 
Sonia Dickerson, Louisville junior and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur L. Edison Sr·. of Louisville. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Former U.S. Rep. Dan Kuykendall is coming 
to Morehead State University later this month to visit with students, 
faculty and interested members of the community. 
Kuykendall served in the U.S. House of Representatives from 
1966 to 1974, representing the 8th district of Tennessee. He served 
as a campaign consultant for the Reagan~Bush presidental campaign 
in 1980 and for the Reagan transition team. 
He currently is serving as a consultant in comgressional relations 
for professional groups and associations. 
The visit, scheduled for Oct. 19-21, is funded throu~h a ~rant 
from the National Endowment for the Humanities, corporate sponsors 
and the Association of Former Members of Congress. The itenerary 
includes meetings with more than a half-dozen American history 
classes and two junior-senior history major seminars. 
A reception for faculty and the public is set Wednesday, Oct. 
21 at 10:20 a.m. 
"The reception will provide a f-OOd opportunity for those who 
would like to meet Rep. Kuykendall," says Dr. Jack E. Bizzel, head 
of MSU's Department of Government and Public Affairs and the official 
host for the visit. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- For Morehead State University students Amy 
Stamper and Colleen Bromagen, "hands-on experience'.' is what "'makes all 
the classroom work become real." 
Ms. Stamper, a medical assisting student from Columbus, Ohio, works 
12 hours a week for a doctor in Flemingsburg. 
As part of her work, the MSU junior prepares patients before the 
doctor sees them, takes their temperature and finds out what their 
symptoms are. After the examination, she gives medications and sets up 
x-rays and lab appointments, working closely with the doctor's medical 
assistant. 
"Everything she does, we observe," Stamper says. "Sometimes we 
take the initiative, but she's always right there with us." 
"Interning is what makes the program so worthwhile," she says, 
adding that she interned at St. Claire Medical Center in Morehead during 
the fall semester of 1980 and with the Flemingsburg doctor during the 
spring of 1981. 
"I'll know what to expect once I get a job, but if I had only done 
classroom work, I wouldn't know this," she added. "The internship really 
puts the sparkle in the last two semesters." 
Bromagen, a student ~urse, has been working in community day care 
centers, ~jEderg~~~e~~ and pediatric offices this semester. As part of 
her training., she observes children as they play together, giving special 




Soon the Sharpsburg native will start working at St. Claire and 
will spend three weeks in pre-operative and post-operative care. 
"My job will be to prepare patients, both psychologically and 
physically, for surgery," she says. "I'll tell them what to expect, 
get the yapers signed, explain the details of the surgery to them by 
using diagrams and charts and prep them before they go into the 
operating room." 
Another important part of her job will be to help prepare families 
for surgery arid changes that may result. Afterward, she will provide 
supportive care, changing bandages and helping the patients get back on 
their feet. 
After working in the pre- and post-operative wards, Ms. Bromagen 
will work with adults and then children. 
"I've learned more in clinical experience than in any of my 
classes," she says. "It's the experience that makes a nurse." 
Dr. Leroy Overstreet, head. of MSU's Department of Allied Sciences, 
agrees. "The clinical experience gives students an opportunity to 
actually work with the day-to-day problems in health care. It gives 
them hands-on experience in the field they have been studying. It's 
invaluable because a student doesn't get the real feel of anything until 
he goes into the clinic." 
The "Monthly Labor Review" has predicted that health care jobs will 
grow extremely fast during the 1980's, according to Dr. Overstreet. 
"MSU hopes to add new health care programs to meet~the growing 
health manpower needs of Eastern Kentucky," he concluded. 
lilt Hit 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Susan M. Summer of _Cincinnati has been·elected 
president of Morehead State University's Environmental Studies ~lub 
for the 1981-82 school year. 
A senior environment;:tl. science major, she is the daughter of 
Mr. Paul Summer of Cincinnati. 
Other officers in~lude: 
*Vice President -- Lora L. Smith, a senior environmental science 
major from Louisville. She is the daughter of .Mrs. Jean C. Smith of 
Louisville. 
*Secretary -- Jennifer Sexto~, a senior environmental science major 
from Pikeville. She is the daughter of Mr. Elster Smith of Pikeville. 
'~Treasurer Elizabeth L. Seagraves, a sophomore environmental 
science major from Grayson. She is the daughter of _Donald and Betty. 
Seagraves of Grayson. 
The Environmental Studies Club is an active academic organization 
promoting environmental awareness through guest lectures and 
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MOREHEAD, Ky-. --- The Morehead State University .Chorus w;i.ll open 
its season Tuesday,. Oct .. 13, in Duncan Recital Hall at 8,:15 p.m. 
The program will include. works by Cherubini, Arcad~lt, Mozart, 
King, Steffe-Wilhousky and Shaw. 
Assisting the chorus on piano w_ill be Todd Spangler, Middletown 
junior. Accompanying the group for Mozar.t' s "Misericordia's Domini" 
are Angie Ratcliff and Gene. Ostenkamp, on.viplin. 
Vasile Venettozzi, associate professor of music, is .chorus 
conductor. 
The concert is free and open to the puplic. 
/Ill /IIIII 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "The Political Tradition of Appalachian Kentucky" 
will be the subject of a public lecture by Gordon McKinney in Morehead 
State University's Reed Auditorium on Thursday, Oct. 15 at 8 p.m. 
Second of a six-part series, "Our Mountain Heritage," sponsored by 
MSU's Appalachian Development Center, the lecture will focus upon the 
Ame,:ican myth of the isolated "ignorant, violent, and poor· southern 
mountaineer," a myth consistently perpetuated by federal poverty programs, 
radio, television, and even by the "comic pages of daily newspapers," 
according to McKinney. 
The lecture series is funded by a grant from the S & H Foundation 
Lectureship Program which was established in 1960 as part of the Sperry 
and Hutchinson Company's Program of Aid to Education. 
The primary purpose of the series is to provide MSU students, 
faculty, and the general public with access to insight and understanding 
concerning the reality of the Appalachian heritage and experience. 
Dr. McKinney is the author of a·study of political developments in 
the Southern Appalachian mountains from the Civil War until the turn of 
the century. 
He holds a doctorate, in history from Northwestern University and 
currently is associate professor of history at Western Carolina 
University. 
(more) 
"The Political Tradition" 
2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
Other scheduled lectures in the series include "Labor Conflict 
in Appalachian Kentucky," Nov. 12, John Heavener; "Land Ownership in 
Appalachian Kentucky," Feb. 11, 1982,-John Gaventa; "The Women in 
Appalachian Kentucky," March 4, 1982, Sharon Lord; and "The Future of 
Appalachian Kentucky, April 29, 1982, Jim Wayne Miller. 
All lectures are scheduled in Reed Auditorium at 8 p.m. and are 
free and open to the public. 
More information is available from Dr. James Gifford, Appalachian 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Department of Music 
will host the annual "Octubafest 1981" Oct. 14 and 15 in Baird Music 
Hall. 
Featured in concert on Wednesday is Dr. Earle Louder, professor of 
music and associate conductor of bands at MSU, at 8:15 p.m. Dr. Louder 
holds a bachelor's degree from Michigan State University and a doctorate 
from Florida State University, and is currently assistant conductor and 
featured euphonium soloist of the Detroit Concert, Band. With Dr. Louder 
will be Lucretia Stetler, assistant professor of music, and the Morehead 
T.U.B.A. Ensemble. 
Gary Bird, professor of euphonium and tuba at Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania, will be featured in a guest recital on Thursdqy, Oct. 15 
at 8:15 p.m. Mr. Bird holds a bachelor's from the University of 
Wisconsin-River Falls and master's from North Texas State University. 
He is currently studying with Harvey Phillips at Indiana University. 
At 3 p.m. on Thursday, MSU's student euphonium and tuba soloists 
will perform in recital as part of "Octubafest 1981" activities. 
All concerts are scheduled in Duncan Recital Hall and are free and 
open to the public. 
/Ill /Ill II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 200 teachers from three states are 
expected to participate in the 1981 Business Education/Data Processing 
Conference at Morehead State University on Friday, Oct. 23. 
Teachers.from Kentucky, Ohio, and West Virginia will discuss 
typewriting, teaching effectiveness, and the use of microcomputers in 
the classroom. 
The principal speaker will be Dr. Albert Rossetti, chairman of the 
Department of Business Education and Office Administration at Montclair 
State University in New Jersey. He is author of numerous publications 
in business education. 
Guests from MSU will be Dr. Walter G. Emge, vice president for 
academic affairs, and Dr. Rodger Hammons, professor of mathematics, both 
of Morehead State University. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Sue Luckey, professor 
of business education, or Bonnie Bailey, instructor of data processing. 
The telephone is (606) 783-2154. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- U.S. Rep. Carl D. Perkins will be the keynote 
speaker at the fourth a~nual Regional Conference of the Mississippi 
River and Gulf Regions of the American Technical Education Association 
on Friday, Oct. 16, at the Galt House in Louisville. 
Hosted by Morehead State University; the conference is meeting for 
the first time in Kentucky. 
About 150 professional educators and administrators from Alabama, 
Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, and Tennessee are 
expe'cted to attend. 
Founded in 1928, ATEA was formed to promote technical education, 
recommend standards for instruction and provide a forum for the exchange 
of ideas in the field. 
The conference, which is open to all interested parties, opens 
Thursday, Oct. 15. 
Additional information is available from Host Committee Chairman 
Dr. Donal L. Hay, professor of industrial education at MSU. The 
telephone is (606) 783-5103. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The admissions director of the University of 
Louisville School of Medicine will speak to students of Morehead State 
University's Pre-Medical Club on Oct .. l5. 
Dr. James Moore, will discuss the admission requirements for 
U of L's medical school at 4:30 p.m. im Room 224 of Lappin Hall. 
Pre-med majors and other students interested in the medical 
profession are invited to attend. 
Additional information is available from Dr. David J· .. Saxon at 
ext. 3101. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's 1981-82 theatre 
season will open with the classic children's fable "Hansel and Gretel" 
on Friday, Oct. 23, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium. 
Music, spectacle and make believe are blended in MSU's version of 
the immortal children's story. 
Lured by a delectable gingerbread house, Hansel and Gretel fall 
prey to the wicked witch, only to escape by outwitting her and returniFg 
to their woodcutter father. 
David Banfield, Berry senior, will portray Hansel and Jody Borden, 
Union City, Ohio.junior, has been cast as Gretel. 
The evil witch will be portrayed by Elizabeth Hawkins, Pikeville 
junior. 
Janet Rose, Salyersville junior, will be the children's stepmother 
and Bryan Dotson, Phelps junior, as the father. 
Marvin Philips, coordinator of the theatre program, will direct the 
production. 
"Hansel and Gretel" is scheduled Oct. 23 and 24 at 8 p.m., with a 
special matinee on Oct. 25 at 2:30 p.m. 
Ticket information and reservations are available from the MSU box 
office at (606) 783-2170. 
1111111111 
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MOREHEAD; Ky. --- Morehead State University, in cooperation with 
St. Claire Medical Center and the University of Kentucky McDowell Cancer 
Network, is conducting a continuing education workshop for registered 
nurses on Tuesday, Oct. 27. 
The day-long program, "An Overview of the Nurse's Role in 
Chemothe:tapy-,"-is designed-for __ nur~es in hospital and community settings 
-~ho ~":r~_for _::_hemotherapy patients. 
-----------
The one-day workshop will include the pharmacological and 
-------- - -- ----
pathophysiological aspects of chemotherapy, roles o:f; physician and· 
nurses in chemotherapy, legal aspects, and nutritional needs of 
chemotherapy patients. 
Workshop faculty members are Marsha Oakley of the Southern Cancer 
Study Group Coordinator, U.S. Veteran's Administration; Frank Hammond of 
Northeast Kentucky A.H.E.S., Morehead; and five members of the St. Claire 
Medical Center staff, including Dr. James Bauer, Dr. John F. Dineen, 
Greg Bausch, Cathy Shely and Jane Faith. 
Continuing Education· Units (CEU)_ wilL be awarded to each -:teg-ist-ered 
nurse participant who _E~_ee!=~- the cours~ requi~ements~_The V?_O_!~s_h_912_ is 
approved by the Kentucky Board of Nursing. 
Registration begins at 8 a.m. in the Riggle Room of the University 
Center. The fee is $20 per person. Additional information is available 
from Pauline Ramey, assistant professor of nursing, UPO 853, MSU, 
Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone number is (606) 783-5276. 
flifltfffl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Concert and Lecture 
Series will present Frederic Storaska, founder of the National 
Organization for the Prevention of Rape and Assault, Inc., on Thursday, 
Oct. 22, in Button Auditorium. 
In his second appearance at MSU, Storaska will address the topic of 
his book, "How To Say NQ To. a Rapist-- And Survive." 
i 
Storaska began research of rape education after witnessing rape and 
assault of a young girl by a gang of teenage boys and developed resources 
toward understanding and solving problems of assault. 
He also is the founder of the National Rape and Assault Prevention 
Center. 
The 10:20 a.m. program is free and open to the public. 
!Iff !fit 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Nine persons received special recognition during 
Morehead State University's recent 1981 Homecoming. 
The annual observance was highlighted by the induction of four 
persons into MSU's Alumni Hall of Fame, including: 
*Dr. Marshall Banks, formerly of Ashland, chairman of the 
Department of Physical Education and Recreation at Howard University in 
Washington D.C. He was the first black athlete to participate in the 
Ohio Valley Conference while attending MSU. He is the only track and 
field a~hlete at MSU to have his jersey retired. Dr. Banks received 
master's and doctoral degrees from the University of Illinois. 
*John R. Hall, formerly of Henderson, Tenn., vice president for 
alumni administration of the Council for the Advancement and Support of 
Education (CASE) in Washington, D.C. He helped plan, design and install 
facilities for MSU's public radio station, WMKY. A two-time MSU graduate, 
Hall served as alumni director at Freed-Hardeman College and as director 
of a choral group performing in Europe and the United States. In his 
current position, he works nationally with colleges and universities 
on the improvement of alumn~ and public relations programs. 
*B. Pat O'Rourke, formerly of Falls Church, Va., vice president of 
the Economic Education Foundation in Washington, D.C. He is a frequent 
contributor to MSU's alumni publications and assists in the University's 
fund raising programs. O'Rourke served as director of development for 






*Marvin Rammelsberg, director of the guidance and pupil adjustment 
branch of the Cincinnati City Schools. As an undergraduate at MSU, he 
was co-captain of the football team. He is past president of the Ohio 
Association for Counselor Education and Supervision and served two terms 
as president of the MSU Alumni Association. 
The Public Service Award was presented to Marion D. (Butch) Campbell 
of Morehead, commissioner of the Kentucky State Police. Active as a state 
police officer for 17 years, he is married to Glenna Campbell, associate 
professor of English at MSU. 
Gerald V. Roberts, director of the Kentucky Workers Compensation 
Board and a 1970 MSU graduate, received the government Service Award. 
Special service awards went to three persons active in support of 
the Alumni Association, including Luster Oxley of Middletown, Md., a 
retired insurance executive and former president of the Alumni Association; 
Pauline Davis of Clearfield, recording secretary of the Alumni Association; 
and Dr. Roger Jones, professor of art at MSU and originator of MSU's 
eagle mascot cartoon character. 
Kelly Michele Holdren, Chillicothe sophomore,·was crowned the 1981 
Homecoming Queen. The fashion merchandising major is a member of Delta 
Gamma sorority, Gamma Beta Phi honorary society, MSU's Student Association 
and the cross country team. She is the daughter .of Mr. and Mrs. Michael 
Holdren of Chillicothe .. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Jeff Campbell of Morehead is among nine 
Morehead State University students participating in preliminaries 
of the Collegiate Ar,tist Competition Oct. 17 in Louisville. 
The MSU graduate student will be accompanving the, group on 
piano. He is the son of Robert Campbell of Morehead_ 
Other participants include: 
*Cassandra Robinson, a Springfield senior and the daughter of 
Joseph C. Robinson, playing French horn; 
*Velina Swords, Roncevert, W.Va. junior, playing French horn. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs_ David Swords. 
*Carol Larsen, Vienna, Ohio sophomore, playing French horn. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl D. Larsen_ 
.- -
--
~'Diane Spencer, Lexington sophomore, playing flute. She is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.B. Spencer. 
'~Rocky Hardyman, Tollesboro senior, playing piano_ 
of Wayne Hardyman. 
~'Todd Spangler, Middlesboro junior, playing piano_ 
son of Paul Spangler_ 
He·is the 
He is the 
. ·:: -'• ·. 
:...~.--. 
son ' (: 
' . - -
*Christopher Allen, Portsmouth, Ohio, graduate student, accompanying 
on piano. He is the soncof Dr. Chester H. Allen. 
*Debbie Howe, Williamstown senior, accompanying on piano . .- She is 
' 
the daughter of Harry W. Howe. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State University chapter of Sigma 
Tau Epsilon is sponsoring a circus Oct. 24 and 25 at MSU's Wetherby 
Gymnasium. 
The James Hetzer Circus, featuring an elephant act, clowns, dogs, 
bears and a"flying trapeze act, will perform Saturday, Oct. 24, at 
2:30 p.m. and 7:30p.m. and Sunday, Oct. 25, at 2:30p.m. 
Sigma Tau Epsilon is providing tickets to elementary schools in 
Rowan, Bath, Mason and Fleming counties. The tickets will admit one 
child under 12 free if accompanied by a paying adult. Tickets will 
also be available at the door at $3 per students and $4.50 for adults. 
Proceeds will be used for STE members to attend the annual Sigma 
Tau Epsilon convention in Lafeyette, La., next March. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The afternoon sun was shining through the glass 
roof and falling upon the leaves of the exotic tropical plants as the 
woman walked through the greenhouse. 
"Plants are a lot like we are," says Martha Norris. "They're 
sensitive to all the things we are. They don't have a soul, but there 
is definately something there." 
Mrs. Norris should know. She has been working with plants since 
1974 when she started teaching horticulture at Morehead State University. 
An associate professor of agriculture at MSU, Mrs. Norris reportedly was 
the first woman in Kentucky to get an agriculture degree and become a 
horticulturalist. 
"Agriculture pushed women back as long as they could, until they 
just couldn't do anything about it any"longer," she says. 
When she attended her first summer meeting of state agriculture 
teachers at Harrodsburg in 1974, she was the only woman there. 
"They didn't know what to do with me," she says, explaining that 
the.meeting was held at a camp with cottages for overnight stay. Since 
two people share a cottage, Mrs. Norris had to stay in a motel and drive 
in each day for the meeting. 
The next year she returned with a group of students---all female! 
"They put us up in the lodge," she recalls. "Now when I go to the 
meeting, I stay in a cabin." 
"I graduated from high school during the depression years, she 
explains, "and couldn't go to college. But I never lost the thought that 
I'd go to college someday. Once you get started learning, it's like 
eating peanuts. You just can't stop." 
(more) 
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"I was reared on a farm and while I was raising my children and 
working as an interior designer, I always knew that if I ever got to 
go back to school, I would study agriculture.'.' 
Mrs. Norris says the key to doing good work with plants is 
understanding them. 
"I teach plant science in relation to our bodies because plants 
are so much like us. When students understand this, they take their 
work more seriously and take better care of the plants," she added. 
Although it only takes two years .to get a degree in Agricultural 
Science with a specialization in horticulture, she says many of her 
students take the two additional years of classes required for teacher 
certification. 
At home, she is also surrounded by plants. Her white Spanish 
house has a court in the front filled with flowers, and skylights in 
the living room and the-front hallway. Underneath the skylights sit 
big pots of ferns and a four-foot Jade plant. 
Although she doesn't have a greenhouse at home, she does have a 
long concrete slab where her greenhouse will be someday. 
"I just don't have time right now to take care of a greenhouse," 
she says. "But when I retire, I'm going to have one built. I'd like 
to have a skylight put in my bedroom, too." 
tflf ftlf If 
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By ALVIN GRIDER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Carefully spooning out and weighing a gram of 
finely crushed coal, Morehead State University seniors Sue Moore and Ed 
Southwood begin one of several tests conducted daily in MSU's Energy 
Research Laboratory. 
The coal is a sample they picked up at an Elliott County mine, ground 
into a fine dust and are now going to test to learn coal analysis 
firsthand. 
"The main purpose of the lab right now is to familiarize students with 
analysis, so they won't be at a loss when they get out on the job and 
somebody mentions BTU or ash content to them," says Sam Kumar, lab 
director and assistant professor of mining technology at MSU. 
Moore and Southwood, originally from Breathitt County, worked over 
100 hours in the lab last summer, earning credit and learning how to 
measure the burning and heating power, sulfur and ash content, and 
moisture of coal samples. This fall, they are doing some additional 
analysis under Kumar's guidance. 
Over the summer, Kumar contacted area coal companies and arranged for 
the students to pick up samples and run analyses on them for comparison 
with each company's own test results. 
Mining companies must know their coal's qualities and specifications 
to sell it to a buyer who, for example, needs a coal with a good heating 
quality but a low sulfur content. 
When asked how they got interested in working with coal, Southwood 





Moore, whose parents have since moved to Lexington, wants to work in 
a coal-related industry, perhaps in surveying or coal laboratory work. 
Southwood says he'd like to work as a coal lab technician in a field 
lab, maybe back in Breathitt County. 
"A lot of coal companies in Eastern Kentucky are beginning to set up 
field labs so they can test their coal there rather than send it off," he 
adds. 
Few labs in Kentucky are equipped to run a complete analysis of coal, 
according to Kumar, although several mining companies have their own field 
labs to run a few tests. 
"The equipment is very expensive for some tests, so companies have to 
contract their coal analysis," he notes. 
"There are a lot of prospects now for coal lab technicians, 
especially with the field of synthetic fuels becoming important," Kumar 
says, adding that a lab technician needs not only a knowledge of the 
analysis equipment but a "strong background in chemistry." 
Kumar hopes that MSU' s. lab soon will be used for coal and energy 
research. A grant proposal is being prepared in hopes of making it 
possible. 
Kumar taught the first class in the new lab during the spring of 1981. 
The class is offered during the final semester of a student's two-year 
mining technology program. Prior to construction of the lab, which was 
funded through a gift from Ashland Oil, Inc., the class was taught in a 
regular classroom. 
Sue Moore is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Moore of Lexington and 
Ed Southwood is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Southwood of Clayhole, 
Breathitt County, Both already have received associate degrees in mining 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Twenty-four residents of Powell County are 
enrolled at Morehead State University for the fall 1981 semester. 
Those students include: 
Gregory Curtis Basham, Darrell Wayne Billings, Martin David 
Burton, Barbara Crabtree, Betty Jo Faulkner, Donna Gail Faulkner, 
Daren Collins Gilbert, Wayne Lee Hearne, Evalene B. Hill, Margie 
Howell, Charles Clay Johnson III, and Polly Watson Kalar. 
John Thomas Knox, Tamra Abner Mastin, Donald Lee Powell, Rosemary 
Coldiron Powell, Chris Preston, Phillip Preston, Anna Madge Slone, 
Betty Creed Sparks, Georgia Faye Tipton, Deitra Denise Todd, Sandra 
Johnson Updike and Evelyn Sue Wells. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Mining Technology 
Program will exhibit Oct. 27-29 at the Coal Conference and Expo VI at 
the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center in Louisville. 
The theme of this year's exposition is "Dollar Saving Strategies 
for the Coal Industry." The event is sponsored by "Coal Age" magazine. 
MSU's mining technology exhibit will feature films produced by 
MSU, including "Roof Control: Your Responsibility;" "The New Coal 
Miner;" and "Land for the Future." 
"We will provide information about our curriculum and our associate 
degree program in mining technology, as well as explain our other coal 
and mining related programs such as reclamation technology," says Forrest 
Cameron, coordinator of MSU's Mining Technology Program. 
"We are very fortunate to be able to participate in this exposition 
and conference," Cameron adds. "We at MSU feel we have something 
important to add to the coal industry, and being in Louisville will give 
the national and international coal community an opportunity to become 
familiar with our program." 
Educators and students interested in attending the Coal Conference 
and Expo VI may obtain tickets by contacting Camerori at UPO 801, MSU, 
Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone is (606) 783-5158. 
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By MARY WESTHEIMER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- In 1975, the Morehead State University chapter of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity was raising cane. Now they've given that 
up to get into the sauce. 
The fraternity decided six years ago to use some of the land on its 
22-acre farm to grow crops as a fund raiser. 
They first tried sugar cane, which was processed into sorghum 
molasses. 
But, because of problems with transportation and sale of the products, 
the SAE's converted their operation to bell peppers last year. The peppers 
are purchased and used in sauces by the Moody Dunbar Co. 
The operation begins in May when the fraternity picks up the plants 
from the Dunbar pepper station in nearby Owingsville and, at the same time, 
signs a contract committing the crop to Dunbar. 
"This year it took three day~ to set the plants out," says Barry 
Ellington, Clearfield sophomore. The members worked 12 hours a day using 
equipment loaned by local farmers, active members and alumni of SAE and the 
Campus Club, SAE's forerunner as MSU's oldest student organization. 
Picking begins in August, not the best time for a college organization. 
"During the summer it was a little discouraging at times," says 
Ellington. "We only had a handful of guys who lived here in the area who 
were available to work." 
Now SAE's 51 members are in town spending two or three afternoons each 
week on the farm picking peppers. So far this year, they have picked over 
five tons of the red and green vegetables. 
(more) 
SAE's Pepper Farm 
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The SAE chapter earned about $3,500 from the 23 tons picked last 
year, according to the groups advisor, Martin Huffman. "All money earned 
is put back into the farm," Huffman said. "The members built a new house, 
replacing an old farmhouse on the property as their headquarters, and 
all-purpose room now is under construction. A dorm room addition also is 
planned." 
"The best thing about the house is that every foot of concrete and 
every nail was put there by an SAE brother," says Ellington. 
The SAEs also use their energy for the benefit of others, sponsoring 
about a dozen fund raisers each year. Past projects have included setting 
the world's record for stretcher carrying to raise money for the purchase 
of a special wheelchair for a local quadriplegic and manning the telephones 
for the Muscular Dystrophy Telethon this past Labor Day. 
"Being in a fraternity isn't for everyone," says Huffman, "but it does 
provide a good outlet for those people who join to grow and develop 
leadership skills which c-annot be developed anywhere else:" 
And, if you belong.to SAE at Morehead State, you'll also learn how .,:-.-.... - -- - . 
to grow peppers. 
11111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A prominent Pike County alumnus of Morehead 
State University has been appointed to the Board of Trustees of 
the MSU Foundation, Inc. 
Selected for a three-year term was John B. DuPuy III, vice 
president and general manager of East Kentucky Beverage Co., Inc. 
A two-term president of the Pike County Chamber of Commerce, he 
also serves as president of the Pikeville Kiwanis Club. 
The 35-year-old executive joined East Kentucky Beverage in 
1973 as assistant to the president. He advanced to his current 
post a year later. The firm as bottling plants in Pike.ville and 
Hazard and markets soft drinks throughout Eastern Kentucky. 
DuPuy is a member of the Pikeville Methodist Church and a 
past president of the Kentucky Pepsi Cola Bottlers Association. 
He is a former band director at Campbell County High School. 
"We are delighted to have John as a member of the foundation 
board and look forward to his continued service to the University," 
said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. "He understands the special 
mission of the University to serve the people of Eastern Kentucky." 
The MSU Foundation, Inc. , is a n'on-profi t, tax-exempt 
organization established in 1979 to receive and administer gifts 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A prominent alumnus of Morehead State 
University has been appointed to membership on th.e Board of 
Trustees of the MSU Foundation, Inc. 
Selected to serve the balance of the unexpired term of 
Delores Redwine of Ashland was Dan Lacy of Russell, the director 
of corporate public relations for Ashland Oil,·Inc. Ms. Redwine 
recently resigned to accept employment in California. 
Lacy, a native of Morgan County, is a former director 
of public relations for Lees Junior College. 
----------
The 34~ye_!l,r-old executive joined Ashland Oil in __ 19__7_? as 
assistant to the manager of advertising and creative services. 
He since has served the company as manager of creative services, 
manager of public relations and as manager of corporate media 
relations. 
Lacy is a member of the American Petroleum Institute, 
American Petroleum Writers Association, National Press Club and 
several other civic and professional organizations. 
"We are delighted to have Dan as a member of the foundation 
board and look forward to his continued service to the University," 
said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. "He understands the 
mission of the university as it relates to Eastern Kentucky, 
his homeland." 
The MSU Foundation, Inc., is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization 
established to receive and administer gifts to the University. It 
is governed by a 15-member Board of Trustees. 
####### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Two evenings of choral music will highlight'the 
1981 Morehead State University Choral Festival for High School Singers 
on Oct. 26 and 27. 
MSU choral organizations--University Chorus, Chamber Singers, and 
Concert Choir--will perform Monday at 8:15 p.m. 
The Festival Chorus, which includes high school vocalists from 
several different schools, is scheduled Tuesday.at 7 p.m. 
Larry D. Wyatt, 
department at Loyola 
choral _Qir_e_~t_~rL' and coordinator 
I 
University in·'New Orleans, will 
of the vocal 
direct various 
clinics for high school students during the two-day event. 
The University Chorus, under the direction of Vasile Venettozzi, 
associate professor of music at MSU, will lead off the Oct. 26 program. 
Todd Spangler, Middlesboro junior, will accompany on organ and piano, 
') 
with Angie Ratcliff, Martin senior, and Gene Ostenkamp, Cincinnati senior, 
assisting on violins. 
Following the University Chorus will be the MSU Chamber Singers and 
Concert Choir directed by James Ross Beane, associate professor of music 
at MSU and director of choral studies. Debra Howe, Williamstown senior, 
will accompany the Chamber Singers and Concert Choir on piano, harpsichord 
and organ. 
On Oct. 27, the Festival Chorus, directed by Wyatt and accompanied 
by Jay Flippin, associate professor of music at MSU, and Mary Nevin, 
Roswell, Ga. junior. 







MOREHEAD; Ky. --- Morehead State University's Board of Regents 
Monday night ratified a budget request of $11.7 million in new state 
funds for the 1982-84 biennium. 
The request, adopted earlier by the board's executive committee, 
has been submitted to the Kentucky Council on Higher Education for 
review. 
MSU Budget Director Por·ter Dailey said the proposed 22 percent 
increase in state general fund support would be used primarily to cope 
with inflation, increase faculty and staff salaries and su~plement 
student financial aid programs being reduced at the federal level. 
For the current fiscal year, MSU is receiving $18.3 million from 
the state general fund. 
In other action, the Regents approved: 
~'Submission of an additional capital construction and equipment 
request totaling $1.3 million for a new campus telephone system and 
renovation of an auditorium. 
*The constitution of the newly-organized MSU Parents Association 
as an affiliated organization. 
*Development of plans for the reconstruction of a poultry house 
which was destroyed by fire last month at the university's agricultural 
complex. Costs would come from insurance proceeds. 
~'Various personnel changes, including the appointment of Dr. Walter 
G:. Emge as academic vice president and Dr. Leroy Overstreet as deoartment 
head in allied health sciences. 
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By .MARY WESTHEIMER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- How many kids want to be a detective when they 
grow up? 
Dr. Victor Howard, professor of history at Morehead State University, 
wanted to be a detective, too, and his current work is not totally 
removed from his childhood dreams. 
"Research is a lot like being a detective," says the Harlan native. 
"You have clues and hunches and, if based on knowledge and good instincts, 
they prove to be true about 50 percent of the time." 
With many hours of research in the form.of articles and book reviews 
printed in various periodicals, Howard's first book recently was accepted 
for publication by the University Press of Kentucky, the scholarly 
publishing consortium of 12 universities and colleges and two historical 
societies in Kentucky. 
Dr. Howard.'s book, tentatively titled "Black Liberation and the Death 
of Slavery in_ Kentucky," is the result of more_than 10 years of research 
in the libraries of numerous states. 
The work examines the effects of the Civil War and Reconstruction on 
blacks and whites in Kentucky. 
"The subject •had never been treated before," says Dr. Howard. "Most 
of the publications available ignore blacks or just treat them as landscape, 
like trees. But blacks played an important part in the war." 
He continued: 
"I don't consider it black history. I consider it integrated history. 





Dr. Howard explains that the book is not Kentucky history, but is a 
treatment of a national problem within one state. He cites similar works 
by others in his field in Louisiana and Tennessee, describing his book as 
"a piece in the national jigsaw puzzle." 
"In time, I hope there will be studies of this type in every state," 
he adds. 
Although he has paid some of the research costs out of his own 
pocket, the American Philosophical Society and MSU have been instrumental 
in funding his efforts. 
"This book could never have been done without their help," Dr. Howard 
says. 
Dr. Howard has received several awards for his research, including 
the first Distinguished Researcher Award ever given at MSU, the Harry Pratt 
Memorial Award and the Robert Digges Conner Award. 
He also is the lone remaining member of the founding publication 
board of the University Press of Kentucky. 
Currently at work on two pieces concerning the impact of religion on 
politics and the law during the Civil War and Reconstruction, Dr. Howard 
divides his time equally. 
"I never just work on one thing at a time," he says. ·"If I ·do all 
I have planned, I'll have to live to be 110 years old." 
lfff lfff ff 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will host the Eagle 
Championships in Individual Events, arr annual intercollegiate speech 
competition on Oct. 30 and 31. 
Participating students from colleges and universities in Kentucky 
and surrounding states will compete in several categories, including 
informational speaking, after-dinner speaking, salesmanship, impromptu, 
prose and poetry interpretation, and dramatic duo interpretation. 
A ghost story category has been added to the traditional list of 
events due to the Halloween date. 
Competitions will be centralized in the Combs Building, with events 
scheduled across campus. Events will begin at 11 a.m. on Friday and 
8 a.m. on Saturday. 
Schedules detailing events may be obtained in the first floor lobby 
of the Combs Building or by contacting Chip Letzgus at (606) 783-4671. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two prominent Eastern Kentucky alumni of 
Morehead State University have been appointed to the Board of Trustees of 
the MSU Foundation, Inc. 
Selected for a three-year term was John B.-DuPuy III, vice president 
and general manager of East Kentucky A~~eE~ge Co., Inc. Serving the 
balance of the unexpired term of Delores Redwine of Ashland will be Dan 
Lacy of Russell, the director of corporate public relations for Ashland 
Oil, Inc. Ms. Redwine recently resigned to accept employment in 
California. 
DuPuy, a two-term president of the_Pike County Chamber of Commerce, 
also serves as president of the Pikeville Kiwanis Club. 
The 35-year-old executive joined East Kentu.cky Beverage in 1973 as 
assistant to the president. He advanced to his current post a year later. 
The firm has bottling plants in Pikeville and Hazard and markets soft 
drinks throughout Eastern Kentucky. 
DuPuy is a member of the Pikeville Methodist Church and a past 
president of the Kentucky Pepsi Cola Bottlers Association. He is a former 
band director at Campbell County High School. 
Lacy, 34, a native of Morgan Courity, is a former director of public 
relations for Lees Junior College. 
He joined Ashland Oil in 1975 as assistant to the manager of 
advertising and creative services. He since has served the company as 
manager of creative services, manager of public relations and as manager 




Lacy is a member of the American Pet~oleum Institute, American 
Petroleum Writers Association, National Press Club and several other 
civic and professional organizations. 
"We are delighted to have John and Dan as members of the foundation 
board and look forward to their continued service to the University," said 
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. "They understand the special mission of 
the University to serve the people of Eastern Kentucky." 
The MSU Foundation, Inc., is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization 
established in 1979 to receive and administer gifts to the University. 
It is governed by a 15-member Board of Trustees. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Preston the Magician will return to Morehead 
Sta.te University on Thursday, Oct. 29. 
Performing feats of magic and hypnosis, Preston is known 
throughout college and university campuses across the nation. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky._ --- More than. 1,000 high scho9l. .students are expected . . . 
to attend the. lOth annu!'ll Wo;rl.d of Techn9logy Day on Thursday, Nov. 5, 
under sponsorship of Morehead State University's School of Applied Sciences 
and Technology. 
"World of Technology Day is a means of acquainting high school 
students with our school through a series of programs, exhibits and 
demonstrations," explains Sanford Hill, co-chairman of the event. 
Activities will be designed to familiarize students from high schools 
in Kentucky, Ohio and West Virginia with academic programs and facilities 
at MSU. 
Tours of the campus greenhouse and the Energy 
be conducted. Other laboratories in Reed Hall and 
Building also will have various demonstrations. 
i 
Research Laboratory _wil_l_j' 
the Lloyd Cassity _ 
"Each department will have its own projects to spotlight particular 
programs," Hill said. 
The Department of Industrial Education and Technology, among other 
projects, will produce jump peg games as a cooperative effort. 
"They'll go into the woods lab where they will be given a wooden, 
triangular blank," explains Hill. "Then each program will add something. 
For instance, in the metals lab, the holes will be drilled in the blank. 
Then they will go to the graphics lab, where the games will be 
screen-processed or hot-stamped with a design, and in the plastics lab, 
the pegs will be made. Finally, they will go to drafting, where they will 




Among other scheduled events are a fashion show presented by the 
fashion merchandising program, a demostration of the energy lab, a 
chicken incubation and hatching demonstration_, __ a -continuous showing of 
I 
the movie "Target: Lower-Cost Coal,~· a __ display of! ornamental plants and a 
-.-----
------ ---·------
demonstration of x-ray equipment. 
Additional information is available from Sanford Hill, MSU, UPO Box 
985, Morehead, KY 40351, or from Betty Woodard, UPO Box 718. Telephone 
numbers are (606) 783-5103 or 783-5268. 
IIIII!# II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rick Roberts, a patr9lman in the Division of . 
Safety and Security at Morehead State University'· has completed a basic 
course in law enforcement with the Bureau of Training, Kentucky·Department 
of Justice, at Eastern Kentucky University. 
During the 10-week course, officers were instructed in the proper 
response and handling of such situations ·as fam;ily disputes, traffic stops 
and crowd control. 
Other specific areas addressed included firearms training; 
fingerprinting, defensive driving, police photography and· criminal law. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's Jazz Ensemble I will 
perform in concert Tuesday, Nov. 3, in Duncan Recital Hall. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert will feature works by Akiyoshi, Lou Marini, 
Sammy Nestico, Lyle Mays, Lennie Niehaus and Thad Jones. 
Soloists for the group will include Todd Spangler, Middlesboro 
junior; Bob Inkso, Lexington sophomore; Monica Harmon, Dayton senior; 
I Doug McDonald, Lexington senior; Lauren Rhea, Knoxville, Tenn., sophomore; 
Steve Hall, Ashland graduate student; Harry Crozier, Morehead senior; 
Dixie Dawkins, Independence sophomore; Mike Reinhard, Kettering, Ohio, 
sophomore; and Don Nwrandki, Tarentum, Penn., junior. 
Other members of the Ensemble include Alan Daubenspeck and Jim 
Holloway on trumpet; Tom Snyder, Holly Montgomery, Tim Black and Jay Class 
on trombone; Jeff Campbell on reeds; and Phil Neighbors on rhythm. 
David L. Anderson, assistant professor of music at MSU, will direct 
the group. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---An audio fest of bat's wings, vampire screams and 
other macabre sounds awaits listeners this season as National Public 
Radio's NPR Playhouse presents a classic thriller, "Dracula." 
The 90-minute Halloween special, produced by the National Radio 
Theater of Chicago, will be aired on WMKY, public radio from Morehead 
State University on Saturday, Oct. 31, at 10:30 p.m. 
Since it was first published in 1897, there have been some 20 film 
versions of Bram Stoker's "Dracula," three stage plays and several radio 
versions including one with Orson Welles. The National Radio Theater's 
version is faithful to the original, protraying the infamous Count from 
Transylvania Mountain. 
Dracula took three months to complete, due to the painstaking efforts 
. ' 
of producer-director Yurf· 'Rasovsky. · 
"The hardest·· part. was finding sound equivalents for all the fangs, 
stakes-through-J;:he-heart· and animalistic transformations that horror fans 
have come to expec:t and relish," says Rasovsky. 
Some of the techniques Rasovsky used to create the desired sounds are 
eerie enough in themselves: biting into a raw chicken breast for a 
vampire's jugular repast, a coat sleeve being yanked for flapping bat's 
wings, the sucking of a lemon for the bat's squeal, a mallet striking a 
wood block and a piece of crinkled cellophane representing the demise of 





Rasovsky's productions move considerably faster than the 1940-style 
radio dramas that undoubtedly served as NRT's inspirations. 
Rasovsky puts it, "In the 1940's, you at least had a fancy-looking 
radio to look at." His advice: "Listen to this program either flat on 
your back in bed, or while driving." 
This program is made possible in part by grants from the National 
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Rowan County High Scqool's football game with Lewis County 
on Friday, Oct. 30, will be played at Morehead State University's 
Jayne Stadium. 
The change was announced in a joint statement issued by RCHS 
Principal Marvin Moore and MSU Athletic Director G. E. (Sonny) 
Moran. Kickoff time is 8 p.m. for the -regular season game, 
originally scheduled at the RCHS Field. 
"We are pleased to report that details have been worked out 
for the game to be played at Jayne Stadium," Moore and Moran 
stated. "We anticipate that this will be the first of several 
cooperative ventures involving the athletic programs of our 
institutions." 
RCHS will retain gate and concession revenues and will 
reimburse MSU for utility costs, according to the announcement. 
It will be the first Viking football game to be played at 
MSU since 1975 and the first night game at Jayne Stadium since 
1978. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The Morehead State Uni~~§~ty 
. --~~ 
~omputer User~ 
:___ ____ 7 
Group will host seminars for interested students and facul.ty members on 
-------·---~---------- -- ------..:... ·~ ~ -.= 
the new prime computer system Saturday, Nov. 7 and Saturday, Nov. 21. 
The first seminar will be a general introduction to the prime 
computer. Topics include the system's structure and functions. 
The Nov. 21 seminar will cover some of the major programming 
languages used by the prime computer system. 
The prime system, purchased by the University during the summer, 
will be available for student and faculty.use. 
The seminars are scheduled for Reed Hall, Room 430, beginning 
at 10 a.m. and are free and open to the public. Refreshments will be 
served. 
For more information, contact Kathy Moore, Jeff Offutt, or Brian 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Walter G. Emge, formerly of Lexington, 
has been appointed vice president for academic affairs at Morehead 
State University. 
A native-of Evansville, Ind., he previously served five 
years as vice president and dean of the college of Transylvania 
University in Lexington. Earlier, he was assistant to the provost 
and assistant dean of Trinity College of Arts and Sciences at 
Duke University and a faculty member at Boston University. 
Dr. Emge has a doctoral degree from Yale University, a master's 
from the University of Toronto and a bachelor's from Bellarmine 
College. 
"We are pleased:to have such an experienced academic 
administrator with Kentucky ties in this important position," 
said MSU President Morris L. Norfleet. "Dr. Emge has an outstanding 
record of teaching, research and service and excellent academic 
credentials." 
Dr. Norfleet said the new chief academic officer was selected 
from nearly 100 applicants. He succeeds Dr. William F. White who 
is now ·a full-time faculty member. 
Dr. Emge is a former editor of "The Philosophical Forum" and 
former managing editor of "The Review of Metaphysics." He is the 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Stanton Garr of Simpsonville will present his 
senior voice recital at 8:15 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 1, in Morehead State 
University's Duncan Recital Hall. 
The MSU music major will perform works by Bach, Mozart, Wolf, 
Duke and Chanler. 
Accompanist for the program will be Debra Howe, Williamstown 
senior~ 
Garr was a 1978 re)!ional winner in the National Association:_>-! 
-- ------ - - . - ---- -- ------------
of Teachers of Singing_ C_ontest. 
He is the son of Mrs. Doris W. Garr of Simpsonville. 
flU II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Velina Swords, Morehead State University junior 
was chosen as an alternate French horn contestant at the Kentucky Music 
Teachers Association Collegiate Artist Competition in Louisville. 
The next step in the national competition will be a regional contest 
in February at Greenville, S.C. 
Ms. Swords is a music major from Ronceverte, W. Va. and is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Swords of Ronceverte. She is a student of 






MEMORANDUM MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351 
DATE: Oct. 26, 1981 
TO: Local News Media 
FROM: Keith Kappes, Director of Public Affair~ 
RE: Press Conference 
Please be advised that President Norfleet will conduct a press 
conference on Wednesday, Oct. 28, at 10 a.m. in the President's 
Conference Room of Howell-McDowell Administration Building. 
If your organization is planning to cover the session, please 
contact the Office of News Services (783-3325) so that we can 
prepare sufficient copies of any handouts. 
No live radio or television will be permitted. 
.. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University President Morris 
L. Norfleet has announced the appointment of William H. Redwine, 
formerly of Sandy Hook, as university development officer. 
A 1979 graduate of MSU, Redwine had been serving as an 
instructor/counselor with the Eastern Kentucky Concentrated 
Employment Program (EKCEP). 
"We are confident that Bill will be an asset to our fund 
raising program and that he and other members of our development 
staff will continue to build on last year's excellent record," 
• 
said Dr. Norfleet. 
Redwine, 24, will be primarily responsible for raising private 
funds in support of university activities which are not related to 
athletics. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William R. Redwine of Sandy Hook 
and is married to the former Susette Dalton of Dayton, .Ohio, who is 
MSU's associate director of student activities and organizations. • 
Redwine is a shriner and a member of Sigma Nu fraternity. He 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Environmental Studies 
and Geology clubs are sponsoring an Energy Awareness Day Exhibit on 
Saturday, Oct. 31, at Trademore Shopping Center. 
In addition to pamphlets and other printed materials, the day-long 
exhibit will feature computer facilities for determining potential 
energy savings for homeowners. 
The exhibit is being held in cooperation with the Kent~cky Energy 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Division of Safety 
and Security is hosting a drug seminar for police officers on Nov. 11 
and 12. 
More than 30 pplice officers from across the state are expected 
to attend the two-day training program on drug enforcement. A~l 
sessions are scheduled in the Adron Doran University Center. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The 4th Annual Cliff Johnson Memorial 
Scholarship Art Auction is scheduled Thursday, Nov. 12, at Morehead 
State University. 
The auction, sponsored by MSU's Department of Art and the Morehead 
Art Students League, is held im memory of local artist Cliff Johnson 
and his interest in MSU art students. 
Scheduled for auction this year are 24 paintings by Gary Akers, 
MSU alumnus and prominent artist. 
Paintings, drawings, prints, sculptures, ceramics and handicrafts 
by MSU students and faculty also will be auctioned. 
Door prizes, including one print by Akers, will be awarded. All 
proceeds from the sale will go to the MSU Art Scholarship Endowment 
Fund. The auction is open to the public. 
The works will be on display in the Claypool-Young Art Gallery 
beginning at 4:30 p.m. with the auction at 7:30 p.m. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is hosting the fall 
convention of the Kentucky Weekly Newspaper Association on Nov. 6 and 7. 
More than 100 newspaper publishers, editors and reporters from 
across the state are expected to attend workshops during the two-day 
meeting. Topics include typography, advertising, circulation, 
technology and press law. 
Featured speaker for the banquet program on Friday, Nov. 6, is 
Andrew Offutt, noted science fiction author and Rowan County resident. 
Also directing workshops will be Emily Ann Smith, former chairperson 
of English at Berea College and Dr. Wally Eberhard, associate professor 
of journalism at the University of Georgia. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Dick Dandeneau at 
I (606) 783-3249. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Fine Arts highlights the month of November at 
Morehead State University. 
Concerts scheduled include the Jazz Ensemble I, Nov. 3; Jazz 
Ensemble II, Nov. 10; Robert Inkso, trombone recital, Nov. 15; Brass 
Choir Concert, Nov. 18; Coletta Heyob, piano recital, Nov. 22; and the 
Faculty Brass Ensemble Nov. 24. All programs are scheduled for 8:15p.m. 
in Duncan Recital Hall. 
Showing in MSU's Claypool-Young Art Gallery through,Nov. 20 is an 
exhibit of paintings and drawings by Robie Succhi ,. professor of art at 
Mississippi State University. The gallery is open weekdays from 8 a.m. 
until 4 P.m. 
The Fourth Annual Cliff Johnson Memorial Scholarship Art Auction 
is scheduled for Thursday, Nov. 12, at 7:30p.m. in the Claypool-Young 
Art Gallery. The MSU Student Art Christmas Sale is set for Nov. 23 
through Dec. 11. 
World of Technology Day occurs at MSU on Nov. 5 with high school 
students being introduced to programs and facilities in MSU's School 
of Applied Sciences and Technolo~y. 
The "Our Mountain Heritage" lecture series continues Nov. 12 with 
John Hevener addressing "Labor Conflict in Appalachian Kentucky." 
Arts in Morehead continues wil mimes Tom and Seuss on Nov. 7. v· 
In sports, MSU's football Eagles host Liberty Baptist on Nov. 7; 




In basketball, the Lady Eagles host the Pabst Northern Kentucky 
AA~ team in an exhibition game on Nov. 16. 
Men's basketball opens Nov. 14 with an intersquad game and a 
Nov. 18 exhibition t.ilt with Marathon Oil AAU team. The regular 
season opens Nov. 30 with the McDonald's Eagle Classic. 
MSU's women's volleyball team meets Northern Kentucky on Nov. 3. 
Thanksgiving will be observed on the MSU campus with classes 
dismissing at 11:20 a.m. on Nov. 25. Classes resume and offices reopen 
on Nov. 30. 
10-27-8lscf 1NNfo 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Student Association 
is presenting Jefferson Starship with special guest Red Ryder in concert 
on Wednesday, Nov. 4. 
Tickets are $2 for MSU students with a valid identification card. 
General admission tickets at $8 each are available in Morehead at Larry's 
Rock and Read, the Music Den and the MSU Student Association Office in 
the Adron Doran University Center. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A one-man exhibit of acrylic paintings and 
charcoal drawings by Robie Succhi is showing in Morehead State 
University's Claypool-Young Art Gallery until Nov. 20. 
Succhi, a Mississippi State University art professor, has 
exhibited several of the acrylics in over 50 juried art shows 
throughout the United States since 1970, and has won numerous awards. 
"A blend of all my experiences" is how Succhi describes the 
collage style of his paintings and drawings. 
The Gallery is open 8 a.m. until 4:30p.m. on weekdays. The 
exhibit is free and open to the public. 
11/lli/J II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A Morehead State University faculty member has 
been recognized for "faithful service" to Pi Gamma Mu, the international 
honor society in social science. 
Margaret Patton, associate professor of sociology, founded the MSU 
chapter of the honor society which "encourages excellence in the social 
sciences among undergraduates and graduate students." She has been a 
member of the MSU faculty since 1960. 
Since the local chapter was chartered 12 years ago, 328 members have 
been initiated. The chapter also has appeared several times on Pi Gamma 
Mu's Roll of Merit and Roll of Distinction. 
"Good faculty officers like Margaret Patton are of primary 
importance in an effective chapter of Pi Gamma Mu," said Scott D. Johnston, 
international president of the society. 
Patton bolos a national office in the society, serving as chancellor 
of the four~state Central Region since 1977. 
fl fill fill 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- If you are on a bus somewhere between Alabama and 
Kentucky and find the script of a very funny play, call Bill Callihan. 
Callihan, a Morehead State University senior from Olive Hill, lost 
the first draft of his latest play, "Rigor Mortis," but, he says, "It 
may have been a really good thing." 
After working on the play all summer, he lost it on his trip home 
and rewrote the play in just two weeks. 
"The parts I wanted to keep I remembered and the parts I couldn't 
remember probably weren't any good anyway," says the 21-year-old speech 
and theatre major. 
"Rigor Mortis" was the second play Callihan has had produced at MSU 
out of six he has written. The other, a comedy called "Dodge the 
Alligators," was presented in a series of one acts last year. 
Comedy is a natural vehicle for Callihan. 
"I can say what I want to say a lot better through comedy. When you 
get an audience laughing, whether they realize it or not, you've got'em." 
Callihan has only been writing seriously for about two years. 
Previously, he concentrated on his first love, acting. 
"I've always been a ham," he admits. 
A son of Mr. and Mrs. William K. Callihan of Olive Hill, he came to 
MSU because of its proximity and the diversity that students develop in 




He has appeared in several plays during his four years at MSU and 
also has helped behind the scenes. This year he will appear in "The 
Importance of Being Earnest" Dec. 2-5 and ~p~rat~~ _l~~ht~Il.~__!or C_ 
"Hansel and Gretel" Oct. 23 through 25. 
His well-rounded background in theatre enabled Callihan to land a 
job as an actor/technician with the tourd.ng Children's Musical Theatre 
in Mobile, Ala., the past two summers. 
"We were totally self-contained," says Callhan. "The neat thing 
was that we could set up anywhere." 
The troupe performed in city and state parks throughout Georgia, 
Alabama and West Florida. 
Now, however, Callihan is dividing his time between acting and 
writing. 
"I might as well be in two professions where it's hard to make money 
as in one," he says with a grin. 
After graduation from MSU, Callihan plans to attend graduate school 
in theatre. 
"Grad school will be a good time for me to define my talents," he 
says, adding "I will always find time to write." 
As for losing scripts on buses, Callihan says reconstructing his 
rewrite from memory worked out very well. 
"After I make the first draft of my next play, I might just 
destroy it." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will celebrate 
International Day on Nov. 5 and 6 with a series of activities. 
Panelists will address "The Future of Science" in an International 
Education Symposium in Duncan_Recital Hall at 10:20 a.m. Thursday, 
Nov. 5. Participants include ,-Dr-=· Lindsey Back, associate professor 
of government; Mr. Pa~;-~~.i2:.,9orehead attorney; Dr. Ho Wan Lee, 
St. Claire-Medical Cente~;- Dr. John Philley, head of the MSU Deoartment 
of Physical Sciences; and Dr. Frederick Mueller, professor of music 
at MSU as moderator. 
Guest lecturer for International Day will be Dr. Alex Granick, 
associate professor of Physics at Kentucky State University and a 
native of the Soviet Union.· 
Dr. Granick will join in the Intern~ion<l.J_Education Symposium and at 
c~-- ----- ---
4:15p.m. Thursday will address "The Foreign' Policy of the USSR as 
the National Continuation of the Pol~cy of the Imperial Russia and the 
Reflection of the National Character of Russians." 
Also scheduled is an International Student Banquet on Friday, 
Nov. 6, at 7:30p.m. in the Baptist Student Genter. Displays by 
i 
international students of items from home countries will be shown in 
the Adron Doran University Center from Nov. 2 through Nov. 7. 
International Day is sponsored by MSU's Department of Government 
and Public Affairs. 
10-30-Slscf 
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RICHMOND, Ky. --- Administrators of Eastern Kentucky University 
and Morehead State University met here Friday to explore areas of 
continued and expanded cooperation between the two institutions. 
In a joint statement, EKU President J. C. Powell and MSU 
President Morris L. Norfleet said that the purpose of the meeting 
was "to help determine where increased cooperation will help maintain 
the levels of academic quality and service in our two universities." 
The two presidents, along with EKU's Administrative Council and 
MSU's Cabinet, examined several areas which could serve the needs of 
the two institutions during times of "decreased state funding for 
higher education, and in the face of a proposed funding plan that 
would further erode the financial support for Eastern and Morehead. State." 
The latter reference was to a recommendation that will be 
presented to the Council on Higher Education by the Council staff 
on Nov. 12. The-recommendation, which addresses funding for Kentucky 
universities for 1982-84, has been described as a proposal for the 
' 
reallocation of state support. 
The joint statement released by Presidents Powell and Norfleet 
said: 
"Today's meeting between representatives of Eastern Kentucky 
University and Morehead State University was designed to help detetmine 
where greater cooperation will help maintain the levels of academic 
quality and service in our two universities as well as other public 
and private institutions." 
(more) 
.. EKU & MSU 
Page 2 
"This conference came following decreased state funding for 
higher education, and in the face of a proposed funding plan that 
would further erode the financial support for Eastern and Morehead 
State." 
"We believe that the first aim of the Council on Higher 
Education should be to achieve increased funding for public 
higher education. The primary function of instruction should 
receive priority in allocation of these funds with improvement 
of faculty-and staff salaries and meeting the impact of inflation 
as objectives." 
"We have looked at the meeting as a forum to examine means 
to use available funds to better advantage. It would be our goal 
to extend and maintain the services of the respective institutions 
through closer cooperation.while, at the same time, preserving the 
individual autonomy of Eastern Kentucky University and Morehead 
State University." 
Some of the areas of cooperation discussed included joint 
efforts in scheduling lecturers, concerts and other performing 
artists to help prevent increases in costs to students for those 
programs; the granting of academic credit by both institutions for 
extended campus classes in which they cooperate; sharing of television 
programming, library resources and facilities; repair of instructional 
equipment and th.e use of certain natural areas by both institutions. 
The administrators also planned for expanded cooperation in such 
areas as travel, alumni activities, data processing, research equipment 
and job placement where there have been previous mutual efforts. In, 
addition, the two institutions pledged continued mutual cooperation 
with. business and industry in maintaining relevance of academic 
programs and services. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More· than 200 horse show exhibitors, officials 
and -show managers are expected to attend the Central Kentucky 
Horse Show Association Awards Banquet at Morehead State University 
on Saturday, Nov. 14. 
The annual event'will begin with dinner at 6:30 p.m. in the 
Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center, the awards presentation 
at 7:30p.m. and a dance. 
Ticket and reservation information is available from Robert Wolfe, 
acting head of MSU's Deoartment of Agriculture and president of the 
CKHA, at (606) 783-3309. 
10-31-8lscf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's individual events 
team opened the 1981-82 season by taking second place among 13 schools 
in Miami University's Individual Events Tournament at Oxford, Ohio. 
Individual winners for MSU in~luded: 
*Pentathlon -- Rachel Holloway, Morehead juriior, third place; and 
Belinda Stambaugh, Salyersv;il.le junior, fourth place. 
*Persuasion --Lori Glass, Parkersburg; W. Va. sophomore, first 
place; and Millie Puckett, Elkhorn City sophomore, fourth place. 
'~Informative Speaking -- H9l.loway, third place; and Keith Murphy, 
Grayson sophomore, fifth place. 
*After-Dinner Speaking. -- Stambaugh, first place; Nanci Gabbard, 
Ft. Thomas senior, fourth place; Shari O'Neil, Asb.land sophomore, fifth 
place; and Donna Totich, Morehead junior, sixth place. 
'~Rhetorical Criticism -- Stambaugh, fourth place; Holloway, fifth 
place. 
*Extemporaneous Speaking -- Holloway, second place and Murphy, third 
place. 
*Prose Interpretation -- Holloway, second place and Murphy, third place. 
*Impromptu Speaking -- Holloway, third place. 
*Poetry Interpretation Sally Ray, Frankfort sophomore, first place. 
For the first time in the team's history, all members have qualified 
for national competition. 
Chip Letzgus, instructor of speech at MSU, is the individual events 
coach. 
!Iff !Iff If 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's ·Brass Choir will 
perform in concert Wednesday, Nov. 18, in Duncan Recital Ball. 
The program will include works by Copland, Beadell, Gabreli, 
Nelhybel and Tull. 
The 21-piece group will be conducted by John K. Stetler, associate 
professor of music at MSU. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert is free and open to the public. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Co~l is in the news and predictions are that 
it will stay in the news for years to come. Historica;Lly, 
labor-management relations often have dominated news of the coalfi~lds 
of Appalachia.: 
Possible trouble from within the. "rank and file" union 
membership and the reports of miners and operators working together 
for a common cause. are indicators of signi.ficant change in the social 
and economic atmosphere of the East Kentucky cop.lf;Lelds over the past 
50 years. It provides a new perspective fqr East Kentuckians to 
look at the history of the UMWA's notorious l930'.s Struggle to organize 
the Harlan County coalfi~lds. 
The Harlan County struggle has been described by historians as 
"one of the most bitter. labor-management con;flicts in the- B.ation'.s 
history" and won the county the title of ~;B},9()dy Ha!lan~D As with 
any social struggle involving. violence on a la~ge scale, historicp.l 
fact was destined to become intermingled with exaggerations, h~lf. 
truths and plain old wistful thinking. 
The Harlan County story may have remained forever in the realm of 
myth had it not been rescued by the painstaking research of Dr .. John 
W. Heavener. In 1978, the University of I;Llinois Press published Dr. 






This scholarly work recounts the blood~, violent days ·o·f-tne-, . . 
' 
dramatic decade during which 13 peoplEi 
i 
died, as union miners ~nd --· . - - -- -- ~ -
... 
)< 
' operators battled for dominance in the coalfields. It is the first 
booklength study attempting to separate myth from fact. 
Dr. Heavener, a native of West Virginia, has a longstanding 
interest in the Appalachian coalfield labor movement. His doctoral 
dissertation was entitled "A New Deal for Harlan: The Roosevelt Labor 
Policies in a Kentucky Coal Field, 1931-39." He has been contributing 
editor to the "Biographical Dictionary of American Labor Leaders" 
which includes 37 of his brief biographies of mine-and-machine-worker 
labor leaders. He currently is an associate professor of history at 
Ohio State University. 
"Labor Conflict in Appalachian Kentucky" is the subject of a 
public lecture to be presented by Dr. Heavener in Morehead State 
University's Reed Auditorium on Thursday, Nov. 12, at 8 p.m. 
The lecture will be the third of a six-part series, "Our 
"\>.]' 
Mountain Heritage," sponsored by MSU' s Appalachian Development 
Center. The programs are funded by a grant from the S & H Foundation 
Lectureship, established in 1960 as part of the Sperry and Hutchinson 
Company's Program of Aid to Education. 
The primary purpose of the series is to provide MSU students, 
faculty and the general public with access to insight and understanding 
concerning the reality of the Appalachian heritage and experience. 
The lectures are free and open to ~he public. 
11-6-Slbm itff II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Micha~l Davis, dean of .the Scho9l of 
Education at Morehead State University, has been named chairman of 
MSU's Teacher Education Counc~l. 
The 16-member group is the governing body for ;3.;L1 of the 
Uni~ersity teacher education programs. 
"Members of the Council must periodic;3.;Lly review each teacher 
education program to make certain that we are meeting accreditation 
standards- of the National Couricil for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NCATE) and the Kentucky Department·of Education," according 
to Dr. Davis. 
The council consists of teacher educators from each of MSU's six 
schools, as well as education practitioners from the public schools. 
"We are charged with reviewing p9licies of admission to teacher 
education programs, retention, exit assessments and follow-up studies 
of graduates of our programs," Dr. Davis added. 
In addition, he reported that the council-plans to draw up a 
new teacher education model for each program. 
"We need to isolate what everyone must take to be a professional 
teacher, with no ommissions or duplications," Dr. Davis continues, 






MSU personnel on the Council include Dr. John Payne, coordinator 
of professional laboratory experiences; Dr. Joe Bendixen, professor 
of agriculture; Dr. Louise Hickman, head of the Department of 
Information Sciences; Dr. Ron Mersky, associate professor of education; 
Dr. Larry Griesinger, professor of education; James D. Reeder, 
education; Harlen Hamm, coordinator of speech; Dr. William R. Falls, 
coordinator of the Center for Science Education; Dr. Don Flatt, head 
of the Department of History; and Jerry Franklin, assistant professor 
of education and teacher certification officer. 
Other members are Mrs. Billie Jean Clayton, director of pupil 
personnel, Rowan County Schools; Mattie Wilson, teacher at Earle 
D. Jones Elementary School, Maysville; and Brice Thornbury, secondary 
teacher at Catlettsburg Junior High School. 
MSU students on the Council are Joel Clifford, Reading, Ohio, 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Adoption of a new funding plan for higher 
education will make "official stepchildren" of the state's 
regional universities, according to Morehead State University 
President Morris L. Norfleet. 
Budget recommendations to be considered by the Council on 
Higher Education on Nov. 12 are "extremely untimely and unwise," 
the MSU chief executive told two meetings of faculty and staff 
members here Friday. 
Dr. Norfleet said approval of the plan proposed by the 
CHE staff would enhance the state's two largest universities 
at.the expense of the other six. 
"The new budgetary approach appears to be an attempt to 
make satellites of the regional universities and I don't believe 
the people of Kentucky will buy such a bill of goods," Dr. Norfleet 
said. "These recommendat.ions already have caused divisions between 
the institutions and the Council staff at a time when higher 
education should have a united front in support of its legitimate 
funding needs." 
-~··- -~-· 
"Make no mistake about \\That a_~_:>f ___ tfi~ll_!eans_ to you,_'~ 
he continued. "Approval of the recommendations will suvport the 
apparent premise among Council staff members that the teaching 
missions of regional universities are less important that the 
research and service activities of other state institutions.- If 
and when that occurs, regional universities will have become the 




Dr. Norfleet also questioned the Council staff for recommending 
reallocation of new general fund dollars. at a time when the eight 
universities have not yet recovered ·from "painful" budget cuts. 
"Public higher education in Kentucky is greatly underfunded 
and rectifying this serious situation should be the primary focus 
of the 1982-84 biennial budget process," he stated. "Instead, we 
are faced with. a proposal which substantially red·uces the level of 
general fund support for regional institutions arid markedly increases 
the support of two other universities." 
Concerning recommended tuition increases of 15 percent in each 
year of the biennium, Dr. Norfleet said: 
"It is regrettable that the Council staff is urging our state 
to join the federal government in turnings its back to the financial 
needs of Kentucky's college students. This cruel combination of 
higher tuition and reduced student aid could close the doors of 
·educational opportunity tci many of our current and future students." 
####### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- C(J1etta Heyob of H;i).1sboro, Ohio, w;i).l present 
her senior piano recit;1l Sunday,. Nov. 22, at Morehead State University. 
The graduate of Whiteoak High Scho<J1 in Mowrystown, Ohio, will 
perform works by Bach,. Brahms, Rav~l and Berg.· 
The MSU music major ·is ;1lso a member of .Pi Kappa Lambda, Concert 
Choir,. Jazz. Voc;1l Ensem)Jle and the. Honors Socie'ty .. 
She is the daughter of Mr.· and Mrs. Frank 'Heyob of H:i_llsboro. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert in Duncan Recital H;1~1 is free and open to 
the public. 
11-6-81scf lffflf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 100 students from 15 colleges and 
universities in seven states participated in the seventh annual 
Eagle Championships in Individual Events held recently at Morehead 
State University. 
Dominating tournament competition was Bradley University with 
first p±ace in team sweepstakes. Miami University was second. 
MSU, as tournament host, was limited to six entries in nine 
events. 
Individual results for MSU included: 
*Persuasion -- Lori Glass, Parkersburg, W. Va. sophomore, fifth 
place. 
*After-Dinner Speaking -- Belinda Stambaugh, Salyersville junior, 
fifth place; and Nanci Gabbard, Ft. Thomas senior, sixth place. 
*Rhetorical Criticism --·Donna Totich, Morehead junior, second 
place, Stambaugh, fourth place; and Rachel Holloway, Morehead junior, 
fifth place. 
*Extemporaneous Speaking -- Millie Puckett, Elkhorn City sophomore, 
Top Novice. 
Chip Letzgus, instructor of speech at MSU, is the individual events 
coach. 
11-6-Slscf ### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Five Morehead· State University .fac1.11ty members 
have received research grants tot;>ling more than'$8,000. 
The awards for special research include: , 
*$1,185 to Dr. Victor B. Howard, professor of history, for "The 
Religious Sources of Radical Republicanism,_ 1862:-1970." 
"'$400 to Dr. Broadus Jackson, professor of history, for "Mirror of 
America: Black Schools, R~1igion and Politics in Civil War and 
Reconstructive Mississippi." 
*$2, 710 to Dr. Bruce Mattingly, assistant professor of _psychology'· 
for "Neurochemical Involvement in the Behavioral Effects of Brain Damage." 
*$2,888 to Meade Roberts, assistant professor of industri;>l education, 
for "Design, Construction, and. Operation of an Industrial Type Robot." 
*$1,565 to James R. Chaplin, associa'te professor of geoscience, for 
"Conodont Biostratigraphy and Trace Foss;i.l Paleocology of the Farmers 
-Member (Border Formation) in Northeastern Kentucky .. " 
Institutionally-funded research grants are ava;i.laple to any .MSU 
faculty member whose project meets the desiring criteria established by_ 
the University Research Committee. 
It #IJ #IJ 
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M9REHEAD, Ky.--- Frankfort attorney Edward F. Prichard Jr., 
chairman of the blue ribbon committee which recently released 
the "Prichard Report" on Kentucky higher education, is corning 
to Morehead State University on Monday, Nov. 16, to discuss 
the impact of the 197-page document. 
Scheduled at 1:50 p.m. in the Crager Room of the University 
Center, Prichard's appearance will be the first event in a six-part 
symposium titled "Kentucky Higher Education in the 80-'s The 
Promise of Renewal or The Politics of Retrenchment?" 
The programs are free and open to the public under sponsorship 
of MSU's Division of Public Affairs. 
"We are delighted to have Mr. Prichard open the symposium 
with his personal perspective on the 17 months of deliberations 
by his committee and the recommendations which touch all aspects 
of higher education in this state," said MSU President Morris L. 
Norfleet. "Mr. Prichard is recognized as our state's foremost layman 
in .public higher· education:.and we are honored with his acceptance." 
Dr. Norfleet also announced that Lexington attorney William H. 
McCann, current chairman of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education, 
will be featured in the symposium on Wednesday, Dec. 9, at 3 p.m. 
He will discuss the role of the CHE, Kentucky's statewide coordinating 
agency for higher education. 
Other programs will examine institutional autonomy, financing 
of higher education, student financial aid and state and federal 
legislative issues. 
(more) 
Higher Education Symposium 
Page 2 
"These programs are intended to provide opportunity for 
all segments of the higher education community and the general 
public to gain insight into the problems and potential of our 
higher education system in this decade and beyond," Dr. Norfleet 
said in announcing the symposium. "We are faced with critical 
issues which never existed before.in Kentucky and the decisions 
to be made on the state and federal level in the next several . 
months will chart the course of higher education well into the 
next century." 
Dr. Norfleet said the format of each program would consist 
of a presentation by the featured speaker and a question-and-answer 
session involving the audience. 
Travel and other costs related to the symposium will be 
financed through a gift to the University from the MSU Foundation, Inc., 
according to Keith Kappes, MSU's director of public affairs;: who 
is coordinating the programs. 
"We hope to publish the proceedings of the symposium and 
make them available to interested persons.at little or no cost, 
depending on available resources," Kappes added. 
Details:''of, ·the' 'other four programs will be released- SO()~,~, 
• J . J 
· pe ~.aJc!. 
######### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ----Tim Siegel, Morehead State University's 1981-82 
"Fighting Eagle" mascot, is no stranger to the schopl spirit business. 
Siegel was dressed as a swashbuckling pirate. last year at West 
Carroll ton High School in West Carroll ton, Ohio·. 
"I just acted nutty," the freshman pre-med major says. "I used to 
make paper dummies of our opponents and stab and slice them up with my 
sword." 
As MSU's Eagle, Siegel will be hamming it up on the sid~lines at all 
home football and basketba;Ll games, performing routines with the . 
cheerleaders and flying across the 5.0-yard line as the MSU Marching Band 
booms out the fight song. 
Dressed in the large white head, oversized beak and. long, flopping 
tailfeathers which make up the. -14·-pound Eagle· ·costume, Siegel will be 
eliciting support for the MSU sports teams from the home crowd. · 
~- --- ---------
. In the 13 years since. MSU' s first mascot .. took_ th,e field, the men 
beneath the bulky costume have had various personal performance styles. 
Some have flapped their wings high and low, others have kicked their heels, 
and a few have made major productions out of salutes. Siegel says his 
individual style of "eagling" will probably develop early in the season. 
"I feel honored to be chosen," says Siegel, adding with a laugh that 
a major qualification in the mascot tryouts was "how goofy you could act." 
Physical stamina, knowledge of music, ingenuity of performance and 
dependability are also considered in the choice of the·."mascot man." 
Siegel has a lot of experience being out in front of large crowds. 
As a high school student, he participated in theatre and was a member of 
the cheerleading squad, in addition to performing antics as the school 
mascot in his senior year. 
(more) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Despite the importance of economics in everyday 
life, a majority of Americans are "economically illiterate," according 
to Green Miller, director of Morehead State University's Center for 
Economic Education (CEE). 
Miller, an assistant professor of economics, is working through 
the CEE to i~pro~e economic understanding in Eastern Kentucky. 
"Each of us makes economic decisions everyday," Miller says. "And 
whether we understand them or not, these decisions influence our lives." 
He maintains that most people go straight from high school to work 
with no econom~c education and,.as a result, are ill-prepared for making 
the decisions facing them daily. But college graduates are in the same 
situation because economics is not a required course and few students 
choose it as an elective. 
"What this means is that leaders in business and labor are making 
decisions everyday that affect our lives, yet many don't have an 
elementary understanding of economics," explains Miller. 
Miller, director of the MSU center~since 1979, believes that 
economics should be taught during elementary and high school years. 
"But most teachers," he adds "have a limited understanding of 
economic principles. Add to this the lack of suitable classroom materials 
and you have a situation where good economic education is impossible." 
The Kentucky Council on Economic Education was created in 1967 to 
train teachers in the teaching of economics and to make available a wide 






Operating through centers at seven universities in the state, the 
non-profit educational organization hopes to create a learning environment 
where, through high school education, young people can gain an 
understanding of the major. economic issues they will be facing. 
At MSU, with funds from KCEE and gifts from various sources, the 
center provides economic education and teaching materials for teachers, 
conducts workshops and teacher in-service days for schools throughout 
Eastern Kentucky, maintains a speakers bureau and participates in career 
days at schools in the region. 
The center awards more than 45 grants to teachers each year to allow 
them to attend workshops at no personal cost. 
"Economic education is essential to everyone," Miller concludes, 







Following his four-year program at MSU, Siegel hopes to enter 
medical school and specialize in cardiovascular surgery. 
He is the son of Mrs. Janet Siegel of West Carrollton. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. c: Louise Caudill of Morehead has been 
named national chairperson of Morehead State University's 1981-82 
Annual Giving Campaign. 
In announcing the appointment, MSU President Morris L. 
Norfleet described the Morehead physician as "a person of the 
highest integrity with a lifelong record of ded:i:cated service 
to· the people of Eastern Kentucky." 
"We are privileged to have Dr. Caudill's strong leadership 
in this year's campaign," Dr. Norfleet added. "Her wholehearted 
support of our institution and her success as a manag~r of 
volunteer efforts make her well prepared to provide direction 
to our fund raising program." 
A native of Morehead and an MSU alumnus, including an honorary 
doctoral degree, Dr. Caudill has been practicing medicine in· 
Morehead since 1948. She served nine years on the MSU faculty, 
including the directorship of women's physical education. 
She holds a master's degree from Columbia University and 
the doctorate in medicine from the University of Louisville. 
Dr. Caudill spearheaded th.e drive to establish a hospital 
in Morehead and St. Claire Medical Center was named i.ri. her honor 
when it opened in 19.63. She was selected in 1979 as Kentucky's 
.. 
"Woman of the Year." .. ·. 
In addition to being active in various medi'cal and civic 
organizations, Dr. Caudill served eight yea;r:s on the Kentucky 
Council on Higher Education. She ha~ been president of the Peoples 
Bank of Sandy Hook since 1968. 
"It is my hope that we can convince others who love and 
appre.ciate Morehead State University that pr-ivate-gifts are needed 
- . --.... ----....,.-:-~. .. - --.,. ..... 
now m,ore than ever," -Dr. ·caudill said of her appointment. "Recent 
, ' \ 
chang.es in state budgeting procedu.res and· reductions ··in· state 
~ . 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead,State University's Jazz Faculty 
Ensemble will perform in concert on Tuesday, Nov. 24. 
Members of the group include Jay Flippin, associate professor 
of music; David Anderson, assistant professor of music; Frank Oddis, 
instructor of music; Ron Davidson, graduate assistant in music; 
and Ray Ross, assistant professor of music. 
The program will include works by J. Fred Coots, Chick Coreo, 
Bunny Golson, Calm Fischer, Duke Ellington and Herbie Hancock. 
The 8:15p.m. concert in Duncan Recital Hall in free and open 
to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Offices will be closed and classes dismissed 
" -
at Morehead State University at noon on Wednesday, Nov. 25, in observance 
of Thanksgiving. 
Offices reopen and classes resume at 8 a.m. on Monday, Nov. 30. 
11-13-8lscf 
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MOREHEAD .. Ky. Edward F. Prichard Mo_nd_a)" _!~rm~d_ tp_e __ financial 
situat-ion of Kentucky's higher education as "cri-tical and a season of 
anxiety'."'at a public sy!llposium at Morehead State University. 
Prichard, chairman of the Governor's Committee on Higher Education 
in Kentucky's Future which authored the "Prichard Report," said that 
recent budget cuts had cut into "muscle, bone and had drawn blood." 
"We feel that this must be turned around. It is critically 
necessary and vitally important that this be done," Prichard said. 
He encouraged Kentucky's colleges and universities to hang 
together in t:he fight for adequate dollars, adding that "now is the 
I 
time for unity.~· v. 
' 
"But, th~re is no way to deal with the needs of higher education 
unless we're ready at this .time to deal with two dirty little 
wortls -- revenue and taxation. There is no way to slice this pie 
thin enough to take care of the needs of higher education and the other 
needs of state government." 
In addressing the 'thrust/of the report, Prichard said that the 
bywora for higher education in the next decade will not be as it was. 
"It will not be, as in previous decades, growth - growth - growth. 
But rather quality and excellence." 
Prichard also stated the need for Kentucky's colleges and universitie! 
to prepare for an influx of non-traditional aged students who will 




On the question of revised admission standards, Prichard said 
the committee felt there was a great burden on colleges and 
universities because of inadequate preparation of students,for 
college work. 
Prichard's visit was one in a six-part symposium being held 
at MSU during the next month, entitled "Kentucky Higher Education 
in the '80's,,JThe Promise of Renewal or the Politics of Retrenchment." 
The symposium continues on ~onday, Nov. 23, when Dr. J.C. Powell, 
president of Eastern Kentucky University will address "Institutional 
Autonomy" at 3 p.m. in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University 
Center. 
All programs in the symposium qre free and open to the public. 
ll-16-8lscC 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Department of Art may 
be receiving the next best thing to an airplane ticket to Taiwan. 
Dr. Bill Booth, head of the department, has acquired a collection of 
Chinese art replicas for MSU's permanent collection. 
The University is expected to receive the collection, valued at 
$50,000, next spring after it is exhibited in New York City, according to 
Dr. Booth. 
The 54 pieces include, bronze porcelains, manuscripts, landscapes and 
scroll paintings which are exact duplicates of art works stored at the 
National Palace Museum in Taiwan. The collection spans 3,000 years of 
Chinese history. 
While in Taiwan recently on a research mission, Dr. Booth scheduled 
the collection for exhibition in New York and then requested that MSU be 
considered for a gift of the collection. 
"They agreed to give it to us and let us send it on exhibits," Dr. 
Booth said. "Their main concern is that the collection be widely exhibited 
in our country." 
"The exhibit w:i,ll be on campus for a short period of time in late 
April and then travel across the country," he added. "The museum is 
paying to have the collection shipped here." 
Because MSU's Claypool-Young Art Gallery is already booked for 
exhibits throughout April, the Chinese collection will be here for only a 
few days following its April 2-9 showing at the National Art Education 




Dr. Booth says he does not yet have an exact date for the collection's 
arrival at MSU. 
Richard Wang, curator of exhibitions at the Taiwan museum, will 
travel to Morehead with the collection and make a formal presentation to 
MSU. Wang will also present a lecture on the history of the National 
Palace Museum. 
In addition to the collection, Dr. Booth also received a grant from· 
the Pacific Cultural Foundation (PCF) in Taiwan to set up a Chinese Art 
and reference materials center in the art department. The center will 
include books, slides, and other research material Dr. Booth acquired 
during his trip. 
"The research center will give students the opportunity to study 
Chinese_art independently," said Dr. Booth, adding that any MSU student will 
be allowed to use the materials. 
PCF financed Booth's trip to Taiwan enabling him to study art at the 
National Palace Museum and to attend an international art symposium where 
he lectured on Oriental influences on Western art. 
As an art historian, Dr. Booth describes the museum as the "national 
treasury" of Taiwan, containing over 600,000 objects which were brought to 
Nationalist China from mainland China, now the People's Republic, in 1949. 
"The National Palace Museum is the repository of cultural history for 
an entire people for the past 3,000 years," says Dr. Booth. "Through the 
exhibitions of the 54-piece collection, we can convey a better understanding 
of the cultural and artistic richness of China." 





"It's what I call a Catch 22--no job without experience and no 
experience without a job. This gets your foot in the door," Ms. Fannin 
adds. 
Most students come out of RCOI with valuable experience in an 
unskilled position but Layne will enter the job market with a skill. 
"Jeff is a press operator. He can make plates, cut paper, print a 
job, package it, take care of the paperwork and get it out the door," 
says his supervisor, David Miller, MSU's printing production supervisor. 
Dana Trent and Tammy Thomas, 16-year-old juniors at RCHS, also are 
working on the MSU campus through RCOI. 
Trent wants to go to college "for sure" but hasn't yet chosen a 
career. 
"I've had a hard time deciding what I want to do, so I want to get 
some experience in different areas," says Trent, who is working in the 
University Store this semester. 
Thomas is working in MSU's Office of Photographic Services. She 
pursued the position as a darkroom technician because she "likes to take 
pictures." But she feels she has gotten more than darkroom experience 
through RCOI. 
"I'm more responsible now," she says, "more willing to do things on 
my own, instead of having someone tell me to do it." 
Does the program make a difference? 
Billie Jean Clayton, director of pupil personnel for the Rowan 
County Schools, believes in numbers. Since the program began, the county's 
dropout rate has dropped 13 percent. 
If If lfffff 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Are Kentucky's state universities fighting a 
losing battle with state and federal regulations and the widening 
authority of the Council on Higher Education? 
Eastern Kentucky University President J. C. Powell will be the 
speaker on Monday, Nov. 23, when institutional autonomy is the 
featured topic in Morehead State University's six-part symposium on 
the future of public higher education in Kentucky. 
The 3 p.m. program in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center is free and open to the public. The symposium is 
entitled "Kentucky Higher Education in the 80's: The Promise of 
Renewal or the Politics of Retrenchment?" Other programs include 
Nov. 30, Financing Higher Education; Dec. 2, Student Financial Aid; 
Dec. 9, The Role of the Council on Hieher Education; and Dec. 10, 
Higher Education Legislative Issues. 
The symposium opened with a presentation by Frankfort attorney 
Edward F. Prichard Jr. on "The Prichard Report," a series of higher 
education reconnnendations from a blue ribbon citizens connnittee. 
11-17-Blkk 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University will present Michael 
Fogler in a guest guitar recital on Sunday, Nov. 22, at Duncan Recital 
Hall. 
Fogler holds a master's degree from Florida State University. In 
addition, he has studied with Jesus Silva at the North Carolina School 
of the Arts and Oscar Ghiglia at the Aspen Music Festival. 
Fogler currently is guitar instructor at the University of 
Kentucky where he initiated and developed the guitar program. 
The 8:15 p.m. program is free and open to the public. 
/111/J/111 
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MOREHEAD,- Ky. --- If you're running out of .Christmas gif~ ideas 
or lacking that unique present, for that speci~l person on your. list, 
Morehead State University's Claypool-Young Art Gallery is the place to 
visit .. 
Beginning Nov. 23, MSU's Christmas student art sale opens in the 
gallery. Art works, including ceramics, paintings, sketches and 
sculptures by MSU graduate and undergraduate students, will be on display. 
The priced works will be exhibited through Dec. 11. Anyone wishing 
to make a purchase may reserve it and pick it up after the three-week 
sale. 
The gallery is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. The sale is 
open to the public. 
##### 
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"" MOREHEAD, Ky. --- No matter how much a librarian helps with 
research, he or she seldom gets kissed for the effort. 
But that's exactly what happened to LOIS, the new computer-based 
search system adopted by Morehead State University's Camaen-Carroll 
Library. 
"One patron saved so much time and got so much more information 
than he had expected that he actually kissed LOIS," says Helen Williams, 
one of six MSU librarians trained to run the system. 
LOIS, which represents "Library Online Information Services," can 
\ 
search .over 50 data bases for-the sources and abstracts needed to start 
researcF projects. 
"LOIS saves a tremendous amount of time," Ms. Williams explains. 
"It allows the researcher to spend time on the actual research instead 
of spending hours finding sources." 
Another advantage is the computer's capability to search for a 
specific topic which may have citations under several different headings. 
LOIS can also be restricted to finding information in a specific 
language, such as German, or for a certain year, month or day. 
The system bas revealed many new sources for researchers and, as a 
~result, has increased inter-library loan requests dramatically. 
"This eventually will result in changes in inter-library loan 
policies and procedures," predicts Ms. Williams, a native of Morgan 
County. 
(more) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A materials fair sponsored by Morehead State 
University's Department of Curriculum and Instruction is scheduled 
Tuesday, Dec. 1, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Crager Room 6f the Kdron 
Doran University Center. 
Featured will be student projects such as teaching aids and 
learning centers which include materials geared toward individualized 
instruction in the classroom. The fair also will deal with topics 
related to early childhood, elementary and special education. 
"We invite all teachers in the area to see these materials 
which they can make for use in their own classrooms," said Gretta 
Duncan, assistant professor of education at MSU and coordinator of 
of the fair. 
Additional information is available from Ms. Duncan at UPO 842, 
MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351. The telephone number is (606) 783-3325. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A floral design show featuring more than 
30 exhibits in eight classes is scheduled 11onday, Dec. 7, at Morehead 
State University. 
Judging begins at 1 p.m. with the exhibits open for public 
viewing from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the East Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center. 
The show is free and open to the public. 
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By FANNIE GRIDER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- College students, like other people, occasionally 
experience personal problems and, when that happens at Morehead State 
University, t\"lere _a~ways. i_~ ~o~eone wil"l_i_~g =~- lis=~n.~ 
A network of'· tra·ined counselors is avail,ab~e to help 
' ~. -
students deal 
with anything from a quarrel with a roommate to seriqus _the::.a~euti?. 
problems. 
·~ ... 
Dr. Stephen Taylor, MSU's director of Counseling, Testing and 
Evaluations Services explains that the University has four levels of 
counseling. Available in the residence halls are peer counselors, better 
known as "resident assistants." 
On call 24 ho.Y,~i3_a s!ay, the "RA' s" are advance~ students who ''have 
~, ___ . ____ -- -- -- -
an open ear and know how to listen well," according to Dr. Taylor. "They 
- -- --- - --
are trained to counsel other students because it is often easier to talk 
with someone your own age," he said. 
A more formal counseling relationship exists between students and 
their academic advisors who help with class scheduling, career planning 
and job opportunities. 
"A student can expect a commitment from his or her advisor who 
usually is willing to talk about any kind of problem, not just academics." 
Dr.· Taylor adds "and if the advisor can't solve the problem, the student • 









~ '- ... , :, 
of special 'oservices·; says that 
program is designed to "assist students with problems which interfere 
with classroom performance." 
Staffed with professional counselors, Special Services deals with 
personal, social and academic problems. Also available are learning 
and writing labs for students experiencing difficulty in English 
composition. Tutoring is offered in several academic areas and study 
skills and career planning classes also are offered. 
Emotional and therapeutic problems are handled by the University 
~71Cour1seling Center which is staffed by two psychologists. One of them, 
. •8 
'~Mr._ Larry Bart, says they see more than 50 students each week, many with 
anxiety or suffering from stress. 
"Any college campus is stressful in the beginning because people 
are in a new environment without familiar faces and with no best friend 
yet to talk with," he explains. 
(~~"But any student with a problem should feel free to come to us," 
Mr~art said. "We can sit down, have a cup of coffee and talk things 
I'~ -.;;,i7-
\1)\'' - • 





A major difference between manual research and use of LOIS is that 
using the computer system costs $1 per minute, with a minimum cost of 
$5 to the user. 
"It's a tradeoff, time for money," Ms. Williams explains. "When 
someone comes in for a search, I make it clear that they can do the same 
thing manually. But in our fast paced world, people are willing to 
spend the money." 
"It was worth it for me," says Maysville graduate student Susan 
Clarke. "My subject has such a limited scope that it is difficult to 
find existing information." 
Before a search begins, the researcher spends up to an hour with 
the librarian to p.inpoint the subject. 
"We want to be as specific as possible so we do not have to· be online 
for that entire hour," Ms .. Williams says. 
More than 60 students, faculty :members and local citizens have used 
the system since its installation last August and Ms. Williams sees great 
things for the future. 
"There is a changing clientele here," says Ms. Williams. "The 
students today demand accountability from the faculty and librarians and 
we better know what we're doing when we help them. The concept of a 
library as a place that hoards books just doesn't fit anymore." 
Additional information about LOIS is available from Helen Williams 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's choral organizations 
will present a concert of traditional Christmas music on Sunday, Dec. 6, 
in Duncan Recital Hall. 
The 3 p.m. program will feature MSU's Concert Choir and Chamber 
Singers, directed by James R. Beane, associate professor of music, and 
the University Chorus, directed by Vasile Venettozzi, associate professor 
of music. 
Accompanying.the groups will be Todd Spangler, Middlesboro junior,-
piano; Angie Ratcliff, Martin senior, violin; Gene Ostenkamp, Cincinnati 
senior, violin; and Debra Howe, Williamstown senior, on piano. 
Following the performance, the public is invited to join the groups 
in a "Messiah Sing." Those wishing to join in the singing of Handel's 
Messiah may bring copies of the music or pick up a copy at the concert. 
The sing will be conducted by Vasile Venettozzi, with Jay Flippin, 
associate professor of music, accompanying on organ. 
The concert and "Messiah Sing" are free and open to the public. 
II II fill ftfl 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Eastern Kentucky University President J. C. 
Powell warned here Monday that the state's public universities 
"must jealously guard. those matters of institutional autonomy which 
affect teaching and learning processes" against the encroachment of 
external forces. 
Dr. Powell also told a higher education symposium at Morehead 
State University that the state's public institutions "should always 
be vigilant in protecting the opportunity for a good, sound college 
education." 
The EKU chief executive identified the staff of the Kentucky 
Council on Higher Education as among those involved in "creeping 
intrusions" into the internal affairs of the institutions, particularly 
through the agency's statutory authority for review of academic 
programs and budgets. 
"The (CHE) staff gets awfully concerned about faculty qualifications, 
where you are going,to get the money to handle these things, about· 
course sequences, about. curricular matters that I think are none ·of 
their business,"· said Dr. Powell, EKU's president since 1976. He 
-- said that the actual Council membership "had not intentionally infringed" 
on the institutions but that the staff had, in certain instances ,. 
"gone beyond what I think the legislature intended for them to do." 
Asked if the controversial budget recommendations recently 
approved by the CHE would be adopted by the General Assembly over the 
objections of the regional universities, Dr. Powell replied, in part: 
(more) 
) 
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Morenead State University is hosting a reception for area high 
school students and parents on Thursday, Dec. 3, from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m. 
in the Western Steer Steakhouse on U.S. 60 West at Summit. 
Representatives of all MSU academic, social, athletic and student 
activities will be present for information, counseling and advising. 
Additional information is available from area high school guidance 
counselors or MSU's Division of Admissions, MSU, Morehead, KY 40351. 





NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY -------------------- NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR BRO~DCAST 
EVENT: Morehead State University Higher Education Symposium 
DATE/TIME: Nov. 23, 1981 -- 3 p.m. 
SITE: Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center 
- ---
SCHEDULE: 3 p.m. to 4:15p.m. (Approx.) 
Dr. J. C. Powell, president of Eastern Kentucky University, will 
addre~s the topic of institutional autonomy as part of Morehead State 
University's fall symposium entitled "Kentucky Higher Education in the 
'80's: The Promise of Renewal or the Politics of Retrenchment?" 
The format will consist of a presentation by Dr. Powell, followed 
by a question and answer session with the audience. 
All programs in the six-part series are free and open to the public. 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
PRESS PARKING: 
PRESS SEATING: 
Contact this office 
Available upon request 
Available upon request 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT OR NEAR SITE: Telecopiers, telephones, 
electrical outlets, typewriters 
MSU COVERAGE: Black/white photographs, news release. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Velina Rene Swords of Ronceverte, W.Va., will 
present her junior recital on French Horn on Saturday, Dec. 12. 
The program will feature works by Strauss, Mozart, Bozza and 
Golson. 
Accompanists for the program will be Jay Flippin, associate 
professor of music, and Christopher Allen, Portsmouth graduate student. 
The MSU music major is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Swords 
of Ronceverte. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Have you ever been to the mouse races? If not, 
get ready for a thrill! 
Morehead State University's Program Couricil is' sponsoring "A Nite 
at the Races With Those Amazing Racing Rodents" on Thursday, Dec. 3, at 
Button Auditorium. 
Roger Campbell of Lexington and his trained mice perform in mouse 
races. 
Mice will be sponsored by different organizations and residence 
halls with the winner of the final heat winning 'the &75 purse. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Eastern Kentucky University President J. C. 
Powell warned here Monday that the state's public universities 
"must jealously guard those matters of institutional autonomy 
which affect teaching and learning processes" against the 
encroachment of external forces. 
Dr. Powell also told a higher education symposium at Morehead 
State University that the state's public institutions "should always 
' 
be vigilant in protecting the opportunity for a good, sound college 
education." 
The EKU chief executive identified the staff of the Kentucky 
Council on Higher Education as among those involved in "creeping 
intrusions" into the internal affairs of the institutions, particularly 
through the agency's statutory authority for review of academic 
programs and budgets. 
"The (CHE) staff gets awfully concerned about faculty 
qualifications, where you are going to get the money to handle 
these things, about course sequences, about curricular matters that 
I.think are none of their business," said Dr. Powell, EKU's president 
since 1976. He said that the actual Council membership "had not 
intentionally infringed" on the institutions but that the staff 
had, in certain instances "gone beyond what I think the legislature 
intended for them to do." 
Asked if the contr9versial budget recommendations recently approved 
by the CHE would be adopted by the General Assembly over the 
. ___ objections of the regional universities, Dr. Powe·ll replied,· in part: 
----
(more) 
Higher Education Symposium 
Page 2 
"One of my faculty members reminded me recently that tpe 
opera ain't over till the fat lady sings." 
The EKU president was the featured speaker for .the second 
program in a six-part series entitled "Kentucky Higher Education 
in the 80's: The Promise of Renewal or Th~Politics of 
Retrenchment?" '· -----
d · on Nov .. 30 at 3 p.m. will be Appearing at the thir sess1on 
Atk . His topic will be the State Finance Secretary George 1ns. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Should ~tudents pay a larger share of 
the costs of operating Kentucky's public universities? What 
is the state's obligation in funding the state's higher education 
system? 
State Finance Secretary George Atkins will be the speaker 
on Monday, Nov. 30, when "financing higher education" is the 
featured topic in·Morehead State University's six-part symposium 
on the future of public higher education in Kentucky. 
The 3 p.m. program in Reed Auditorium is free and open to 
the public. The symposium is entitled "Kentucky Higher Education 
in the SO's: The Promise of Renewal or The Politics of 
Retrenchment?" 
Other programs will include Dec. 2, student financial aid; 
Dec. 9, the role of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education; and 
De~. 10, legislative issues in higher education. 
The symposium .is sponsored by MSU's Division of Public 
Affairs with funds provided by the MSU Foundation, Inc. Proceedings 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The end of the fall semester, music and the 
start of winter sports highlight the month of December at Morehead 
State _University. 
The fall term ends Dec. 19 with all campus offices closing for 
the holidays at noon on Wednesday, Dec. 23, and reopening at 8 a.m. 
on Monday, Jan. 4. Spring semester registration begins Monday, 
~Jan. 11, and classe!;._start Thursday, Jan. 14. 
The six-part fall symposium, "Kentucky Higher Education in the 
'80's: The Promise of Renewal or the Politics of Retrenchment?," 
concludes with programs on Dec. 2, 9 and 10. 
Musical presentations include MSU Orchestra Concert, Dec. 1; 
Choral Christmas Concert and Messiah Sing, Dec. 6; Percussion Ensemble 
Concert, Dec. 13; and Jazz-vocal Ensemble Concert, Dec. 13. 
i 
In the /cla-ypool-Young Art Gallery, the Christmas Student Art Sale 
is underway through Dec. 11 with works displayed for sale by MSU 
students. 
The Oscar Wilde classic, "The Importance of Being Earnest" will 
be presented by MSU theatre students Dec. 2-5 in the Kibbey Theatre. 
In sports, the men's basketball team hosts the McDonald's Eagle 
Classic on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, Middle Tennessee on Dec. 10, Tennessee 
Tech on Dec. 12 and Eastern Illinois on Dec. 14. 
The women's basketball team hosts Charleston on Dec 3, Louisville 





It's a night at the races on Dec. 3 when Roger Campbell of 
Lexington brings his "Amazing Racing Rodents" to MSU's Button 
Auditorium at 7 p.m. 
Other scheduled events include a Materials Fair for regional 
educators on Dec. 1 and a Floral Design Show on Dec. 7. The Eastern 
Kentucky Library Association meets at MSU on Dec. 12. A lumber 
grading workshop is set for Dec. 14 and the nurse pinning ceremony 
on Dec. 18. 
If lflfff If 
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MOREHEAii, Ky. --:- "The Importance of Being Earnest," the 
second production of Morehead State Unfversity' s 1981-82 theatre 
season, opens Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 8 p.m. in Kibbey Theatre. 
First presented in 1895, the Oscar Wilde play is a comic poke 
at society and Victorian values. 
Its witty plot ignites a misunderstandin~< over the name 
"Ea=est" and the theme satirizes hypocrisy and the Victorian notion 
of ea=estness. 
The cast includes David Hereford, Louisville sophomore, as 
Jack; Gwendolyn R. Gardner, Lebanon, Ohio junior, as Gwendolyn; 
Jackie Wayne Salley, Hazard junior as Algy; and Tammy L. Blankenship, 
Russell junior,. as Cecily. 
D. Scott Cooper, Independence senior, is directing the production. 
_"The Importance of Being Ea=est" is scheduled through Dec. 5. 
Ticket information and reservations are available from the MSU 
theatre box office at (606) 783-2170. 
ll-24-8lag 
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Cash, property and pledges totaling more than $179,000 were 
received last Saturday as Morehead State University launched its 
1981-82 Annual Givin~ Campaign. 
Dr. C. Louise Caudill, Morehead physician and campaign chairperson, 
described the initial response as "a tremendous beginning." 
In her challenge to nearly 100 volunteers at the Kickoff 
Brunch, Dr. Caudill called on those who support the University to 
"give and give and cause others to give." 
"This is no time to be bashful about talking money," Dr. Caudill 
said. "The University does not have the state support it needs and we 
must help make up the difference. Every person in this region needs 
the university and the university needs us. It is time to stand up 
and be counted." 
MSU President Harris L. Norfleet announced that the campaign 
would give special attention to building the University's student aid 
endowment to finance scholarships and work-study programs. 
"The University has lost nearly $2 million in state budget cuts 
and we obviously have many pressing financial needs," he stated. "Our 
most critical need is to improve our ability to counter the reductions 
in federal student aid programs. We must have more resources for 
scholarships if this is to continue to be an institution of opportunity 




Of the total given and pledged, about $67,000 went into the 
Eagle Athletic Fund to support intercollegiate. athletics. Student 
financial aid received more than $33,000. Nearly $32,000 was committed 
to the University's greatest needs and $20,000 will go to support 
programs in the Department of Agriculture. 
' 
"We are most grateful for these gifts and pledges and for 
the others ·to be received during this campaign," Dr. Norfleet said. 
"And we are especially thankful for the dedication, hard work and 
generosity of our volunteers." 
The largest single gift received at the brunch was $20,000 
from Ashland Oil, Inc., for greatest needs. Several friends of 
MSU's agriculture program combined their gifts totaling $20,000 
in livestock and farm equipment. 
Scholarship gifts of varying amounts totaling $14,000 were 
presented by Dr. Ron Walke, chairman of MSU's Scholarship Committee. 
The funds came from-individuals, families and businesses. 
Instructional equipment valued at $11,000 was given by Tri-State 
Testing Co~ of Ashland and the E. 0. Robinson Mountain Fund 
of Berea contributed $8,800 for scholarships and research. 
Robert Nally of Louisville gave $5,625 in art works to be sold 
for greatest needs. Kentucky Publishing Co. of Morehead donated 
$5,000 for journalism scholarships, athletics and greatest needs. 
Gifts from the Pyramid Society of Lexington and the Morehead 
Art Students League totaled $4,163 for art scholarships. Faculty 
members, students and parents involved in music at MSU gave $3,400 to 
benefit memorial scholarships in honor of the late Mary L. Albers, 
Dr. Helen Fulbright and Richard Thier. 
(more) 
Annual ~~ving Kickoff 
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c; Roger Lewis and sons contributed $2,300. Woody May, Allen's 
IGA and the MSU Quarterback Club each gave $2,000. Presenting gifts 
of $1,500 were Harold Bellamy, Gary Bishop, Ed Mabry, Citizens Bank 
and Peoples Band of Morehead. 
Gifts of $1,000 were provided by Elaine Kirk, Peonles Bank of 
Olive Hill and Jerry Howell Sr. At the $500 level were Elmer D. 
Anderson, Spring Grove Dairy and The Kroger Co. 
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Special to the Morehead News 
CONTACT: Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
(606) 783-3325 
Eastern Kentucky University President J.C. Powell warned here 
Monday that the state's public universities "must jealously guard 
those matters of institutional autonomy which affect teaching and 
lea=ing processes" against the encroachment of external forces. 
Dr. Powell also told a higher education symposium at Morehead 
State University that the state's public institutions "should always 
be vigilant in protecting the opportunity for a good, sound college 
education." 
The EKU chief executive identified the staff of the Kentucky 
Council on Higher Education as among those involved in "creeping 
intrusions" into the internal affairs of the institutions, particularly 
through the agency's statutory authority for review of academic 
programs and budgets. 
"The (CHE) staff g-ets awfully concerned about faculty 
qu~-~~~~catio~s , __ where you ar: _~~in~ to get Illo~e)'_ -~o handl:__t?~se 
things, about course sequences, about curricular matters that I think 
are none of their business," said Dr. Powell, EKU's president since· 
1976. _ He said that the actual Council membership "had not intentionally 
in~ring~d':_on _tt:_~_institutions but that the :>taff ha_d, _in _ce_rta~l() 
instances "gone beyond--what I think the legislature intended for them 
to do." 
Asked if the controversial budget recommendations recently approved 
by the CHE would be adopted by the General Assembly over the objections 
of the regional universities, Dr. Powell replied, in part: 
(more) 
Higher Education Symposium 
Page 2 
"One of my faculty members reminded me recently that the opera 
ain't over till the fat lady sings." 
In addressing the state's concern over "unnecessary duplication" 
of academic pro~rams in higher education, Dr. Powell pointed out that 
a conflict exists over the definition of the terms. 
"I am for eliminating unnecessary duplication, but I do not 
subscribe to the theory that-we should limit the access of Kentuckians 
to academic programs they need." 
Dr. Powell said that the matter of institutional autonomy versus 
the state's interest results in "adversary roles" of ea-ch party 
"because our interests are completely different." 
"We think of institutional autonomy as a device for quality," 
he added. "The coordinating council acting for the state says we 
cantt·:afford to provide all. of these programs so we must coordinate 
you and by that they mean restrict you." 
The EKU president was the featured speaker for the second program 
in a six-part series entitled "Kentucky Higher Education in the 80's: 
The Promise of Renewal or The Politics of Retrenchment?" 
Appearing at the third session on Nov. 30 at 3 p.m. will be 
State Finance Secretary George Atkins. His topic will be the financing 
of public higher education. 
11-24-Slscf 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Mary Neven of Roswell, Ga~, will present her 
junior recital on cello on Wednesday, Dec. 2. 
The program will feature works by Bach, Nin and Beethoven. 
Accompanist for the program will be Bill Jennings, Orlando, Fla., 
graduate student. 
The MSU musician is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Francis D. 
Neven of Roswell, Ga. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert in Duncan Recital Hall is free and open 
to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A state budget official said here Monday that 
Kentucky's public universities have legitimate funding needs but must 
compete with other "worthy causes" in government for state resources. 
Larry Owsley, executive assistant in the Office of Policy and 
Management, Kentucky Department of Finance, appeared at a higher 
education symposium at Morehead State University to represent state 
Cabinet Secretary George Atkins. 
Owsley said that the Department of Finance is considering "all of 
the legitimate needs of state government" within available resources. 
"There are many considerations and we need a clear articulation 
of what is most important," he stated. "Higher education must make its 
case and it needs to be as united as possible." 
He called for "substantial, informed public debate" on higher 
education issues related to financial matters. 
Owsley did not commel}t __ on the budget plan recently submitted by 
- - . 
the Council on Higher Educ'ation (CHE), but did note that the Department 
of Finance will submit i_t__§; budget recommendations and those of the CHE to 
the governor. 
Owsley said that secretary Atkins does not support increased funding 
of specific universities at the expense of other institutions in the state's 




Owsley was the featured speaker for the third-progra~ in a six-part 
symposium entitled "Kentucky Higher Education in the '80's: The Promise 
of Renewal or The Politics of Retrenchment?" 
The symposium continues Wednesday with U~S. Rep. Carl D. Perkins 
of Hindman, chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee, addressing 
federal student aid legislation. Also appearing will be Paul Borden, 
executive director of the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority. 
The 3 p.m. program in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University 
Center is free and open to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---With federal student aid programs being 
reduced, how will Kentucky's students. pay higher tuition costs 
at public universities next fall? Can the state do more in 
student aid? 
Answers to these and related questions will he sought here 
Wednesday when student financial aid is the featured topic in 
Morehead State University's six-part symposium on th.e future of 
public higher education in Kentucky. 
U. S. Rep. Carl D. Perkins of Hindman, chai.rman of the 
House Education and Labor Committee, will discuss federal student 
aid legislation. Speaking on state programs will be Paul Borden 
of Frankfort, executive director of th.e Kentucky Higher Education 
Assistance Authority. 
The 3 p.m. program in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center is free and open to the public. The symposium 
is entitled "Kentucky Higher Education in the 80's: The Promise 
of Renewal or The Politics of Retrenchment?" 
Other programs include Dec. 9, the role of the Kentucky Council 
on Higher Education; and Dec. 10, legislative issues in higher 
education. 
The symposium is sponsored by MSU's Division of Public Affairs 
with funds provided by the MSU Foundation, Inc. Proceedings of 






NEWS MEDIA ADVISORY --------------------NOT-FOR'PUBLICATION"OR-BROADCAST 
EVENT: Morehead State University Hi~her Education Symposium 
DATE/TIME: Nov. 30, 1981 -- 3 p.m. 
SITE: Reed Hall Auditorium 
SCHEDULE: 3 p.m. to 4:15p.m. (Approx.) 
Secretary of Finance George Atkins will address the topic of 
financing higher education as part of Morehead State University's 
fall symposium entitled "Kentucky Higher Education in the '80's: The 
Promise of Renewal or the Politics of Retrenchment?" 
The format will consist of a presentation by Atkins, followed 
' by a question and answer session with the audience . 
All programs in the six-part series are free and open to the public. 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
PRESS PARKING: 
PRESS SEATING: 
Contact this office 
Available upon request 
Available upon request 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT OR NEAR SITE: Telecopiers, telephones, 
electrical outlets, typewriters 
MSU COVERAGE: Black/white photo~raphs, news releases. 
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317 ALLIE YOUNG HALL 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
(606) 783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---David Cook of Green Cove Springs, Fla., will 
present his graduate euphonium recital on Thursday, Dec. 10. 
The program will.include works by Pryor, Mueller, Beasley, 
Horovitz and Arban. 
Cook is a past vice president of the Fellowship of Christian 
Musicians, a member of Phi Mu Alpha and a spring 1981 honor graduate 
of MSU. 
Cook will be accompanied by Christopher Allen, Portsmouth graduate 
student. 
He is the son of Chaplain and Mrs. Richard G. Cook Sr .. of Green 
Cove Springs. 
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CONTACT: Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
(606) 783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Geology Club will 
hold its annual fall banquet on Thursday, Dec. 3. 
Fred M. Schall Jr., manager of mineral exploration for Texas Gas 
Exploration Corporation in Houston, Texas, will be the featured speaker. 
His visit is sponsored by the. American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists. 
Dr. Gary L. Kuhnhenn, head of the geology department at Eastern 
Kentucky University, will receive the club's "Outstanding Alumni Award." 
Dr. Kuhnhenn is a 1970 graduate of MSU. 
ffff If Iff! 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's. speech team recently_ 
made the biggest sweep in the his-tory of the Ohio. Va;lTey Conference 
Forensics Championships. 
Winning more than three dozen trophies, the team surpassed several 
OVC landmarks in competition at Murray State University. 
"Never before has a scho9l so dominated the· OVC," says Chip Letzgus, 
instructor of speech and speech team coach at MSU. "They .were simply 
outstanding." 
MSU won the tournament with an OVC record number of points and had 
the highest number of finalists ever, 30 out of 56. MSU had more 
finalists than all the other schools combined. 
MSU team members also won the most first place awards ever, ·t-aK"ifig 
eight out of 10 competition categories and totally dominated two of the 
- -------------- --~-- ~-~--- - --------
categories, by winning first through sixth places. 
Rachel Holloway, Morehead junior, established the record for the 
most first places for a single student by winning six categories. 
Individual MSU results are: 
"'Pentathlon -- Holloway, first; D'cinna Totich, Morehead junior, 
second; Lesly Reisenfeld, Cincinnati freshman, third;, ·B!"linda Stambaugh, 
Salyersville junior, fourth; Keith Murphy, Grayson freshman, sixth. 
*Persuasion -- Lori Glass, Parkersburg, W. Va. sophomore, first; 
Totich, second; Reisenfeld, third; Holloway, fourth; Murphy, fifth; 




*Informative Speaking -- Holloway, first; Totich, third; Scott 
Coburn, Grayson freshman, fifth. 
*After-Dinner Speaking -- Sally Ray, Frankfort sophomore, first; 
Helen Curtis, Morehead freshman, third; Nanci Gabbard, Ft. Thomas senior, 
fourth; Totich, fifth; Stambaugh, sixth.-
*Rhetorical Criticism -- Holloway, first; Stambaugh, second; 
Joe Hansen, Cincinnati freshman, third; Totich, fourth. 
*Extemporaneous Speaking -- Holloway, first; Murphy, second; 
Reisenfeld, third; Phil Stowers, Alkol, W. Va. freshman, fourth; Coburn, 
fifth; Millie Puckett, Elkhorn City sophomore, sixth. 
*Impromptu Speaking -- Holloway, first; Glass, second; Reisenfeld, 
third; Murphy, fifth. 
~'Prose Interpretation -- Holloway, first. 
*Poetry Interpretation -- Stambaugh, sixth. 
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CON.TACT: Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
(606) 783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Barbara Ga1utia of Elizabethtown, Pa., will 
present her sophomore euphonium recital at Morehead State University on 
Tuesday, Dec. 8. 
The program will include works by Mozart, Gordon Jacob and 
Simone Mantia. She will be accompanied by Debra Howe. 
I 
The MSU music major is a member of the Marching Band, Concert 
and Symphony Bands and Sigma Alpha-Iota music society. 
She is _the daughter:of Dr._ and Mrs. P.aul R. Galutia of Eden . 
View Road in ELizabethtown. 
The 8:15 p.m. recital in Duncan Recital Hall is free and open 
to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than 35 persons representing 23 coal 
companies recently part-icipated in a mine rescue instructors seminar 
at Morehead State University. 
The three-day training session, sponsored by MSU's Mining 
Technology Program and the U.S. Mine Safety and Health Administration, 
featured new techniques in mine rescue training. 
Although the seminar was the first of its kind on campus, several 
other programs dealing with mining are held at MSU throughout the year, 
acc_ording to Forrest Cameron, coordinator of mining technology. 
The Collegiate Association for Mining Education (CAME) will 
conduct its 1982 annual meeting at MSU, Cameron said. The date for the 
meeting has not been set. The session will include seminars and meetings 
for CAME members, the schools, universities and colleges in the state 
,_. offering mining courses and degrees, according to Camerson, current 
CAME president. 
Last year, MSU's Mining Technology Program hosted a safety analyst 
program for the Department of Mines and Minerals. MSU also sponsored a 
seminar series on coal, covering personnel relations, reclamation 
techniques and mine safety training. 
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(606) 783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State.University's Percussion Ensemble 
will perform in concert on Monday, Dec. 7. 
The program will include works by Roldan, Garno, Steinke and 
Cahn. 
The ensemble is directed by Frank Oddis, instructor of music. 
The 8:15 p.m. concert in Duncan Recital Hall is free and open 
to the public. 
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CONTACT: Betty .Marsha;Ll 
(606) 783-4731 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Hardwood lumber grading is the subject of a. 
week-long workshop to be conducted Dec .. 14-18 by Morehead State 
University's Appalachian Development Center and Division of Continuing 
Education. 
Intended primarily for those working in hardwood sawmills and other 
lumber industries, the workshop also is open to the gener~l public. 
Sessions will include Nation~! Hardwood Lumber.Association rules, 
practice grading of lumber, relationship of log to lumber grades, 
millyard practices affecting grade and sawing practices affecting grade. 
Workshop sessions are scheduled 1:;1onday through Thursday from 8 a.m. 
until 5 p.m. and Friday from 8 a.m. until noon at Button Auditorium. 
Registration is $50 per person and will include all materials and 
supplies. Each participant must provide a 36-inch, 4-line lumber rule. 
Additional information is available from the Appalachian Development 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
CONTACT: Sharon Crouch-Farmer 
(606) 783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. The Reagan Administration came under sharp 
criticism here Wednesday as a Morehead State University audience 
heard U.S. Rep. Carl D. Perkins offer little hope for the immediate 
future of federal student aid programs. 
Joining the veteran congressman in rapping the recent and pending 
reductions in federal student aid was Paul P. Borden, executive 
director of the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority (KHEAA). 
"In the space of a few months, the Reagan Administration has 
destroyed the progress we had.made over 10 years in helping young 
people get access to higher education," said Borden,. who has headed 
the state student aid agency since 1974. "We apparently are on a 
federal course which will dismantle the effective aid programs 
which Congressmen Perkins and (William) Natcher and others have 
been so effective in building." 
Perkins and Borden were featured at MSU's higher education 
symposium which is examining the future of Kentucky's public 
university system. 
In reference to his efforts to oppose funding cuts, Perkins 
said: , 
"We are fighting hard to hold the.::fort but at ~:this ··point we 
are losing the battle. Every student, regardless of their station 
in life, will feel the effects of these cuts in a big way by 1983." 
The Hindman democrat cited student aid as an example of 
domestic programs which are "being sacrificed" for foreign aid 




Perkins said that he and other democrats on the House Education 
and Labor Committee would continue to oppose the budget reductions. 
"I promise you that I will hold fast as long as I can under 
the circumstances," Perkins told the students in the audience. 
Both officials said that Kentucky's college students and their 
parents should express their concerns to the state's congressional 
delegation and to members of the General Assembly. 
"We at the state level recognize the need for additional 
state funding of student aid programs but the rev·enue to finance 
it simply is not available," added Borden. 
MSU's symposium continues Dec. 9 when William H. McCann, chairman 
of the Kentucky Council on Highe·r Education, addresses the role of 
the CHE. The program is set for 3 p.m. in the Adron Doran University 
Center and is free and open to the public. 
#### 
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By FANNIE GRIDER 
MSU Studerit Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Julie had always been a straight A student, a 
member of several clubs and very popular at school. In her junior year 
of high school, a friend suggested she run for prom queen, then added 
that perhaps she should lose a few pounds first. 
For Julie, losing weight came so easy, that she kept dieting until 
she weighed only 80 pounds and was too weak to do her homework. She was 
starving but refused to eat. 
Her problem was diagno!>ed as "anorexia nervosa," an eating disorder 
which strikes one out of 10 young women in the U.S. 
"What makes anorexia so hard to deal with is that people r.efuse to 
admit that they have a problem, making it very important for families to 
be alert to the early signs of the illness, so they can support the 
victim and help her recover," says Mary Jo Netherton, assistant professor 
of English at Morehead State University and a former anorexia victim. 
Ms. Netherton has organized a self-help support group at MSU which 
is open to anorexia victims, their friends and families. 
"Finding someone to talk with about anorexia relieves a lot of the 
anxiety and allows people to learn from each another how to help a family 
member with the disorder," Ms. Netherton adds. 
Although men occasionally become anorexic, it usually strikes high 
school and college age women with little self confidence and a need to 
please other people, according to recent studies. 
Anorexia victims generally are high achievers with extreme willpower 
which allows them to ignore the pangs of hunger and continue strict 
dieting until more than 25 percent of total body weight is lost. 
(more) 
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Morehead State University is offering 11 courses in Jackson during 
the 1982 spring semester. 
Registration will be held at Lees Junior College on Thursday, 
Jan. 14, at 6 p.m. 
Scheduled classes include: 
*EDUCATION--- EDEL 627, Reading in the Elementary School: 
EDEL 630, Curriculum Construction; EDSE 634, Secondary School Curriculum; 
EDAC 652, Community School; EDAD 696, Secondary School Principal; 
EDUC 600, Research Methods in Education; EDGC 656, Principles of 
Guidance; HLTH 508, General School Safety; and PSY 609, Education 
Psychology. 
I 
*SCIENCES and MATHEMATICS SCI 570, Earth Science. 
~,S-OCIAL SCIENCE~ .--:_: SOC 525, The Community. 
For additional information, contact Dr. Ted Edmonds at 
(606) 666-5322. 
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Morehead State University is offering eight courses in Maysville 
during the 1982 spring semester. 
Registration will be held at Maysville Community College.in 
the Chrisman Auditorium of the Armington Science Building.on 
Thursday, Jan. 14, at 6 p.m. 
Scheduled classes include: 
>'<APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY --- HEC 675, Current Problems 
in Home Economics Education; lET 390, Principles of Industrial 
Education; and MGT 620, Quantitative Business Analysis. 
>~EDUCATION EDEL 632, Elementary School Curriculum; EDSE 634, 
Secondary School Curriculum; EDUC 600, Research Methods in Education; 
and EDGC 656, Principles of Guidance. 
*SCIENCES AND HATHEMATICS, ---- l1ATH 631, l'roblem SolVing and Teacl:ling 
of Hathematics in the Elementary School. 
For additional information, contact David L. Kraemer at · 
(_606) 759-7141. 
12-4-Slscf iNfo# 





Morehead State University Higher Education Symposium 
Dec. 9, 1981 -- 3 p.m. 
Dec. 10, 1981 -- 3 p.m. 
Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center 
3 p.m. to 4:15p.m. (Approx.) 
William McCann, Chairman of the Council on Higher Education, will 
address the topic of the Role of the Council on Higher Education in 
Kentucky at the Dec. 9 program. 
On Dec. 10, legislators from Kentucky will address issues facing 
them related to higher education in Kentucky. The panel members will 
be announced at a later date. 
Both programs are scheduled as part of Morehead State University's 
fall symposium entitled "Kentucky Higher Education in the '80's: The 
Promise of Renewal or the Politics of Retrenchment?" 
All programs in the six-part series are free and open to the public. 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
PRESS PARKING: 
PRESS SEATING: 
Contact this office 
Available upon request 
Available upon request 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT OR NEAR SITE: Telecopiers, telephones, electrical 
outlets, typewriters 
MSU COVERAGE: Black/white photographs, news releases. 
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The first step in overcoming anorexia is admitting that you have 
it, according to Ms. Netherton. 
"People with anorexia also need to open up with their families and 
express what they really feel. They need to become more assertive, more 
accepting of themselves and less dependent on the approval of others." 
Those recoving from anorexia often need counseling or assertiveness 
training, she added. Mr. Larry Bart, a clinical psychologist in the MSU 
Counseling Center, is available to students needing such help. He also 
works with the self~help group. 
Affiliated with the national organization, Anorexia Nervosa and 
Associated Disorders, the MSU group offers information to any interested 
person. Requests should be directed to Ms. Mary Jo Netherton, MSU, 
UFO 1215, Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone number is (606) 783-2171. 
II II !IIIII 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- It happens every Tuesday and Thursday as the 
control room clock approaches 5 p.m. 
With smiles beneath their mustaches, two anchormen, Ray Keeton and 
Ed Arnold, ready themselves to go on the air as they hear the opening 
music for "NewsCenter 12," Morehead State University's student television 
news program. 
"NewsCenter 12" is the only MSU-TV production totally staffed by 
students, including engineering, writing and on-the-air talent," says 
Keeton, Morehead senior. "That's important because it gives everybody 
a chance to see how a· show operates from the ground up." 
The show, broadcast to city and campus cable viewers on Channel 12, 
covers community and university news. Some stories are rewrites from 
local newspaper stories and press releases but many are videotaped reports 
from the show's field reporters and writers. 
"We're trying to use more videotaped reports," says Keeton. 
"NewsCenter 12" averages about three videotaped stories in each half-hour 
show, ranging from interviews to feature shots." Also included are 
videotaped MSU and area high school sports stories from sports anchor 
Susie Brutcher, Louisville junior. 
Aside from sports, most of the stories go through Lisa York, 
assignment editor and East Bernstadt sophomore. 
"I make the assignments to the reporters, then they set up their own 
appointments for interviews or arrange when to shoot a story," notes York, 
who also does wrfting and reporting for the show. 
Compared with-the usual classroom education working at "NewsCenter 12" 
feels "like a part of the real world," says reporter Flora Jackson, Paris 
:(more) - ------___ .... : 
NewsCenter 12 
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sophomore. "In the classroom, we read about things, do assignments and 
have a teacher telling us what to do. But here each of us holds a 
position and we have a job to do and we get along well." 
"NewsCenter 12" has about 20 staff members, including announcers, 
writers, reporters and cameramen. 
Some work for internship credit and others, like co~anchorman Ed 
Arnold, New Liberty senior. do it "for fun and something to do." 
Gaining college credit and "hands-on" experience, the production 
crew members are students who also work on other MSU-TV programs, such 
as "MSU at Large," "Our Appalachia," "You and the Law," "MSU Report," 
"Dianoia," and various shows relating to MSU's athletic programs. 
"I'm really pleased with the newscasters, the writers, the camermen 
and everyone," says advisor Dave Collins. 
"They do a terrific job, and that makes everything a little better." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A film produced by Morehead State University's 
Division of Media Services will be shown statewide on Kentucky 
Educational Television on Wednesday, Dec. 9, at 10 p.m. EST. 
The program, entitled "Mountain Top Mining: Land for the Future," 
was produced by Richard Mackey, coordinator of television production; 
Betty Marshall, communications coordinator for the Appalachian 
Development Center; and Vivian Harris Wright, an MSU graduate from 
Olive Hill. 
The production was videotaped on location at Martiki Coal Company 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The second annual "Fun Horse Show" is scheduled 
Sunday, Dec. 13, at Morehead State University's Derrickson Agricultural 
Complex. 
Students currently enrolled in riding classes will participate 
in preparation for the regular show held each spring. 
"This show is comparable to a piano recital for p:it.imo students," 
says Mary Eckerle, graduate assistant in charge of the show. 
Each student will show in three of the 11 classes offered, which 
include hunt, stock and saddle seats, five-gaited and jumping events. 
Cindy Smith, an MSU graduate, will judge the show. 
"It's a good time for all involved," says Eckerle. "It can be 
very comical at times and we have some good competition, too." 
The 1 p.m. ·show will be staged in Richardson Arena on ·Kyc 377, two 
miles north of Morehead. 
For more information, call (606) 783-5100. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- The fall semester at Morehead State University 
ends Friday, Dec. 18. 
All University offices will close for the holidays at noon on ,~., 
Wednesday, Dec. 23,~and reopen at 8 a.m. on MOnday, Jan. 4. 
Registration for the 1982 spring semester be~ins Monday, Jan. 11. 
Classes start Thursday, Jan. 14, at 8 a.m. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Philip Coates of Xenia, Ohio, will present his 
junior tuba recital on Tuesday, Dec. 8 at Morehead State University. 
The program will include works by Vaugh, Handad and Golterman. 
He will be accompanied by Rocky Hardyman, Tollesboro senior. 
Coates is a member of Sigma Pi social fraternity, Marching Band and 
Concert Band. 
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coates of 551 Birch Road in 
Xenia. 
The 8:15p.m. recital in Duncan Recital Hall is free and open to 
the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Laura Marie Dallas of Pittsburgh, Pa., will 
present her senior flute recital on Wednesday, Dec. 9, at Morehead 
State University. 
The program will include works by Griffes, Claude Bolling, 
Chick Corea and Quincy Jones. 
She is a member of the Fellowship of Christian Musicians and the 
Kentucky Music Teachers Association Band and will be accompanied_by 
Todd Spangler, Chuck Archard and Steve Hall. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Dallas of 897 Rita 
Drive in Pittsburgh. 
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Morehead State University is offerin~ 21 courses in Prestonsburg 
during the 1982 spring semester. 
Registration will be held at Prestonsburg Community College 
on Thursday, Jan. 14, at 6 p.m. 
Scheduled classes include: 
'~BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS --- ACCT 500, Survey of Accounting; 
MNGT 565, Human Relations in Business Management. 
*EDUCATION--- EDEL 627, Reading in Elementary School; EDEL 632, 
Elementary School Curriculum; EDSP 601, Survey of Exceptional Children; 
EDUC 582, Discipline/Classroom Management; EDAD 628, School Law; 
EDAD 599, Workshop in Community Relations; EDAD 691, School and the 
Public; EDUC 610, Advanced Human Growth and Development; EDEL 680, 
History and Philosophy of Education; EDSE 683, The American Secondary 
School; EDGC 580, Measurement Principles and Technics; EDGC 666A, 
Technics of Counseling, Elementary; EDGC 666B, Technics of.Counseling, 
Secondary; EDGC 666C, Technics of Counseling, Community; HLTH 508, 
General School Safety; PSY 575, Selected Topics: Psychology of 
Adulthood and Aging; PSY 610, Advanced Human Growth and Development. 
'~SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS --- SCI 592, Science for Secondary 
Teachers. 
*SOCIAL SCIENCES --- HIS 610, American Biography. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Is Kentucky moving toward a "super board" 
to govern its public higher education system? Does the present 
concept of "coordination" really work? 
Answers to these and related questions will be sought here 
Wednesday when the role of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education 
(CHE) is the featu~ea topic in Morehead State Universitv's six-part 
symposium on the .future of public higher education in Kentucky. 
Lexington attorney William H. McCann, chairman of the CHE, 
will be the principal speaker. 
The 3 p.m. program in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran 
University Center is free and open to the public. The symposium 
is entitled "Kentucky Higher Education in the 80's: The Promise of 
Renewal or the Bolitics of Retrenchment?" 
The final program is Thursday at 3 p.m. when area legislators 
discuss higher education issues expected to face the 1982 Kentucky 
General Assembly. That session also is scheduled in the Crager Room 
and is open to ·the public. 
The symposium is sponsored by MSU's Division of Public Affairs 
with funds provided by the MSU Foundation, Inc. Proceedings of the 
six programs will be made available to the public. 
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Morehead State University is offering 25 courses in Pikeville 
during the 1982 spring semester. 
Registration will be held at Pikeville College Wednesday, Jan. 13, 
at 6 p.m. 
Scheduled classes include: 
~'EDUCATION --- EDEL 630, Curriculum Construction; EDEL 632, 
Elementary School Curriculum; EDEL 562, Remedial Reading; EDSE 634, 
Secondary School Curriculum; EDSP 557, Curriculum for the Elementary 
Exceptional Children; EDAC 652, Community School; EDUC 600, Research 
Methods; EDUC 610, Advanced Human Growth and Development; EDGC 619, 
Organization and Administration of Career Education; EDGC 669A, 
Practicum in Guidance and Counseling, Elementary; EDGC 669B, Practicum 
in Guidance and Counseling, Secondary; EDGC 669C, Practicum in 
Guidance and Counseling, Community; EDGC 679, Advanced Practicum in 
Guidance and Counseling; EDAD 660, Supervision; EDAD 672, Seminar in 
Problems of Principles; EDAD 673, Seminar in Problems of Supervisors; 
EDAD 599, Workshop in Community Relations; EDAD 691, School and the 
Public; HLTH 508, General School Safety; PSY 575, Selected Topics: 
Brain and Behavior; PSY 610, Advanced Human Growth and Development. 
~'HUMANITIES --- ENG 598, English for Standard Tests; 
*SCIENCES AND MATHE}~TICS ·--- BIOL 552, Animal Natural History. 
*SOCIAL SCIENCES --- SOC 515, Family Dynamics; GEOG 502, 
Geographical Facts and Concepts. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Rowan County High School basketball teams 
will play three doubleheaders this season in Morehead State 
University's Wetherby Gymnasium. 
The games were announced in a joint statement issued by RCHS 
Principal Marvin Moore and MSU Athletic Director G. E. (Sonny) 
Moran. 
The dates include Tuesday, Dec. 8; Friday, .Jan. 8; and 
Tuesday, Feb. 16. Each represents a doubleheader involving the 
RCHS boys and girls teams. The Dec. 8 game involves the girls 
against Lexington Bryan Station and the boys against Bath County. 
The girls face Woodford County and the boys play Lexington Henry 
Clay on Jan 8. Both squads go against Russell on Feb. 16. 
Tipoff time is 6 p.m. for the girls and 8 p.m. for boys. Admission 
will be $2.50 at the gate. 
"We are pleased to report that all of the details have been 
worked out for these games to be played at Wetherby Gym," Moore 
and Moran stated. "Thes~. arrangements will result in additional 
convenience for players and fans of all schools involved." 
Use of the campus facility for the RCHS games has been 
approved by the Kentucky High· School Athletic Association. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's veterinary technology 
program is sponsoring a seminar on the Kentucky Brucellosis Program on 
Thursday, December 12. 
J.D. Wolfe, assistant director of the State veterinarian's office, 
will discuss current brucellosis regulations, effects on buying, selling 
and shipping cattle and the change in vaccinating age. 
The program is scheduled at 2 p.m. in Richardson Arena at MSU's 
Derrickson Agricultural Complex on Ky. 377, two miles north of Morehead. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Kenneth Clever, 
director of vete~inary technology, at (606) 783-5105. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A pinning ceremony honoring the 12 December 
graduates of Morehead State University's nursing program is scheduled 
Friday, Dec. 18, at 11 a.m. in Reed Auditorium. 
Dr. C. Louise Caudill of Morehead will address the graduating 
class. 
Graduates include Mary Grace Blimline of Hyde, Pa.; Cheryl 
Jean Clevenger of Sandy Hook; Kathy Ann Conley of Catlettsburg;·"; 
Carol Ann Cornett of Russell; Deborah Lynne Corwin of Medway, Ohio; 
Rebecca Pearl Hogge of Sharpsburg; Teresa Lynn Johnson of Hi Hat; 
Ruth Renee LeMaster of South Shore; Glenda Ruth Salyer of Loveland; 
Ohio; Leigh Ann Wright of Frankfort; and Susan Jennifer Williams 
of Morehead. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Virginia Ann White of Morehead was named 
"Outstanding Journalist" for the fall 1981 semester at Morehead 
State University by staff members of "The Trail Blazer," the 
campus newspaper. 
A sophomore at MSU, White is a journalism major with an 
advertising emphasis. 
A 1980 graduate of Rowan County High School, she is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Victor White of Morehead.· 
Other awards presentations include Anthony Christian, "Trail 
Blazer" sports editor from Cincinnati as "Most Improved Journalist" 
and Joe Duncan, Flemingsburg freshman, who was named "Outstanding 
Freshman Journalist." 
Awards were presented by Lisa Sayble, "Trail Blazer" editor, 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Kentucky's public universities are "walking 
a tightrope between the need for statewide coordination and their own 
institutional autonomy," State Higher Education Council Chairman 
William H. McCann said here Wednesday. 
The Lexington attorney told a Morehead State University 
audience that the Council on Higher Education has all of the 
statutory authority it needs as a coordinating agency. 
"The Council has no power to run an institution but we must 
insure that unnecessary duplication is avoided," he stated. "I do 
not believe that we need any more power." 
plan 
McCann defended the recently-approved "mission model" funding 
·D" Ll 
which has ,-be'en submitted to the Kentucky Department of Finance, 
'---~~ 
describing it as "necessary to accomplish each:-~institutfont.s~_:_ 
individual mission." 
McCann called for the separation of budgets for teaching 
hospitals from the balance of the state's higher education allocation. 
He suggested that indigent patient care costs be budgeted to the 
Department for· Human Resources instead of the two universities with 
medical schools. 
McCann was featured at the fifth in a series of six programs in 
I4SU's higher education symposium entitled "Kentucky Higher Education 
in the 80's: The Promise of Renewal or The Politics of Retrenchment?" 
The series ends Thursday at 3 p.m. when area lawmakers discuss 
higher education issues expected to face the 1982 General Assembly. 
-- Scheduled in the Ad ron Doran University Center, the program is free 
and open to the public. 
####### 
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CORRECTION CORRECTION 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's veterinary technology 
program is sponsoring a seminar on the Kentucky Brucellosis Program on 
Thursday, December 17. 
J. D. Wolfe, assistant director of the State veterinarian's office, 
will discuss current brucellosis regulations, effects on buying, selling 
and shipping cattle and the change in vaccinating age. 
The program is scheduled at 2 p.m. in Richardson Arena at MSU's 
Derrickson Agircultural Complex on Ky. 377, two miles north of Morehead. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Kenneth Clever, 
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By Mary Westheimer 
MSU Student Journalist 
' -
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- This year has been declared the International 
Year of Disabled Persons, a group often overlooked, but for some students 
at Morehead State University, care of the disabled is an integral part of 
education. 
Ties have developed between MSU's psychology and vocational education 
programs and the Eastern Kentucky Comprehensive Rehabilitation Center in 
Thelma, near Paintsville, which tests, evaluates and trains handicapped 
Kentucky residents. 
Opened in 1973, EKCRC is among six such centers in the United States 
which approaches the plight of the trainable handicapped in comprehensive 
fashion, according to Dr. Charles Morgan, EKCRC psychologist and a 
faculty member at MSU. 
Dr. Morgan, whose salary is shared by the two institutions, spends 
about two days a week in Thelma providing clinically-based supervision 
for EKCRC interns and staff adjustment counselors . 
"The comprehensive approach used at EKCRC calls for complete testing 
of potential students to determine personal, physical and occupational 
needs so that a consistent approach to rehabilitation can be implemented," 
explains Dr. Morgan. 
Assisting in testing and evaluation 1is one of the responsibilities 
of MSU interns at the facility. 
"The program gives our student interns a real taste of what it is 
like t'o go out and do program evaluation and to apply their research 




Interns also assist in counseling, serving as "junior adjustment 
counselors." 
"We learn a lot from interns, too," says Karen Granger, adjustment 
counselor and on-site supervisor for the interns. She explains that 
Thelma's remote location means taht EKCRC staff members benefit from 
the "new thinking" interns bring with them from MSU. 
Granger, a graduate of MSU like many other EKCRC staff members, came 
to the facility nearly four years ago as an intern and subsequently was 
hired. 
Another tie between EKCRC and MSU involves vocational education. 
EKCRC students are offered instruction in appliance repair, drafting, 
business and cosmetology, among other professions. 
Many of the vocational instructors at EKCRC were certified at MSU 
and many are taking night classes. 
In addition, EKCRC has sponsored workshops at the facility during 
the last two summers to teaching MSU vocational education students how 
to work with and evaluate the handicapped. 
1111 ffff II 
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-State Ren. -elect Halter Blevins of Morehead declared his 
- - - ---- -
"wholehearted" support of Morehead State University and public higher 
education during an MSU symposium. 
Joining him at MSU's higher education symposium were Rep. Lowell 
Cline_of Olive Hill, Rep. Pete Worthington of Ewing and Sen. Benny 
Ray.Bailey of Hindman for the sixth program of "Kentucky Higher 
Education in the '80's: The Promise of Renewal or The Politics of 
Retrenchment?" 
"Eastern Kentucky has made great strides in the recent past," 
said the Horehead dentist, "and the quality of education at MSU is 
a part of that. I will continue to support higher education in general 
and Morehead State University in particular." 
Dr. Blevins described MSU as "more than a regional university, 
but also a vital part of the community and of Eastern Kentucky." 
He added: "A strong educational base is an important factor in 
attracting industry to our region and MSU provides that support in 
fine fashion." 
Rep. Worthington, whose district includes three precincts in 
Rowan County, said he is "very confused with the direction of public 
higher education at the state level." He predicted that the leV-islature 
< 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- C. E. Peppiatt, Louis Teater and Lyda Caudill 
of Lexington have been named to the Advisory Committee for Morehead 
State University's horsemanship program. 
"We depend on the advisory committee for suggestions to better 
our program from the standpoint of the industry," explains Dr. Judy 
Willard, assistant professor of agriculture. "They evaluate our 
program, help with job placement and keep us in contact with current 
technology." 
The nine-member group meets yearly with MSU's horsemanship 
faculty. 
Other members include Don Harris of Simpsonville, Paul Travis of 
Grayson, B.C. Cotton of Dry Ridge, Hobert Potter of Robinson Creek, 
Merrill Murray of Versailles and Harvey Prewitt of Mt. Sterling. 
ffflfl II II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Don Harris of Simpsonville has been named to 
the Advisory Committee for Morehead State University's horsemanship" 
program. 
"We depend on the advisory committee for suggestions to better 
our program from the standpoint of the industry," explains Dr. Judy 
Willard, assistant professor of agriculture. "They evaluate our 
program, help with job placement and keep us in contact with current 
technology. 
The nine-member group meets yearly with MSU's horsemanship 
faculty. 
Other members include C. E. Peppiatt, Lyda Caudill and Louis 
Teater of Lexington; Paul Travis of Grayson; B. C. Cotton of Dry 
Ridge; Hobert Potter of Robinson Creek; Merrill Murray of Versailles; 
and Harvey Prewitt of Mt. Sterling. 





"It just doesn't make sense to adopt fee increases in the-face 
of reduced aid," Worthington said of the CHE's recent 15 percent 
tuition hike. He also questioned the wisdom of making "dramatic 
chan)l:es" in budgeting and other aspects of the state's higher education 
system without "good .iustification." 
12-11- Blscf 





Lumber Grading Workshop 
Dec. 14 - Dec. 18. 
Button Auditorium 
8 a.m. until 5 p.m. Monday through Thursday 
8 a.m. until noon Friday. 
The week-long hardwood lumber grading workshop is sponsored by 
Morehead State University's Appalachian Development Center and Division 
of Continuing Education. 
Sessions include National Hardwood Lumber Association rules, 
nractice gradin~ of lumber, relationshin of log to lumber grades, millyard 
practices affecting grade and sawing practices affecting grade. 
Intended for those working in hardwood sawmills and other lumber 
industries, the workhop also is open to the general public. 
LIVE BROADCAST RIGHTS: 
l>F.ESS PARKING: 
PREss· SEATING: 
Contact this office 
Available upon request 
Available upon request 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE AT OR NEAR SITE: Telecopiers, telephones, electrical 
outlets, typewriters 
MSU COVERAGE : Black/white photographs, news release. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Charles Jones, associate professor of mathematics 
at Morehead State University, recen:tly received the "Silver Beaver Award," 
the highest honor of the Boy Scouts of America. 
The award was based on his outstanding.v9luriteer service to scouting 
over a sustained period. 
Jones works with Boy Scout Troop 142 which is sponsored by the 
Morehead United Methodist Church. He also assists with other scout units. 
·.Jones has been a member of the MSU faculty since 1962 . 
. . -
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's National Youth 
Sports Program has received a special commendation from the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). 
MSU's program, one of 140 in the United States, hosted an average 
of 260 youth each summer. 
The day camp offers individuals aged 10 through 18 opportunities 
to become involved in sports activities, physical fitness and enrichment 
programs offering information on various health topics. 
"Representatives of the National Youth Sports Program Advisory 
Committee gave us their highest commendation," said Dr. Earl Bentley, 
head of MSU's Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Geography _programs of six major universities in 
Kentucky, including Morehead State University, have formed the Kentucky . 
Geographical Consortium. 
This marks the first time in Kentucky that a university academic 
discipline has formed a continuing statewide cooperative network. The 
overall objective of the organization is to promote a greater degree of. 
cooperation in geographic instruction, service and research. 
The idea for the consortium res].llted from a meeting ·of departmentiil 
chairmen during the annual meeting of the Southeast Division of the 
Association of American Geographers. 
Participating in the "Atlanta Compact'.' were Dr. Gary Cox of .Morehead 
. - . 
State University, Dr. Stanley Brurin of the University of Kentucky, Dr. 
William Dakan of the University of Louisv;i).le, Dr. Wayne Hoffman of 
Western Kentucky University, Dr. Ron Marionneaux of Eastern Kentucky. 
University, and Dr. Neil Weber of Murray State University. 
Drawing upon the resources of the six departments, the consortium 
will have access to the Geographical Studies and Research Center at EKU, 
the Cartographic Lab at UK, the Mid-America Remote Sensing Center at 
Murray State, and the Kentucky Climate Center at WKU. 
!Iff !Iff II 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Sharon Adkins of Harrogate, Tenn., has been named 
to the advisory committee of Morehead State University's veterinary 
technology program. 
"Committee members make suggestions as to what will be expected from 
our graduates and advise us as to curriculum needs and clinical tasks," 
explains Dr.'Kenneth Clever, coordinator of MSU's veterinary technology 
program. 
The 18-member group also includes Dr. Donald Applegate and Dr. Newell 
Hicks of Versailles, Dr. Bruce Catlett and Dr. Kenneth Sims of Louisville, 
Dr. Robert S. Hail and Dr. L. S. Shirrell of Frankfort, Dr. D. L. Proctor 
and Dr. Louis Newman of Lexington, Dr. Ralph Derrickson of Morehead, Dr. 
William Fling of Russell, Dr. Edward S. Ford of Cynthiana, Dr. Rodney 
Gross of ·Grayson, Dr. William Holbrook of West Liberty, Dr. Frank Brown 
of Mt. Sterling, Dr. Joe Turpin of Campbellsville, Pat Mumm of Winchester 
and Dr. Harley H. Sutton of Georgetown. 
##### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Brian Simmons, a senior at Boyd County High 
School, is serving as captain of the Kentucky Upward Bound Scholar 
Bowl Team. 
A member of the Morehead State University Upward Bound scholar 
bowl team which won the state title last summer, Simmons will lead 
the Kentucky squad into regional competition in February at 
Winston-Salem, N. C. 
Upward.Bound provides selected youth with opportunities to expand 
their cultural and educational horizons. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University is offering seven 
courses in Whitesburg during the 1982 spring semester. 
Registration will be held at the West Whitesburg Elementary 
) School on Wednesday, Jan. 13, at 6 p.m. 
Scheduled classes include: 
*EDUCATION --- EDAD 645, Principles of Education Administration; 
) EDUC 600, Research Methods in Education; EDEL 680, History and Philosophy 
of Education; HLTH 518, Use and Abuse of Drugs; EDSP 602, Speech and 
Language Problems. 
*HUMANITIES --- ENG 652, 20th Century English Literature. 
*SOCIAL SCIENCES ---HIS 643, Seminar: Appalachian History. 
For additional information contact Bernard Watts at (606) 633-4426. 
#### 
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By MARY WESTHEIMER 
MSU Student Journalist 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Would you learn anything while taking care 
of more than 15,000 livestock during an 18-day show and auction? 
About 40 students from Morehead State University's veterinary 
technology program said they did during the recent North American 
Livestock Exposition (NALE) in Louisville. 
"There was no way I could give livestock owners good service 
24 hours a day without help," says Dr. Newell Hicks of Versailles, NALE 
veterinarian who was responsible for the health of the cattle, sheep, 
horses and swine from 25 countries. 
Dr. Hicks first took responsibility for the care of sick animals 
at the NALE when the show began seven years ago. At that time, he 
enlisted the assistance of students in MSU's vet tech program, the only 
such program in Kentucky accredited by the American Veterinary Medical 
Association. 
"It's a great program," says Dr. Hicks, a member of the board of 
the Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association who became familiar with 
MSU's program during its accreditation. "The concept of a veterinary 
technician is relatively new with only 52 accredited programs in the 
nation." 
(more) 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dwayne Ansley, Morehead State University senior 
from Ridgeway, Ohio, has been selected for a professional internship at 
the Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center (PETC). 
"Dwayne was in national competition and only 12 students were 
chosen," says Dr. Wayne A. Morella, MSU's director of field career 
experiences .. "He is the first student to be accepted from MSU." 
Ansley, a data processing major, will be working in PETC's ADP 
) Systems Coordination Branch, which provides computer services for center 
) 
researchers. He will assist in data entry, output distribution, 
consulting and programming. 
The six-month internship program, sponsored by the U.S. Department 
of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy, trains undergraduate students in a 
variety of fields. 
PETC is internationally known for research and development 
emphasizing energy conservation in the industrial use of coal and its 
derived fuels. 
The interns receive a monthly stipend for expenses and can earn a 
maximum of six credit hours. 
Ansley is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ansley of Ridgeway. 
II If 111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Five Morehead residents are among 49 Morehead 
State University students whose biographies appear in the 1981 edition 
of "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges." 
To be eligible for "Who's Who" listing., an MSU student must 
have a fulltime class load, maintain at least a 2.5 grade-point 
average and be nominated by a campus organization. 
The l:i,sting includes Robert H. Hamilton, a senior business 
administration major and the son of 11r. and 11rs. Bernard Hamilton; 
Ray Keeton, a senior radio-television major and the son of 11r. and 
mrs.' Ollie Keeton, Jr.; Kermie D. Hodge, a senior majoring in 
English and journalism and the son of 11r. and 11rs. Joe B. Hodge; 
Marcia Lynn Anderson, a senior majoring in English and government and 
the son of Roy and 11argaret Anderson; and Ramona Wolfe, a senior 
majorinp, in accounting and the daughter of 11r. and Mrs. Robert Wolfe. 
Other .·11SU students selected for "Who's Who" include Darlene 
11itchell Back, Janet Sharp Baker, 11ichael Bick, Regina~~~i~~. 
Susan Borstner, Cynthia Brinkmann, Virgil K: Davis, 11ichael R. DeHart, 
' - ' 
Charles P. Edward, Jr., Jean 11. Espenchied, Ste~en V. Flood, Debra 
Elaine r,regory, Frederic J. Hans, Joseph L. Hansen, Miriam Jane Hard, 




Also included were Gregory Hudson, Jan.R. Jacobs, Kelly T. Kalb, 
Sarah Lee Kidwell, Philip M. King, Matthew E. Lang, Harriett M. Leidy, 
Teresa Lojun-, Jeffery L. McEldowney, Lori L. Mihalik, David 1-7. Moore, 
Mary Frances Moore, Jack Ray Osman, -Jr., Brenda Plummer, Maria Jayne 
Rolley, Deljean M. Ross, Robert A. Rowe, Jr., Merry Evans Salyers, 
Susan Mary Sumner, Conrad Swartzentruber, Darris M. Toney, Patty A. 
Zuniga, Sharon Swartzentruber, Gregory S. Wilder and Stephen M. 
' 
O'Connor. -- -- -- -
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Donald H. Cunningham, professor of English 
at Morehead State University, has received national recognition for two 
of his recent publications. 
The National Council of Teachers of English, Committee on Technical 
and Scientific Communication, has designated his textbook, "How to Write 
for the World of Work," as the best book designed for technical writing 
classes at two-year colleges. 
Another Cunningham book, "The Practical Craft: Readings :t;pr 
Business and Technical Writers" was named the best collections of essays 
for 1981. 
A native of Columbia, Mo., Dr. Cunningham received bachelor's, 
master's and doctoral degrees from the University of Missouri. He has 
been a member of the MSU faculty since 1972. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Morehead State University's Department of Music 
has been reaccredited by the National Association of Schools of Music. 
"We are very pleased about this," says Dr. William Bigham, head of 
the department. "We feel this ·recognition is important to the continued 
progress of our programs." 
Reaccreditation means MSU's music programs meets NASM standards and 
that all music educational services advertised to the public are, in 
fact, being offered. 
MSU first was granted full membership and accreditation by NASM in 
1971. Reaccreditation evaluations are scheduled at 10-year intervals. 
1111 fill If 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--- State Rep. Walter Blevins of-Morehead recently 
declared his "wholehearted" support of Morehead State University and 
public education during an appearance at MSU. 
He was a participant in the final fall symposium program of 
. . 
"Kentucky Higher Education i·n ;;the -:).980 's ': . The Promise of Renewal 
or The Politics of Retrenchment?" 
"Eastern.Kentuck:y:·has made great strides in the recent past," 
' said the Morehead dentist, "and the quality of education at MSU is 
a part of that. I intend to strongly support public education in 
general and Morehead State University in particular." 
Dr. Blevins described MSU as "rriore than a regional university, 
but also a vital part of the community and of Eastern Kentucky." 
He added: "A strong educational base is an important factor in 
attracting industry to our region and MSU pxovides that support in 
fine fashion." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- State Rep. Pete Worthington of Ewing questioned 
the statewide direction of public higher education in Kentucky during 
a recent appearance at Morehead State University. 
Joining him at MSU's higher education symposium were Rep. Gene 
Cline of Olive Hill, Rep. Walter Blevins of Morehead and Sen. Benny 
Ray Bailey of Hindman. 
Worthington, who represents the 70th District, predicted that 
the 1982 General Assembly would give special attention to the role 
of the Council on Higher Education ·.(CHE). 
"It just doesn't make sense to '.e~c:>P.t _s_ljbstantial fe(;l in_y_r_e~se·~­
in the face of reduced student aid," Lwo.r_th~~gton sa:ici of the CHE' s 
recent 15 percent tuition hike. He also questioned the wisdom of 
making "dramatic changes" in budgeting and other aspects of the 
state's higher education system without "good justification." 
Worthington, an MSU alumnus, said the financial needs of the 
state's public universities would receive "a fair hearing" during 
the upcoming session. 
He added that student financial aid programs would be of 
particular interest to the lawmakers. 
#### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Sen. Benny Ray Bailey of Hindman affirmed his 
support for public education during a recent appearance at Morehead 
State University. 
Joining him in a discussion of legislative issues for 1982 were 
Rep. Gene Cline of Olive Hill, Rep. Pete Worthington of Ewing and 
Rep. Walter Blevins of Morehead. 
"Those who .wish to attend college. should have the opportunity to 
dq so," Bailey ·said;--- "-If -we ·need to_ raise taxes- i;o; support qual-ity 
~- educatian.·~--then- the gc)veJ:.J;'()~ shoirl_d_ t~k~-t-he- i;;a:d- ;;_~d propc)se file: 
measures." 
Bailey, who.represents the 29th District, predicted that 
educational needs on all levels would receive "a fair hearing" during 
the 1982 session of the General Assembly. However, he was pessimistic 
about the prospects for major new revenue sources. 
"First, we will have to do a better job of using the resources 
now available to state and local. go-vernment," Bailey added. "No one 





"For years, veterinarians had to take the time to train their 
assistants, who usually came with the desire but no experience," explains 
McLynn Swah, an assistant instructor in MSU's program who completed 
the training a few years ago. 
Accredited by the AVMA in 1977, the program requires intensive 
classroom and laboratory study for two years and an actual working 
experience of its 47 students currently enrolled. 
The experience includes work with large and small animals from 
horses and cows to laboratory rats and rabbits. This exposes students 
to knowledge applicable in Yeterinary practices and resear9h laboratories-
which are the chief employees of veterinary technicians. 
-
The students, who earn associate degrees, get actual experience 
at NALE. 
"For some of the first-year students, this is their first 
exposure to animals," Swah says. "The second-year students get to 
apply their knowledge and become more confident and eager to learn." 
Lisa Santangelo-Applegate, Hartford, Conn., sophomore, says 
she has learned much from the program, especially the experience at 
NALE. 
"We're exposed to on-the-spot emergencies at the Expo. We're 
shown the technics we've studied and Dr. Hicks always explains why 
everything is done a certain-way. It's a great experience: 
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Morehead State University is offering 26 courses in Ashland during 
the 1982 spring semester. 
Registration will be held at Crabbe Elementary School at the corner 
of 15th St. and Central Ave. on Wednesday, Jan. 13, at 6 p.m. 
Scheduled classes include: 
"'APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY REG 672, REG Education Workshop; 
IET 393, Methods in Vocational Industrial Education; MIN 304, Mine Systems 
Technology. 
*BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS --- ACCT 611, Accounting Analysis for 
Dicision Making; ECON 590, Economic Education for Teachers; ECON 504, 
Survey of Economic Theory; FIN 360, Business Finance; FIN 560, Financial 
Markets; MNGT 502, Survey Quantitive Analysis; MNGT 612, Advanced 
Management; MKT 650, Marketing Administration. 
*EDUCATION--- EDEL 627, Reading in Elementary School; EDAC 651, 
Human Development in Adult; EDAD 645, Principles of Education 
Administration; EDUC 600, Research Methods in Education; EDUC 610, 
Advanced Human Growth and Development; EDEL 680, History and Philosophy 
of Education; EDSE 683, The American Secondary School; EDGC 580, 
Measurement Principles and Techniques; EDGC 667A, Group Procedures, 
Elementary Counselors; EDGC 667B, Group Procedures, Secondary Counselors; 
EDGC 667C, Group Procedures, Community Counselors; HLTH 518, Use and 
Abuse of Drugs; PSY 589, Psychology of Learning; PSY 610, Advanced Human 
Growth and Development. 
*HUMANITIES --- ENG 648, English Romantic Period. 
For additional information contact Ray McCann, Ashland Board of 
Education, at (606) 329-9777. 
IJIJ # IJIJ 
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Monthly_ Preview for January, 1982 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --~-The opening of the sprin~ 1982 semester, a 
congressional §e~t~3r and winter sports highlight the month of 
January at tyo_rehead State University. 
Registration for the spring term is scheduled Jan. 11-13 with 
classes beginning Thursday, Jan. 14, at 8 a.m. University offices 
reonen Monday, Jan. 4, at 8 a.m. 
U.S. Rep. Carl D. Perkins will host a federal programs seminar 
for local government officials on Wednesday, -Jan. 6, at 1 p.m. in 
Reed Auditorium. Representatives of various federal agencies will 
brief city and county leaders on the status of funding programs. 
,• 
In basketball, the Lady Eagles host Western Kentucky on Jan. 7 at 
5 p.m., Eastern Kentucky on-Jan. 23 at 5 p.m., Marshall on Jan. 25 
at 7:30 p.m. and Miami (Ohio) on Jan. 17 at 7:30p.m. 
The Eagles host Western Kentucky on Jan. 7 at 7:30p.m., 
Alabama-Huntsville on Jan. 18 at 7:30p.m., Eastern Kentucky on 
Jan. 23 at 7:30p.m., Akron on Jan 28 at 7:30p.m. and Youngstown on 
Jan. 30 at 7:30p.m. 
A student art exhibit is scheduled in the Claypool-Young Art 
Gallery from Jan. 11 through Jan. 29. The gallery is open weekdays 
from 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. 
MSU's Concert and Lecture Series continues with a performance by 
the Teddy Wilson Trio on Thursday, Jan. 28, _in Button Auditorium at 
8 p.m. The program is free and onen to the public. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- If losing weight or improving your physical 
stamina are on your list of New Year's resolutions, then Morehead 
State University has good news for you. 
A new adult physical fitness program called "Run for Your Life" 
is being offered by MSU during the spring semester. 
The non-credit course will be geared toward persons in the 
community and MSU students who want to enjoy physical activities 
and benefit from exercise. 
"The program sets the individual participant·'cs pace, based on 
a battery of physical tests beforehand, so nobody will overexert 
themselves,'" explains Dr. Mike Brown, associate professor of health, 
physical education and recreation at MSU. "Too many times, people 
don't know what they're doing when they start an exercise program, 
and they sometimes end up injuring themselves," he added. 
The course, which includes loosening up, stretching, running 
and jogging exercises, requires each participant to have a physical 
examination at the Morehead Clinic on Jan. 18 and receive a doctor's 
permission. 
Participants then are tested for fi·,tness, body fat, flexibility 





"We will then prescribe an individual program for each person, 
how many laps to run or swim in a certain amount of time," Brown 
explains. "At the end of the course, we give a post-test to check 
their progress and give another prescription for them to work for 
more improvement on their own." 
A $100 fee to cover the physical exam, the exercise testing, 
textbooks and T-shirts will be charged at the course's registration, 
Jan. 11 through 15 in Room 158 of the Academic-Athletic Center. 
The 15-week course meets Monday, Wednesday and Friday, from 
5;30 pcm. to 6:30 p.m. at the Academic-Athletic Center. The class 
is limited to 25 adults, 18 or older. 
For more information, contact Dr. Brown, MSU, UPO 724, 
Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone number is (606) 783-2120.: 
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Mo_E~h~aa State University has received federal, state and private 
grants totaling more than .$671,000 since July 1. 
Funds for the 22 programs and projects in~lude: 
*$4,795 from the U.S. Public Health Service for support of the 
associate degree nursing program. 
"'$5, 25'o· "from th~ WHAS Crusade for Children to provide scholarships 
for public schc:J~.!.. officials involved in mainstreaming handicapped children. 
*$34,061 from t~e Kentucky Bureau of Vocational Education for support 
of the associate degree nursing and welding techn9logy programs. 
*$26,239 from the Kentucky Department of Education for continued 
operation of the Appalachian Adult Learning Center and technical 
assistance to paraprofessional instructors. 
*$83,576 from the Kentucky Department of Education to conduct an 
impact study, develop products and provide training for teachers and 
paraprofessionals of Kentucky's Adult Basic Education program. 
*$47,519 frorn the Kentucky Bureau of Vocational Education for 
continued support of vocational education programs. 
*$170,234 from the Kentucky Bureau for Human Resources to provide 
training for 45 displaced homemakers. 
*$38,420 from Gateway Area Community Services to continue the Head 
Start program at University Breckinridge School. 
*$140,095 from Bluegrass Area Development District to continue a 
training program for staff members of the Organization for Reconstruction 




*$20,195 from eight regional hospitals to support and maintain the 
Eastern Kentucky Health Science Information Network. 
'"$7, 200 from the Kentu.cky Council on Higher Education to support 
activities of the Center for Economic Education. 
~'$3 7, 345 from the U.S. Department of Labor to provide an academic 
degree program for students at the Prestonsburg Job Corps Center. 
'"$5, 154 from the Council on Higher Education to place medical 
technology students in clinical facilities for purposes of instruction 
and work experience. 
*$5,411 from the Council on Higher Education to place environmental 
studies students in district health departments as a learning experience. 
*$8,825 from the Council on Higher Education to place radiologic 
technology students in clinical facilities for.educational experience. 
~'$1, 96 7 from the Council on Higher Education to provide personnel 
for planning, developing, coordinating and evaluating Area Health 
Education System projects. 
*$7,795 from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting to provide 
support for training or advancement of minorities in positions in public 
broadcasting. 
*$3,711 'from the U.S. Department of Education to supplement funds 
; - - - I 
I 
to improve ahd expand the cooperative education program. 
*$514 from the Gateway Area Development District to provide training 
for volunteers serving the elderly in Menifee and Morgan counties. 
*$3,750 from the U.S. Small Business Administration to provide 





*$2,796 from the South-East Consortium for International Development 
to provide enrollment fees for selected foreign students. 
*$16,750 from the Kentucky Real Estate Commission for support of 
the real estate program. 
II flflll 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. StephenS. Taylor has been appointed executive 
assistant to the president of Morehead State University. 
MSU President Morris L. Norfleet announced that the appointment is 
effective immediately and will extend through June 30, 1982. 
Dr. Taylor assumes his new duties on a part-time basis while 
retaining his current position as MSU's director of counseling, testing 
and evaluation services. He also is a part-time faculty member at the 
rank of professor of education. 
Appointed to the MSU faculty in 1973, Dr. Taylor was named director 
of testing services in 1976. His responsibilities were expanded in 1980 
to include counseling services. 
A native of Walton, W.Va., he is a graduate of Glenville State 
College, Stetson University and Florida State University. He came to 
MSU after holding teaching and administrative posts in the public schools 
of St. Augustine, Fla., Monroe, Mich., Gallipolis, Ohio, and Parkersburg, 
W. Va. 
Dr. Taylor is married to the former Carolyn Dotson of Pennsboro, 
0 W. Va., who is acting head of MSU's Department of Home Economics. They 
have two children. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Are robots taking over? 
Not totally, but industry is turning to robot labor as advances in 
microcomputer technology have made robotics financially advantageous, 
according to Meade Roberts, associate professor of industrial education 
at Morehead State University and a robotics enthusiast. "However, very 
few people know much about robotics," he says. 
As a result of his interest and a student project, MSU has become 
one of the less than 20 U.S. institutions involved in industrial robotics. 
He reported that the University is working with industry 
representatives to keep pace with robotics through workshops and a new 
course·. 
Roberts recalls that he became interested in the field about a year 
ago when a student built a robot as a special project. 
"In our computer electronics course, several students asked what 
they could accomplish with computer technology outside of data 
processing," Roberts stated. "That led us into examining robots as 
realistic industrial tools." 
To help MSU get into robotics, representatives from Rockwell 
International and Detroit Reamer and Tool met with faculty members and 
students to answer questions and plan for the future. 
Roberts says the major concern of students seems to be the fear of 
being replaced by workers demanding no wages or fringe benefits and willing 




Although Roberts says we may be on the edge of a robot age, he 
interprets it differently. "Clothes used to be made by hand but when 
sewing machines began to be used, they didn't put people out of work," 
he said. "Instead, it created different jobs. Robots will elimina-te--
-D 
the need for certain types of jobs but, _in the long run, they will create 
_c:~--- --- -
more employment." 
MSU is offering a course in industrial robotics during the spring 
term to prepare students to work with robots in industry. Students will 
design, construct and improve a robot to demonstrate the principles of 
robotics. One of the robots to be built will screw indicator lights into 
auto dashboards and another will be a welder. 
"We can teach our students how to actually work with robots, unlike 
engineering schools which are just concerned with research and design," 
Roberts says. 
David Drake, Campton junior, already is working with robots in 
school and in his free time. He feels the opportunity to work with the 
machines will be to his advantage. 
"When I came to MSU, I planned to become a radio and television 
repairman," says Drake. "But working with computers has changed my 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Michael Biel, assistant professor of radio 
television at Morehead State University, loves recordings. In fact, he 
owns 35,000 of them. 
That's right, 35,000 recordings! 
In addition to 45 rpm phonograph records, there are thousands of 
long-playing albums and old 78's as well as tapes, recording wires, 
cylinders and player piano rolls. 
They're not all songs, either. 
"I'm a generalist," Dr. Biel says. "I have all types of things but 
I specialize in spoken-word and comedy recordings." 
The recordings form a unique history of the 20th century. Dr. Biel's 
oldest items are a few. cylinders from 1901 or earlier and one disc record 
from 1900. 
"It is more than a casual collection," Dr. Biel explains. "It's a 
research collection. It helps further my knowledge of the history of 
the phonograph, the record industry and broadcasting." 
This knowledge is passed on to his students in MSU classes. 
"I illustrate what we're learning with original recordings of 
broadcasts to show the kind of programs, the announcers and what their 
styles were." 
The recordings from decades ago show students the development of 
today's broadcasting styles, Dr. Biel notes. 
He also writes research columns and articles for national collector 
publications and regularly gives talks at record conventions. 
(more) 
"{. - :.~ .. 
- Dr. Biel 
2-2-2-2-2-2 
Dr. Biel's interest in recordings goes back to his childhood "when 
I found my father's collection up in the attic. There were 250 old 78's 
dating back into the twenties and earlier·. That formed the nucleus of 
my collection and some of those are still my favorites." 
Since then, Dr. Biel has added to the collection through garage, 
flea markets, advertised mail auctions, antique stores and record 
conventions. He has added more than 1,00.0 LP's, 300 45's and 300 78's 
to his collection since moving to Morehead four years ago. 
But the collection is not yet all in Kentucky. About a fourth of 
it is in the Biel home. The rest is in New Jersey, some at his parents 
and the remainder in a warehouse. 
So, what does a man with 35,000 recordings listen to when he goes 
home after a day of teaching? 
"I listen to whatever I need for research. But I also listen to 
the radio for the news, and I watch a lot of television because that's 
my business. If there's something on I should watch or listen to, the 
recordings will wait." 
He added: 
"I've often thought that when I grow old and retire, I'll finally 
get a chance to listen to all my recordings." 
1111111111 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University received a 
$20,000 Christmas present this week in the form of an anonymous 
gift to its scholarship endowment. 
Representing the largest cash-gift-from an individual in 
the University's fund raising history, the money will be added 
to MSU's investment base with the earnings used to finance 
scholarships, starting in the fall of 1982. 
The gift was announced by MSU President Morris L. Norfleet 
and Dr. C. Louise Caudill, national chairperson of MSU's 1981-82 
Annual Giving Campaign. 
"We are most grateful for this wonderful expression of 
support for the University and for the students who need financial 
assistance now and in the future," Dr. Norfleet stated. 
Dr. Caudill added: 
"This generous gift is especially timely in view of the federal 
cutbacks in student aid which could have a serious impact on the 
University's ability to remain an institution of educationak~ 
opportunity for the people of Eastern Kentucky." 
Gifts for scholarships and work-study assistance have been 
identified as priorities in this year's giving campaign, according 
to Dr. Caudill. 
Persons interested in giving to MSU for any purpose are 
invited to contact the Office of Development, MSU, UPO Box 1000, 
Morehead, KY 40351. The telephone number is (606) 783-4747. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Sounds of the Season," Christmas music and <l_:raiil~· 
are featured this month on WMKY, public radio from Morehead State 
University. 
The "New Swingle Singers" is the recreation of the world famous group 
d::··.":. 
which put Johann Sebasti!l Bach on the hit parade in the 1960's. This 
Christmas special ranges from "Jingle Bells" to a "Hymn to the Virgin" and 
will be aired Thursday, Dec. 24, at 8 p.m. 
Thea Musgrave's "A Christmas Carol," scheduled Friday, Dec. 25, at 
2: 30-.. p·. m. , provides a vivid·, moving musical experience. The opera is 
~ '" 
entirely faithful to the original Dickens story, presenting allithe, 
familiar' characters: the Fezziwigs, Bob Cratchit, Tiny Tim and the Ghosts 
of Christmas Past, Present and Future. 
"Tis the Season," to be aired Sunday, Dec. 27, at 12:30 p.m., is an 
.h~r-long radio11~i~~ma'1 by Jeff Sweet. On Christmas Eve, a man whose 
marriage has recently broken up cannot bring himself to admit that he wants 
and needs the sympathy of others. 
A half-hour radio play set on a slave ship in the Sea of Galilee 
dramatizes an unusual aspect of the Christmas Story. "Nightwatch," is set 
for Dec. 25, at 9:30 p.m. 
"The First Nowell," scheduled Monday, Dec. 21, at 7:30p.m., is a 
nativity play with words adapted from medieval pageants. 
Handel's "Messiah" performed by the Independence Messiah Choir from 




Taped on location in Colonial Williamsburg, "Christmas in the 
Colonies: A Williamsburg Celebration" captures the holiday spirit of 
18th century America on Christmas Day at 1 p.m. 
WMKY also will broadcast "Music of the Black Church" on Christmas 
at 7:30 p.m. This program combines music with commentary to illuminate 
the origins, style, and development of Christmas gospel music. 
James Thurber's hour-long adaptation of "Thirteen Clocks" is a 
delightful fairy tale for children and a mischievous parody for adults. 
It can be heard Sunday, Jan. 3, at 12:30 p.m. 
Another holiday special, "Markheim," is set in the year 1845. A 
dealer is disturbed by a visitor on Christmas Day who eventually brings 
death to them both but·, perhaps, salvation for the visitor. "Markheim" 
will be aired Monday, Dec. 28, at 7:30 p.m. 
WMKY operates at 90.3 FM from 6 a.m. to midnight on a daily basis. 
